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Abstract 
 

This dissertation traces the role of indigeneity in the formation of modern Detroit and the 

impact of urban culture on the reemergence of Indigenous people in that same location at the end 

of the 20th century. Covering more than a hundred years of urban Indigenous history between the 

nexus of urban history and Indigenous studies, Indigenous Detroit examines, first, non-Natives 

elites, and later, Native people, and how both deployed gendered and racialized versions of 

indigeneity. In both instances, “indigenous” identities carried racial and gendered meanings that 

helped to animate their appeal. Using local newspapers, government documents, and oral 

histories, this dissertation demonstrates how non-Indians used images of indigeneity to erase 

Native people from Detroit’s history. Indigenous people reasserted their presence in the Motor 

City, challenging longstanding definitions of indigeneity. In the first two chapters, I argue that, in 

a quest to bolster both white masculinity and Detroit’s urban standing, elite white men both 

memorialized and erased Detroit’s indigenous past. However, as I argue in chapters three and 

four, Indigenus residents such as Dakota Charles Eastman and women like my great-

grandmother Esther Shawboose Mays carved out spaces in Detroit to reinvigorate and redefine 

indigeneity through the creation of Indigenous cultural and educational institutions in a city now 

predicated on blackness, whiteness, and labor.  
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Introduction: Indigeneity, Modernity, and the Urban 
 

Detroit, Michigan has many histories. In the preface to Landmarks of Wayne County and 

Detroit, written during the year 1898!America’s transit into colonization abroad!compilers 

Robert B. Ross and George B. Catlin, wrote, “Detroit, from the date of its founding nearly 200 

years ago, became the metropolis of the region of the great lakes and the guardian of the straits. 

For a period of 125 years Detroit was both the rallying point and the emporium of the West.” 

Continuing to explain the uniqueness of Detroit, the authors state, “Three nations struggled and 

shed their blood for its possession. Before the advent of the railroad it was almost the only 

gateway of the vast territory between the great lakes and the Pacific Ocean.”1 This story uses 

broad strokes to paint a picture of European colonization, and the importance of Detroit not only 

in North American history, but also world history. In other words, Detroit, for at least two 

centuries, was one of the most important geopolitical spaces for understanding wars, migration, 

and the flow of ideas. Missing from this narrative is any mention of Indigenous people, and the 

role they played in Detroit.  

 This dissertation traces the role of indigeneity in the formation of modern Detroit and the 

impact of urban culture on the reemergence of Indigenous people in that same location at the end 

of the 20th century. Covering more than a hundred years of urban Indigenous history, Indigenous 

Detroit examines, first, non-Natives elites, and later, Native people, and how both deployed 

gendered and racialized versions of indigeneity. In both instances, “indigenous” identities carried 

racial and gendered meanings that helped to animate their appeal. Using local newspapers, 

government documents, and oral histories, this dissertation demonstrates how non-Indians used 

images of indigeneity to erase Native people from Detroit’s history. Indigenous people reasserted 

                                                 
1 Robert Ross and George Catlin, Landmarks of Wayne County and Detroit, vol. 1, 2 vols. 
(Detroit, MI: The Evening News Association, 1898), iii.  
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their presence in the Motor City, challenging longstanding definitions of indigeneity. In the first 

two chapters, I argue that, in a quest to bolster both white masculinity and Detroit’s urban 

standing, elite white men both memorialized and erased Detroit’s indigenous past. However, as I 

argue in chapters three and four, Indigenous residents such as Dakota Charles Eastman and 

women like my Saginaw Chippewa great-grandmother Esther Shawboose Mays and her 

daughter, Judy Mays, carved out spaces in Detroit to reinvigorate and redefine indigeneity 

through the creation of Indigenous cultural and educational institutions in a city now predicated 

on blackness, whiteness, and labor.  

 Indigenous Detroit: Indigeneity, Modernity, and Gender and Racial Formation in A 

Modern American City, 1871-2000 explores at least three questions. First, what were the 

processes of Native removal, both discursively and physically from Detroit? How did various 

constituents, including Blacks, Whites, and Native peoples deploy indigeneity over time and to 

what end? Finally, how does tracing the shifting meaning of indigneiety and describing how both 

whites and Natives defined it over time alter our understanding of racial and gender formation in 

modern American cities?  

In chapter one, I argue that in a quest to define Detroit’s urban standing, elite white men 

both memorialized and erased Detroit’s Indigenous past in order to cast Detroit as the epitome of 

modernity. I examine the paradoxes that contradict settler ideology by unpacking three examples 

of how indigenous presences were instrumental in white men’s construction of late 19th and early 

20th century Detroit!in their cultural imagination. I argue that while elites were constructing 

modern Detroit, they simultaneously created themselves as the epitome of modernity, tied to the 

city’s ascent; Indigenous people were seen as relics of the past. Second, celebrations and events 

during the time period were built on elite fashioning a Detroit identity built on the city’s 
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Indigenous imagery!a romantic one in which settlers of the past had overcome. Finally, I argue 

that Indigenous people, by their very presence challenged and disrupted those romantic ideas.  

In chapter two, I analyze how elite white men constructed a settler memory through 

performance at Detroit’s Bicentennial Celebration. I argue that this constructed memory were 

used to further usher in a collective understanding of whiteness, and to allow settlers to 

officially!through performance!claim origins to Detroit, thus employing a white form of 

indigeneity. A key component of explaining settler memory is understanding how settlers create 

historical, origin narratives that place Indigenous people in a particular time period. While in 

chapter one elite White men memorialized Indigenous people such as Pontiac to bolster their 

sense of masculinity and to place Detroit as the epitome of modernity, in this chapter, elite 

Whites cemented phase two of their settler project: constructing a historical memory that more 

firmly placed White men’s origins in Detroit!through pageantry, with performance.  

In chapter three, I analyze the roots of Indigenous political culture, specifically 

documenting the Society of American Indians’ meeting in the city, Charles Eastman’s residency, 

and the formation of the North American Indian Club (NAIC). These Indigenous political 

actors/organizations, who had long been on the forefront of Indigenous political activity, came to 

Detroit in order to continue challenging the depiction of Indigenous people in the settler 

imagination. And though there is no known direct link between the SAI and Eastman and the 

NAIC, the former set the stage for ushering in a new political context, which allowed a new 

generation of Indigenous people to begin deploying an Native version of indigeneity themselves 

in a city that had long rendered them invisible.  

In chapter four, I examine the intersecting concepts of Indigenous feminism, 

racialization, and indigeneity in the postwar period. This chapter makes two major arguments. 
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First, it was Native women who were the major architects of political change in Indigenous 

Detroit. Second, through the creation of cultural and educational institutions, Indigenous women 

created new meanings of what it meant to be Native in late 20th century Detroit, thus challenging 

longstanding beliefs of Indigenous disappearance. These women, as I shall outline below, were 

urban Indigenous feminists.  

The women in postwar Detroit were urban Indigenous feminists. This brand of feminism 

is historically situated, geographically specific, and trans-generational. To understand and accept 

an urban Indigenous feminist is to also locate these women’s experiences in a particular time and 

place, and recognize how they actually lived!not how we might image them to have lived. In 

my understanding, we must understand both how the urban political culture shaped Indigenous 

women’s activism and political consciousness as well as how they used indigeneity to shape 

post-rebellion Detroit’s political culture. 

 I conclude the dissertation in two ways. First, I briefly discuss the potential of 

understanding Detroit as a settler colonial city. Second, I examine, briefly, of the nation’s third-

ever public school with a Native American curriculum: Medicine Bear American Indian 

Academy. With the closing of Medicine Bear American Indian Academy, the dream of a mother, 

realized under her daughter, had crumbled. The closing nation’s third ever public school with an 

Indigenous centered curriculum effectively shut down Indigenous educational institutions in the 

Motor City. Though there remain very little physical remnants of Indigenous political activities 

in Detroit (at least in the public imagination), the high times of activism, especially that produced 

by women, still remains within the hearts of many.  

 Detroit remains an important case study for urban Indigenous history because of how 

indigeneity was deployed and employed. In the late 19th century, indigeneity was used to bolster 
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white masculinity and to help them create a historical narrative that erased Indigenous people 

from their contemporary presence. Now, however, later on, Indigenous people began to reclaim 

how indigeneity would be deployed, and used education to challenge longstanding beliefs of 

Indigenous erasure in Detroit. I now want to explain very briefly about how I define space in the 

dissertation.  

When using the term Indigenous space, I am not necessarily referring to the actual 

geography nor the built environment, and how those impacted Indigenous people. The actors in 

this dissertation embodied Detroit in ways that made sense to them. Though many were products 

of reservation communities, especially in the postwar period, were urban Indigenous people, 

which was very different from those who had grown up on reservations or rural areas. Instead, I 

use the work of Renya Ramirez, especially her concept of “Native hub.” Ramirez argues that 

urban Native communities “maintain a sense of connection to their tribal homelands and urban 

spaces through participation in cultural circuits and maintenance of social networks.”2 She 

continues that Native people create hubs in urban spaces through “memory sharing, storytelling, 

ritual, music, style…and other banners.”3 Therefore, space in this dissertation is defined through 

cultural memory and symbols that Native people produce in how they actually lived, within the 

larger settler idea of their supposed invisibility. I now turn to the an examination of both urban 

Indigenous history and Detroit history.  

  
 
Historiography  
 

                                                 
2 Renya Ramirez, Native Hubs: Culture, Community, and Belonging in Silicon Valley and 
Beyond (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 3.  
 
3 Ibid.  
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 Since at least Jack O. Waddell and O. Michael Watson’s edited collection, The American 

Indian in Urban Society (1971), scholars have attempted to document the urban Indigenous 

experience. Existing works have produced familiar themes: cultural assimilation versus cultural 

maintenance; modernity versus tradition; and Native versus non-Native (mostly meaning white). 

They have also framed Indigenous people as the new immigrants to the city.4 This literature is 

remarkably similar to portrayals of white ethnics in earlier periods.5 Indeed, Waddell and Watson 

made statements such as “with the move to cities, many Indians have lost the traditional image 

and with it their psychological stability.”6 Although attempting to understand the situation of 

Native people in cities, Jeanne Guillemin remarks focused on how Indigenous people maintained 

their cultures, also assuming that they were recent migrants. Guillemin remarks, “urban Indians 

                                                 
4 Jack O. Waddell and O. Michael Watson (eds.), The American Indian in Urban Society 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1971); Nancy Shoemaker, “Urban Indians and Ethnic 
Choices: American Indians in Minneapolis, 1920-1950” The Western Historical Quarterly, Vol. 
9, No. 4, 1988; Joan Weibel-Orlando, Indian Country, L.A.: Maintaining Ethnic Community in 
Complex Society (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1999); Donald Fixico, The 
Urban Indian Experience in America (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000); 
Jeanne Guillemin, Urban Renegades: The Cultural Strategy of American Indians (New York and 
London: Columbia University Press, 1975); Edward Liebow, “Urban Indian Institutions in 
Phoenix: Transformation from Headquarters City to Community,” Journal of Ethnic Studies Vol. 
18, Winter 1991; David Beck, “Developing a Voice: The Evolution of Native American Self-
Determination in an Urban Indian Community,” Wicazo Sa Review, Vol. 17, No. 2, 2002; Susan 
Lobo, “Is Urban a Person or a Place?: Characteristics of Urban Indian Country,” in Susan Lobo 
and Kurt Peters (eds.) American Indians and the Urban Experience (Walnut, Creek, CA: 
AltaMira Press, 2001); Sol Tax, “The Impact of Urbanization of American Indians,” Annals of 
the American Academy of Political Science Vol. 436, American Indians Today, (March, 1978), 
pp. 121-136.  
 
5 See, James Barrett, The Irish Way: Becoming American in the Multiethnic City (New York: 
Penguin Books, 2012) Lizabeth Cohen, Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago, 
1919-1939. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990).  
 
6 Waddell and Watson (eds.), The American Indian In Urban Society, 404.  
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develop their cultural strategies in an area beyond the comprehension of the wider society, 

namely, in the domain of family and tribal organizations.”7  

Other urban Indian histories begin in the postwar era, such as Donald Fixico’s 

Termination and Relocation, which focused on veteran returns after World War II, and the 

devastating effects of the termination and relocation policies of the 1950s.8 Although he tries to 

differentiate between immigrants of a previous century and Native people, he still utilizes similar 

rhetoric of assimilation and cultural dislocation as a result of moving away from reservations. “In 

contrast [to European immigrants’, many Indian relocatees did not leave their country,” wrote 

Fixico.9 Rather, they “left the center of their culture and beliefs.”10 In tying culture strictly to a 

land base, Fixico ignores how Indigenous people brought those cultures with them and made 

meaning of urban spaces. As a result, scholars have produced urban histories that are short-

sighted policy and social histories with little attention to culture, or how Indigenous people 

understood the urban space themselves, and made meaning of it. In essence, many urban Indian 

histories ignore how indigeneity is deployed and employed by various actors. Perhaps one early 

example of pushing the time period of urban Indigenous people beyond the postwar period is 

Nancy Shoemaker’s study of the Native experience in Minneapolis, Minnesota from 1920 until 

                                                 
7 Guillemin, Urban Renegades, 10.  
 
8 Donald Fixico, Termination and Relocation: Federal Indian Policy, 1945-1960 (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 1986).  
 
9 Ibid., 191.  
 
10 Ibid.  
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the 1950s.11 Fixico also wrote about the urban Indigenous experience with a similar message: 

that the urban and Native people were incompatible.  

 In The Urban Indian Experience in America (2000), Fixico writes an immigrant 

narrative in which Native people were largely incapable of living in the city. Fixico makes very 

essentialized claims about urban Indians. “Transforming from a rural to the urban mainstream 

resulted in a new set of problems,” he writes, and this created, “social alienation, community 

prejudice, and racism” which “made urban life difficult.”12 His book is an immigrant narrative, 

and a sad account of Native experiences in the city. 

James LaGrand presents another immigrant narrative in Indian Metropolis (2002). He 

writes a social history of Native people who migrated to Chicago in the postwar era. He 

describes the formation of pan-Indianism and community in Chicago. Indian Metropolis is 

fundamentally concerned with questions of identity formation and the construction of 

community. He asked questions such as, “What sorts of experiences have shaped them and their 

notions of identity?”13 Though he carefully constructs how city life changed Native people, he 

rarely considers how Native people or indigeneity impacted Chicago.14 Immigrant narratives 

remain an consister part of urban Indigenous history.  

 Nicholas Rosenthal’s Reimagining Indian Country (2012) is also an immigrant narrative. 

Though Rosenthal offers a much more complicated narrative, showcasing Indigenous agency in 

                                                 
11 Shoemaker, “Urban Indians and Ethnic Choices,” 432.  
 
12 Donald Fixico, The Urban Indian Experience in America (Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico Press, 2000), 5.  
 
13 LaGrand, Indian Metropolis, 2.  
 
14 Rosalyn LaPier and David R. M. Beck, City Indian: Native American Activism in Chicago, 
1893-1934. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2015). A major contribution of this book is 
that it considers Native history of Chicago prior to the pre postwar World War II period.  
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twentieth century Los Angeles, he ultimately believes that Indigenous migrations to cities should 

be compared to those of immigrants from an earlier time period. Rosenthal writes, “American 

Indian scholars have written about assimilation and government paternalism, while immigrant 

historians have charted efforts at Americanization. The two conversations ought to be merged as 

one.”15 Although Rosenthal does acknowledge that Indigenous people are different from other 

groups because of their government-to-government relationship with the U.S., he does not 

explore the potential pitfalls of this particular comparative approach, and it certainly says nothing 

of status Indians versus non-status Indians. Approaches that compare the Indigenous 

engagements with urban spaces and immigrants coming from a different nation-state all together 

shows no appreciation for the longer indigenous histories of urban places, how they made 

meaning of such places, and frames Native peoples as recent arrivals to cities, with no 

relationship to their modern development.  

While my dissertation builds upon these studies, I hope to disrupt the idea that Native 

people and cities are incompatible, or that they were only recent migrants to cities. I will 

illustrate how Native people made sense of urban Detroit, from their perspective and 

cosmologies, as well as providing examples of the ways in which an indigeneity was evident in 

Detroit throughout the city’s modern history.  

Recent works have departed significantly from the older narratives of pan-Indianism and 

Indians as migrants to the city. Instead of exploring whether or not Indigenous people maintained 

community and traditions or writing short time-framed social histories, these scholars have tried 

to expand the time period in which Native peoples occupy spaces. What makes these scholars 

unique is that they reimagine urban spaces and place Indigenous people at the center of their 

                                                 
15 Nicholas Rosenthal, Reimagining Indian Country: Native Migration and Identity in Twentieth 
Century Los Angeles (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012), 50-51.  
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development, and in modernity. Their larger goal has been to put forward an Indigenous 

conception of modern cities, both in the U.S. and beyond. As Colleen Boyd and Coll Thrush 

write, “Indigenous people are more than metaphors in the settler imagination” they are “active 

participants in the shaping of uncanny narratives of both resistance and persistence.”16   

 Coll Thrush’s book Native Seattle (2007) is an excellent example of writing of urban 

histories and Indigenous histories as co-constitutive. Thrush explores the histories of three 

Indigenous tribes in Seattle. Using newspapers and tribal oral histories, he explains the process 

of Indian invisibility while also demonstrating their long presence in cities, through both imagery 

and their actual bodies. His central argument for urban Indigenous history is that we cannot 

adequately understand urban history without acknowledging the active presence of Native 

peoples. “There is very little distance, in either space or time,” writes Thrush, “between the 

dispossession of local indigenous people…[and] what it means to be urban and what it meant to 

be Native have been inextricably linked in Seattle.”17 Thrush’s work, importantly, takes a long 

chronological view, and is at once a cultural and social history. While departing significantly 

from pervious urban Indigenous histories, Thrush shows the contradictory process in how Native 

people became a ‘vanishing race’ in Seattle but indigeneity remained present in the city’s media 

and popular imagination.  

Scholars such as Thrush and Penelope Edmonds have sought to understand the urban 

Indigenous experience in global, transnational contexts. Thrush’s more recent work has engaged 

with the early modern period, and the histories of Indigenous people in London, a site of both 

                                                 
16 Colleen Boyd and Coll Thrush, eds., Phantom Past, Indigenous Presence: Native Ghosts in 
North American Culture and History (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2011), xi.  
 
17 Coll Thrush, Native Seattle: Histories from the Crossing-Over Place (Seattle: Washington 
University Press, 2007), 13.  
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Indigenous and British creation!through various performances. He calls the interaction of 

Indigenous people and London residents “Algonquian London.” Thrush’s work traces the 

experiences of Indigenous peoples from North America who traveled to London!some on their 

own accord and others forced!and made their mark on the city. Thrush states, “the experience 

of Indigenous travelers to London suggest that parallel Indigenous processes of exploration and 

meaning making were taking place, in which the city played a dominant role, and which would 

shape the histories of both settler colonies and Indigenous nations.”18 Other scholars have placed 

the urban and Indigenous histories further back as well.  

Penelope Edmonds’s Urbanizing Frontiers (2010) compares two settler colonial 

cities!Melbourne, Australia and Victoria, British Columbia. Using the concept of urbanizing 

frontier, Edmonds is able to show the historical process of urban creation; yet Edmonds 

illustrates how indigenous peoples' presence disrupted the belief in their assumed invisibility, 

and how it was a contested terrain. This book makes an important contribution to scholarship that 

has either ignored Indigenous peoples in urban spaces, or has ignored the fact that these spaces 

were colonized in earlier periods, and Native peoples contested colonization, years after settlers 

prophesized their disappearance. Edmonds brilliantly states, “Today's cities may, therefore, be 

understood through a close examination of the socio-spatial histories of race found in the 

nineteenth century's developing urban landscape.”19 

                                                 
18 Coll Thrush, “‘Meere Strangers’: Indigenous and Urban Performances in Algonquian London, 
1580-1630,” in Urban Identity and the Atlantic Public Sphere, ed. Elizabeth Fay and Leonard 
von Morze (London: Palgrave-Macmillan, 2013), 197.  
 
19 Penelope Edmonds, Urbanizing Frontiers: Indigenous Peoples and Settlers in 19th-Century 
Pacific Rim Cities (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2010), 9. As I shall show 
later, this is very different from other urban studies, who, while writing on contemporary urban 
crises, utilize the frontier concept similar akin to Frederick Jackson Turner without 
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Historians have not been the only ones to produce urban Indigenous narratives. Although 

written primarily by anthropologists, the edited collection Keeping the Campfires Going: Native 

Women’s Activism in Urban Communities (2009) explains the important role of Indigenous 

women in shaping postwar political culture in cities.20 This collection of essays offers new 

material about the role of Indigenous women in maintaining indigeneity in urban spaces. An 

important example is Susan Lobo’s chapter on “Urban Clan Mothers.”21 She illustrates how 

urban Native women used their homes as hubs for community building and maintaining 

Indigenous culture in the city.  

The edited collection Aboriginal Peoples in Canadian Cities: Transformations and 

Continuities investigates the lives of Aboriginal peoples in Canadian cities. Focusing on identity 

construction, cultural transformation and continuity, and modernity versus tradition, this volume 

challenges out-dated scholarship that assumes Indigenous peoples and urban spaces are 

incompatible.22  

Although not a historian, Renya Ramirez’s work, Native Hubs (2008), offered another 

way of understanding the urban Indigenous experience not as an immigrant narrative but as a 

space in which relationships and activism can not only occur, but also thrive. Using the concept 

                                                 
acknowledging that these cities were built on Indigenous lands and that the majority of Native 
peoples no longer live in urban areas.  
 
20 Susanne Applegate Krouse and Heather Howard (eds.), Keeping the Campfires Going: Native 
Women’s Activism in Urban Communities (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009).  
 
21 Susan Lobo, “Urban Clan Mothers: Key Households in Cities,” in Keeping the Campfires 
Going: Native Women’s Activism in Urban Communities (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
2009) edited by Susanne Applegate Krouse and Heather Howard, pp. 1-21.  
 
22 Heather Howard and Craig Proulx, eds., Aboriginal Peoples in Canadian Cities: 
Transformations and Continuities (Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2011). 
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of “hub,” “highlights the importance of the urban area,” stressing the potential for political power 

as Native men and women organize across tribal lines.”23  

The most recent installment of books about Indigenous peoples and cities is the edited 

volume Indigenous in the City (2013), co-edited by Evelyn Peters and Chris Andersen. Through 

sixteen chapters, this volume analyzes the experiences of Indigenous people in cities in four 

settler nation-states: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States. Broad and 

interdisciplinary in scope, the volume challenges two core assumptions. First they challenge the 

idea that Indigenous people and cities are incompatible. Second, they challenge also the idea that 

“authentic” Native people live on reservations and “inauthentic” Native people live in cities.  

The major impact of this edited book is that is compares and illustrates similarities 

between indigeneity and urbanization across four countries. In using this interdisciplinary 

approach, the editors can broadly state, “We position urban Indigenous identities not as 

incomplete or diminished vestiges of more authentic indigenous locales (like those of rural 

areas).” Instead, argue Peters and Andersen, they understand urban spaces as “highly vernacular 

engines of indigenous cultural power.”24 Though Peters and Andersen offer a broad range of 

current scholarship, C. Matthew Snipp and Nancy Lucero’s chapters are most relevant to my 

dissertation.   

In “Being Indian in the City: Generational Differences in the Negotiation of Native 

Identity among Urban-Based American Indians” Lucero analyzes identity development among 

four generations of Denver, Colorado’s Indigenous community. Using a qualitative approach, the 

                                                 
23 Renya Ramirez, Native Hubs: Culture, Community, and Belonging in Silicon Valley and 
Beyond (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 12.  
 
24 Evelyn Peters and Chris Andersen, eds., Indigenous in the City: Contemporary Identities and 
Cultural Innovation (Vancouver, British Columbia: University of British Columbia Press, 2013), 
11.  
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author asked participants about their identity and how the urban environment impacts that 

identity. Lucero noted a particular discourse among Generation Two participants, who believed 

that living in the city impacts their identity in three ways. First, there exists a discourse that if 

you live in a city a person is somehow less Indigenous than those who live on the reservation; if 

one lives in the urban environment, you can lose your Indigenous identity; and finally, growing 

up in an urban environment might preclude someone from gaining an Indigenous identity at all. 

Another discourse that emerged during the Red Power era was that in order for one to be truly 

Indigenous one must embrace “traditional” values in the city and demonstrate one’s Indigenous 

heritage through outward appearance, dress, or performing one’s tribal ceremonies.25 These 

identity markers slightly change in generations three and four, but often times the same 

discourses impact those who do not quite look “Indigenous” enough. While getting at the social 

history of the Denver Indigenous community, it maintains the same intellectual trope regarding 

Indigenous people in cities: while briefly acknowledging that Denver was a space that 

Indigenous people always moved to, it reiterates the urban Indigenous history that emphasizes 

the postwar era.  

In “American Indians and Alaska Natives in Urban Environments,” Snipp offers a 

descriptive analysis of the long history of Indigenous urbanization. While arguing that 

Indigenous people have built cities over a long period of time, including Cahokia, being on par 

with ancient cities such as London, modern urbanization (beginning in the late 19th century) was 

seen as something that apparently went by most Indigenous people. Unfortunately, this narrative 

suggests that Indigenous people were pre-modern and cities were modern, which renders the 

                                                 
25 Nancy Lucero, “Being Indian in the City: Generational Differences in the Negotiation of 
Native Identity Among Urban-Based American Indians,” in Indigenous in the City: 
Contemporary Identities and Cultural Innovation, ed. Evelyn Peters and Chris Andersen 
(Vancouver, British Columbia: University of British Columbia Press, 2013), 211. 
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relationship between the two incompatible. For example, Snipp writes, “by the twentieth century, 

the American Indian population was fully contained in the rural backwaters of American society, 

left behind by the growth of the nation’s urban industrial economy.”26 Moreover, Snipp writes, 

“As the nation industrialized in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, great cities grew 

rapidly across the Midwest.” However, as far as Indigenous people were concerned, they 

remained in rural areas, on the fringes of (modern) society. And this condition did not change 

“until the conclusion of the Second World War brought rapid growth to many places in the 

West.”27 Unfortunately, this narrative suggests that Indigenous people were pre-modern and 

cities were modern, which renders the relationship between the two incompatible. For one, not 

all Indigenous people were left on the fringes of society in the Western United States. In 

addition, though it is important to acknowledge the removal of Indigenous people, places like 

Michigan’s Indigenous community, while put on reservations, also continued to migrate back 

and forth across borders, including Canada. As a result, they were always engaging with the 

modernity of cities like Detroit, even if rendered invisible by the public discourses of the time 

period.  

 What is most striking about the recent urban indigenous history scholarship is that it has 

pushed scholars to think more critically about how Indigenous peoples have been portrayed in 

urban spaces, and how their political activities and living in cities contradict the notion that 

Indigenous peoples are outside of modernity, incapable of living in urban areas. Perhaps more 

important, they also force us to reconceptualize the time periods in which we begin urban 

                                                 
26 C. Matthew Snipp, “American Indians and Alaska Natives in Urban Environments,” in 
Indigenous in the City: Contemporary Identities and Cultural Innovation, ed. Evelyn Peters and 
Chris Andersen (Vancouver, British Columbia: University of British Columbia Press, 2013), 
175-6.  
 
27 Ibid., 190.  
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histories. Indeed, this dissertation requires that we reconceptualize urban places as arenas of 

Native agency. Just as the construction of reservations as settler colonial spaces was a long, 

historical process, so, too, was the removal and erasure of indigenous bodies and histories from 

Detroit’s history. Another recent development in urban history, though, has been the 

proliferation of “colonialism” discourses in cities. In the next section, I will take up this 

discourse as a lager part of the erasure of Indigenous people from the area.  

 
Urban Studies and Discourses of Colonialism in the City 

The Detroit of yesteryear and today has been called a frontier, a place founded out of a 

virgin soil. For example, Thomas Sugrue, author of one of the most important urban histories in 

the last twenty years, wrote the forward to the book entitled Ruins of Detroit. He stated that, 

“Unlike older, more concentrated cities, with dense apartment building and row houses, Detroit 

had vast tracts of open land. Abandoned, it reverted to its natural state: forest and prairie.”28 He 

was not alone. The description of cities like Detroit is indicative of a larger theoretical issue 

within Urban Studies at large: no acknowledgment of urban spaces as indigenous spaces, too.  

Scholarship in urban studies since the 1960s and 1970s has repeatedly used the concept 

colonialism to define the condition of desolation, poverty, and institutional racism that Black 

Americans have experienced in postwar American cities.29 Kenneth Clark, Stokely Carmichael 

and Charles Hamilton, and later, Robert Blauner, wrote of inner-city ghettos across the U.S. as 

internal colonies. Clark took a social-psychological approach. In the 1965 classic Dark Ghetto: 

Dilemmas of Social Power, Clark wrote of the invisible wall that kept Blacks locked inside of a 
                                                 
28 Yves Marchand and Romain Meffre, The Ruins of Detroit (Steidl, 2010), 10. The authors’ 
website has pictures that signals what once was a thriving city to a city of ruins. 
http://www.marchandmeffre.com/detroit/index.html  
 
29 For example, see Robert Staples, “Race and Colonialism: The Domestic Case in Theory and 
Practice,” The Black Scholar 7, no. 9 (June 1976): 37–48.  
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cycle of deprivation. “The dark ghettos are social, political, educational, and!above 

all!economic colonies.”30 Clark’s work decried the pathologies in the Black ghetto but also 

explained to white America that these pathologies were not inherent to Black people’s culture: 

Blacks were trapped in ghettos by public policy and racism. Those who controlled capital, 

mostly white men, also controlled the lives Black people could lead, including what jobs they 

could get, the type of education they would receive, and the ability to move out such conditions. 

Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton explained internal colonialism simply: it was a 

product of institutional racism. Carmichael and Hamilton wrote, “Black people are legal citizens 

of the United States with, for the most part, the same legal rights as other citizens.” However, 

“they stand as colonial subjects in relation to the white society. Thus institutional racism has 

another name colonialism.”31 And, like Clark, they distinguished institutional forms of racism 

from individual racism. It is important to acknowledge that they understood the fact that 

American settlers dominated the Indigenous peoples. What they failed to do, though, was also 

acknowledge that those people who were dominated still persisted!and resisted!colonialism. 

In essence, they were participating in the erasure of Indigenous bodies and histories by excluding 

them from the conversation. In other words, while these intellectuals have described well the 

difficult situation in which Blacks found themselves during the 1960s, they did so at the expense 

of Indigenous peoples and their realities.  

Robert Blauner also explained the internal colony. In his seminal article, “Internal 

Colonialism and Ghetto Revolt,” Blauner attempted to explain the differences between “classic” 

                                                 
30 Kenneth Clark, Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas of Social Power (New York: Harpers & Row, 
Publishers, Inc., 1965). 
 
31 Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton, Black Power: The Politics of Liberation (New 
York: Vintage Press, 1992), 5.  
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colonialism!that which happened to African peoples throughout the continent!and internal 

colonialism, which he described as severe repression and the status of being a minority in the 

U.S.32 Blauner did not offer a direct definition of internal colonialism, though he alluded to the 

fact that Black Americans were trapped and were attempting to change that condition with 

revolts.33  

Some scholars, though, have attempted to analyze the city as a (settler) colonial space. 

For example, in Postcolonialism and the City (1996) Jane Jacobs argues that cities are a prime 

place for understanding imperialism. “It was in…cities that the spatial order of imperial 

imaginings was rapidly and deftly realised. And it was through these cities that the resources of 

colonised lands were harnessed and reconnected to cities in imperial heartlands.”34 Detroit fits 

within this narrative. In the documented histories of Detroit, as I explain in chapter two, elite 

white men fashioned Detroit as the one unique place where a celebration of its colonial past 

should be realized. The imperial imaginings are important for understanding the presence of 

Indigeneity in Detroit, for the historical memory and colonization cannot occur without the 

processes of elites cultural reimagining the city, its history, and who is included. The creation of 

a local history rooted in white male “origin myths” is also important to acknowledge. Related to 

this origins myth are the celebration of indigenous imagery and the memorializing of indigenous 

peoples (and their histories) through pageantry. Indeed as Jacobs argues, “Colonial constructs not 

                                                 
32 Robert Blauner, “Internal Colonialism and Ghetto Revolt,” Social Problems 16, no. 4 (Spring 
1969): 393–408. 
 
33 Robert Staples, “Race and Colonialism: The Domestic Case in Theory and Practice,” The 
Black Scholar 7, no. 9 (June 1976): 37–48. Staples provides a broad overview of the ‘internal 
colonialism’ debates.  
 
34 Jane Jacobs, The Edge of Empire: Postcolonialism and the City (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1996), 4.  
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only belong to a past that is being worked against in the present, but also to a past that is being 

nostalgically reworked and inventively adapted in the present.”35 And this reworking is for the 

benefit of the elite.  

Understanding urban spaces and indigeneity as a part of an imperil narrative thus allows 

for scholars to critically engage with Indigenous histories of place. For instance, in the edited 

volume Phantom Past, Indigenous Presence, co-editors Colleen Boyd and Coll Thrush provide 

scholars an opportunity to take seriously the relationship between indigeneity, place, and ghost 

stories. Combining cultural and environmental history and literature, this edited collection 

considers indigenous ghosts as a particular site for understanding the combined histories of 

settlers and Indigenous people. In general, they advocate for a method to understand Native 

ghosts as not simply a 'thing' of the literary imagination, but as a process for understanding how 

settler and Indigenous histories and present realities are shaped by ghosts and indigenous 

cosmologies of land and landscapes. Indigenous ghosts are not simply imaginary; they are a 

reality that shapes consciousness and history, and also the contemporary. Boyd and Thrush write, 

“for all their ubiquity and legibility, indigenous ghosts are remarkably complex facets of the 

experience of colonialism and highlight the ways in which knowledge of place and past are 

constructed, produced, revealed, and contested.”36 Boyd and Thrush’s comments relate 

specifically to Detroit, and how colonialism works unlike a place such as Seattle.  

 

Detroit Histories 

Erasure and Historical Memory 

                                                 
35 Ibid., 15.  
 
36 Boyd and Thrush, Phantom Past, Indigenous Presence, ix.  
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On April 29, 1853, the Detroit Daily Free Press published an article that spoke of 

Indigenous demise. “We noticed four aborigines yesterday, on seeing whom we could not but 

reflect on the great changes that have taken place in our city in fifteen years.”37 Here, the 

anonymous author articulated how Detroit as a city developed outside of its Indigenous 

inhabitants, near the city, but not living within the official city parameters. The article continued, 

“1838, a person, by merely glancing through almost any street, could see parties of these children 

of the forest scattered throughout its entire length.”38 The author noted that you could see Indians 

and hear them dancing near all of the modern Detroit structures, including the Woodworth Hotel. 

Apparently, Indigenous presence near the hotel must have bothered some of the residents, but 

after fifteen years, civilization prevailed:  

…horrible were the grimaces, and discordant the yells, of the dusky-features performers, 

as they hopped and writhed with the utmost agility, destitute, as they were of nearly every 

article of clothing. Now, it is comparatively rarely that one of them is to be seen. They 

are almost gone, and in a short time, their former existence among us will be know only 

through the medium of tradition. Farewell, ‘Injuns’ ‘Nitchees,” a long farewell!39   

Indigenous Peoples’ relationship to Detroit’s history is generally of two categories. First 

historians have narrated Indigenous peoples as caught in the past, especially in the Fort’s early 

development, with the Odawa chief Pontiac’s attempted seizure of Detroit as a major point of 

historical inquiry. Second, Detroit’s Indigenous historical subjects were used as a caveat, a trope 

to move settlers’ interpretation of history from savagery to civilization.  

                                                 
37 Indians,” Detroit Daily Free Press (Detroit, MI, April 29, 1853). 
 
38 Ibid.  
 
39 Ibid.  
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For the most part, Indigenous people have no place in Detroit’s settler constructed 

historical memory. Indigenous erasure is not, though, by accident. It requires a reinterpretation 

and reimagination of how Detroit came to be!without its First inhabitants. Peter Novick writes, 

historical memory “sees events from a single committed perspective; is impatient with 

ambiguities of any kind; and reduces events to mythic archetypes.”40 White inhabitants did their 

very best to erase Native Americans in order to dominate the land. Like other lands occupied by 

Indigenous people in what would later become the United States, Detroit (along with the eastern 

part of Michigan) became ceded territory with the signing of the 1807 Treaty of Detroit. While 

Native peoples continued to live and occupy spaces in the broad definition of Detroit (including 

its many islands in the Detroit River), they inhabit a precarious case within Detroit’s historical 

memory. They are at once erased and memorialized.  

Historical memory!in contradiction!ignores its Indigenous past. Detroit’s official flag 

captures Indigenous erasure and settler historical memory quite well. Created by David E. 

Heineman in 1907 (although the city did not officially adopt the flag until 1948), the flag is 

broken down into four quadrants with a large circle in the middle. The bottom left quadrant 

represents French rule over the era from 1701 until about 1760. The upper right quadrant 

represents the British occupation of the Fort from 1760-1796. The top left quadrant contains 

thirteen white stars. The bottom right quadrant has thirteen red and white stripes!representing 

the original thirteen British colonies. The circle in the middle of the four quadrants has two 

women in the middle. One has her hand gently touching the village of Detroit, which is in 

flames. The other seems to be comforting her, holding her hand over the developed Detroit. The 

Latin phrases next to both of them explain the meaning: “speramus meliora and resurgent 

                                                 
40 Peter Novick, The Holocaust in American Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1999), 3-4.  
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cineribus, meaning “we hope for better things” and “it will arise from the ashes.” These women 

serve as caretakers of the city.  

The second Latin phrase is a reference to the 1805 fire that nearly destroyed the entire 

city. More than this, the narrative implants!through representation!that Detroit is a white male 

space. The flag is an official narrative of the city, and hangs over a place that holds the official 

histories of it: the Detroit Historical Museum. To be sure, the museum itself has a Native history 

within it, but that generally stops after the War of 1812. The flag represents the idea of white 

male settlement and domination, and does not acknowledge any Indigenous presence that existed 

during the occupation of each European power. Detroit’s history is one of empire, race, gender, 

class, and conflict. And Indigenous people played no small part in all aspects of these histories.  

 

Figure 1. The Flag of the City of Detroit. Designed by David E. Heineman in 1907, officially adopted in 1948. Image in the 
public domain. 
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A geographical place such as Detroit has changed in several ways since before Cadillac 

laid claim to the land as a French fort in 1701. The area has changed in name several times, its 

landscape has been altered by buildings; we can see the imprint of imperialism in name and 

landscape. According to Roman Catholic Missionary Frederic Baraga, who worked among the 

Anishinaabe, Native peoples had their own word for Detroit. They called it “Wawiiatan,” which, 

according to Baraga, simply meant Detroit. However, Virgil Vogel offered further explanation, 

suggesting that this word meant:  

“The aboriginal name of the Grand River may be related to that of Detroit, which Baraga 

gave as Wawiiatan, from wawiieia, "it is round or circular," which is apparently 

compounded with atan, 'town.' With the addition of the suffix ong, often seen in 

references, the name signifies, according to Baraga, 'in or at Detroit, to or from Detroit.41 

Indigenous names of places are not based upon ownership, but are descriptive. This seems 

accurate. Native conceptions of space are based upon a historical relationship and a familiarity of 

the land. Thus, the Huron apparently called the place Ka-ron-ta-en, meaning “the coast of the 

straits.”42 Historian of the city Clarence M. Burton mentions other names, including, Tsych-sa-

ron-dia, which apparently referred to the bend in the (Detroit) river. Burton did not mention the 

particular tribal community to whom the name belonged. The French first called it Fort 

Pontchartrain, in honor of Count Pontchartrain. Early French explorers commented on the waters 

                                                 
41 Frederic Baraga, A Dictionary of the Otchipwe Language, Explained in English (Cincinnati: 
Jos. A. Hermann, 1853). Hathi Trust Digital Library, 
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=nyp.33433081691226;view=1up;seq=12;q1=detroit;start=1;s
ize=10;page=search;num=iv. [Accessed February 19, 2013]. I am fully aware of the pitfalls with 
using colonial sources. However, linguistic missionary records can be considered reliable if we 
consider that they were truly sincere in their efforts to convert and assimilate indigenous peoples. 
  
42 Clarence Burton, William Stocking, and Gordon Miller, eds., The City of Detroit Michigan, 
1701-1922, vol. 1, 2 vols. (Detroit and Chicago: The S.J. Clarke Publishing Co., 1922), 40. 
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that connected Lake Huron and Lake Erie!the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair, and the Detroit 

River. Thus, the “straits” became known to the French, what it is called today, Detroit. As can be 

seen here, Detroit as a settler place was simultaneously created in name and place by multiple 

Indigenous peoples and the French. As such, even to call Fort Detroit a French settlement is 

misleading, for it discounts the Indigenous presence beforehand, and the Indigenous presence 

during and after the settlement. Indigenous histories of Detroit end in the first part of the 19th 

century. And, as a result, 20th century historiography, as I shall discuss below, exists entirely in 

Black and White, literally and figuratively.  

 20th century Detroit historiography has been dominated by studies of unions, class, and 

racial (read Black and white) ethnic conflict. For example, in examining the 1967 rebellion of 

Black Detroiters, Dan Georgakas and Marvin Surkin, authors of Detroit: I Do Mind Dying: A 

Study in Urban Revolution (1975), contended, “what clearly differentiated the Detroit experience 

from other major social movements of the sixties and early seventies was its thoroughly 

working-class character.”43 Sympathetic in tone, and focused on the lives of Detroit’s Black 

revolutionary community from 1967-1974, this book documents their struggle against labor 

exploitation and racism in the factories of Ford, Chrysler, and General Motors. Through 

interviews conducted in 1972 and by using Detroit News papers as well as the Inner City Voice, 

an anti-capitalist organ, they tell the story of how Black workers (largely Marxists), challenged 

class and racial exploitation through written protest, strikes, and public demonstrations. They 

focus on groups such as Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement. Since then, a plethora of 

                                                 
43 Dan Georgakas and Marvin Surkin, Detroit: I Do Mind Dying: A Study in Urban Revolution 
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1975), 5.  
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scholarship has focused on Detroit’s labor movement.44  

 Following Georgakas and Surkin’s work, historians have focused on the tensions between 

Black and white races and of unions and workers’ responses to labor exploitation. Key among 

those are the works of David Levine and August Meier and Elliot Rudwick. Levine’s book 

explores the racial segregation of Black Detroiters and from 1915 to 1926. Meier and Rudwick’s 

book analyzes the development of the United Auto Workers in Detroit. One major exception is 

Victoria Walcott’s Remaking Respectability: African American Women in Interwar Detroit 

(2001). It does discuss class (the politics of respectability) and race/gender (African American 

women), it analyzes these Black women during the interwar years, and is noteworthy for 

bringing Black women’s experiences into the picture.45 However, more recent works have 

continued the trend of focusing on labor, including Heather Thompson’s study Whose Detroit?: 

Politics, Labor, and Race in a Modern American City (2004), which analyzes the role liberalism 

played in promoting racial discord and unrest in 1960s and 1970s Detroit.46 Other works have 

                                                 
44 George Galster, Driving Detroit: The Quest for Respect in the Motor City (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012); Richard Thomas, Life for Us is What we Make it: 
Building Black Community in Detroit, 1915-1945 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1992); Beth Bates, The Making of Black Detroit in the Age of Henry Ford (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2012); Richard Oestreicher, Working People and Class 
Consciousness in Detroit, 1875-1900 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1990); B.J. Widick, 
Detroit: City of Race and Class Violence (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1989); Steve 
Babson, Working Detroit: The Making of a Union Town (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 
1986).  
 
45 Victoria Walcott, Remaking Respectability: African American Women in Interwar Detroit 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001).  
 
46 Heather A. Thompson, Whose Detroit?: Politics, Labor, and Race in a Modern American City 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004).  
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focused on post-1967 rebellion Detroit and how public policy caused inner-city poverty.47  

 It is worth highlighting two of the foremost scholars on Detroit: historian Thomas Sugrue 

and geographer Joe Darden. Sugrue wrote one of the most compelling urban history books over 

the last few decades with the publication of Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in 

Postwar Detroit (1996). This book explains the causes of urban decay in Detroit in the post-

World War II period. Beginning in the 1940s, Sugrue offers a complex history of 

deindustrialization, housing and employment discrimination, as well as class stratification 

amongst Black Detroit from 1940s up until right before the 1967 rights. Sugrue’s work was a 

response to popular narratives of decline that had placed blame on Detroit’s decline following 

the race-rebellion Detroit, which essentially blamed Black people and Mayor Coleman Young’s 

office for Detroit’s decline. In addition, his work challenged the scholarship of urban decline, 

called the “underclass”, sparked by the work of William Julius Wilson’s major first publication 

The Declining Significance of Race (1978) and his follow-up work The Truly Disadvantaged 

(1987).48 Others, however, have tried to understand the origins of severe urban poverty and racial 

segregation in earlier periods.  

 
Detroit’s Indigenous History 

                                                 
47 Joe T. Darden et al., Detroit: Race and Uneven Development, Comparative American Cities 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1987); Joe T. Darden and Richard W. Thomas, Detroit: 
Race Riots, Racial Conflicts, and Efforts to Bridge the Racial Divide (Detroit: Michigan State 
University Press, 2013). This book is an updated version of the 1987 text.  
 
48 William Julius Wilson, The Truly Disadvantaged: The Inner City, the Underclass, and Public 
Policy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987). Wilson writes, “individuals who lack 
training and skills and either experience long-term unemployment or are not members of the 
labor force, individuals who are engaged in street crime and other forms of aberrant behavior, 
and families that experience long-term spells of poverty and/or welfare dependency” (8). 
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According to the Anishinaabe migration story (oral histories), the Anishinaabek migrated 

from the East Coast. It was prophesized that they would make seven sacred stops. Moving along 

the St. Lawrence River, those stops are said to have been present-day Montreal, Niagara Falls, 

Manitoulin Island, Sault Ste. Marie, Duluth (Minnesota), and Madeline Island. The third sacred 

stop was near present-day Detroit. It is important to recognize first that Native peoples existed 

near present day Detroit (including its many islands), and were the dominant group here before 

European arrival. Importantly, there is a difference between the Indigenous history of the area 

and how that history has been remembered and documented within Detroit’s historical 

scholarship. An Indigenous history of the area requires that we understand how they understood 

the space within their own cosmologies, but not just in origin “myths” and such, which can 

border on stereotyping Indigenous people. Instead, at least for this project, understanding 

Indigenous histories of Detroit assumes that we understand them how they lived in modern 

times, and how they made meaning of urban spaces in spite of their assumed invisibility.  

Early American Indian histories have thoroughly documented Detroit’s founding as a 

French fort, demonstrating how this was a place of negotiation, settlement, and violent conflict.49 

Founded by Frenchmen Antoine Laumet de La Mothe, Sieur de Cadillac in 1701, Detroit was 

created as an important site to ward off advancing Iroquois and English aggression, as a space of 

peace negotiation between Algonquian peoples and the Fox, and as a fur trading post. Scholar of 

Great Lakes Indian history and geography Helen Hornbeck Tanner wrote that prior to Fort 

Detroit being founded in 1701, no “tribal group was settled in the region south of Detroit on the 

                                                 
49 Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes 
Region, 1650-1815. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Brett Rushforth, Bonds of 
Alliance: Indigenous and Atlantic Slavery in the New World. (Chapel Hill: University of North 
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western and southern shores of Lake Erie.” She continued further stating that Detroit was 

founded “on the fringe of an apparently vacant area.”50 Tanner’s point is important because it 

suggests that a place like Detroit was a contested space on many levels, and various Indigenous 

communities roamed around prior to French colonization. When Cadillac occupied the area, he 

recognized that it was not a safe place, and he needed allies. As a result, he beckoned 

Midwestern Indigenous communities to come and settle at the fort. Indigenous allies provided 

protection from the hostile Iroquois, food for military personnel, and furs for traders. The 

Wyandot from Michilimackinac were among the first to accept Cadillac’s invitation in 1703, 

joining the already resident Tionontati!a tribal group who spoke Huron. Over the next few 

years other tribal communities joined the Huron at the fort, including some Ottawa from 

Mackinac, two Ojibwa bands called the Salteur and the Missisaugi, whom Cadillac suggested 

form a single village. A group of Pottawatomi and Miami came from the southeastern shore of 

Lake Michigan.  

Apparently Cadillac mentioned a group of Openango, or “wolves,” which were probably 

a Delaware clan. By 1705, according to Tanner, “there were 2,000 Indians including 400 

warriors living close to Detroit.”51 By 1712, only four tribal communities lived in the area: the 

Ojibwa, Ottawa, Pottawatomi, and Huron. The Missisaugi Ojibwa moved to the Thames River in 

Canada. The other Indigenous communities moved to near Lake St. Clair, and became eventually 

known as the “Chippewa of Saginaw Bay.”52  

                                                 
50 Helen Hornbeck Tanner, “The Location of Indian Tribes in Southeastern Michigan and 
Northern Ohio,” in Indians of Northern Ohio and Southeastern Michigan (New York and 
London: Garland Publishing Inc., 1974), 326, 327.  
 
51 Ibid., 328.  
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 Violent conflict remained a unique part of fort Detroit’s history. As historian Richard 

White has persuasively shown, Detroit was the “most volatile regional bloc in the pays d’en 

haut.53 The violence, though, was not necessarily between the French and indigenous peoples in 

the area. Rather, it was between the Algonquian peoples and the Fox.  However, histories of 

early Detroit are declension narratives. For example, Richard White writes, “the imperial contest 

over the pays d’en haut ended with the War of 1812. Indians, he further contends, “could no 

longer pose a major threat or be a major asset to an empire or a republic.”54   That is, while Native 

peoples created, along with European colonizers, a place of mutual negotiation and exchange, 

after the sudden ending to major indigenous moments of resistance such as Pontiac’s Rebellion 

or the killing of Tecumseh in the War of 1812, Indian resistance was no more. The U.S. nation 

state had triumphed, and Native peoples’ ability to shape history or political affairs was no more. 

But White’s declension narrative tells only one side of the story. Detroit continued as a site of 

negotiation and treaty making, and more important, a space where Indigenous peoples still lived, 

well into the 19th century.  

 Following the American Revolution, Detroit remained a key site of conflict and 

negotiation. The British and the United States fought over Detroit during Seven Years’ War 

(also French and Indian War) and the War of 1812. Other important treaties such as the Jay 

Treaty, formally called the Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation, Between His Britannic 

Majesty and the United States of Americans, named after Chief Justice and lead negotiator 

John Jay, between the British and United States allowed for Native communities to roam freely 

for hunting and trading in the Great Lakes region (which at the time was still occupied by 

                                                 
 
53 White, The Middle Ground, 146.  
 
54 Ibid., 517.  
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British forces at Fort Detroit and Fort Mackinac). From 1805 to 1847, Detroit was the capital 

of Michigan. In 1807, Detroit was the place where the Ojibwa, Odawa, Potawatomi, and 

Wyandot signed the Treaty of Detroit. This treaty ceded lands in present day Southeast 

Michigan and Northwest Ohio to the U.S. In 1855, Odawa and Ojibwa bands ceded lands over 

to the U.S. Again, this occurred at Detroit. Detroit, then, has been a prominent space in British, 

French, and U.S. colonial histories. But is has also become an important place!paramount for 

this study!for late 19th and 20th century indigenous histories.  

In the twentieth century, there is only one book that has been published on Detroit’s 

Native American community. Edmund J. Danziger’s Survival and Regeneration: Detroit’s 

American Indian Community (1991) analyzes the postwar history of Detroit’s collective 

Indigenous community using oral histories and relying on local organizational documents such 

as Detroit’s American Indian Center and the North American Indian Association.55  While his 

attempt to represent the experiences of Indians with Indian voices was commendable, it failed in 

two ways.  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
55 J. Edmund Danziger, Survival and Regeneration: Detroit’s American Indian Community 
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1991), 36. For unpublished manuscripts see Beatrice 
Anne Bigony, “Migrants to the Cities: A Study of the Socioeconomic Status of Native 
Americans in Detroit and Michigan.” Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
1974; Thomas E. Glass, “A Descriptive and Comparative Study of American Indian Children in 
the Detroit Public Schools.” Ph.D. Dissertation, Wayne State University, Detroit, 1972; Gordon 
Douglas Northrup, “Pan-Indianism in the Metropolis: A Case Study of an Emergent Ethno-
Syncretic Revitalization Movement.” Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, 1970; Ralph L. West, “The Adjustment of the American Indian in Detroit: A 
Descriptive Study.” Master’s Thesis, Wayne State University, Detroit, 1950.  
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Table 1. Detroit’s Population, 1880-1970 Bureau of U.S. Census, United States Census of Population, 1880-1970 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, various years). 

Year Detroit Metropolitan Area 
1880 34 .... 
1890 11 .... 
1900 14 .... 
1910 41 .... 
1920 155 .... 
1930 350 .... 
1940 434 .... 
1950 730 .... 
1960 691 912 
1970 2914 5693 

 
 First, although he demonstrated the political activism of Detroit Indians, he did not place it 

within its proper context: within the larger cultural and political arena of Detroit during the post 

World War II period, including deindustrialization, white flight, and the Black Freedom 

Struggle. Second, while he did represent the voices of women (in fact he mentions my family), 

he did not articulate how they were the key advocates for Indigenous sovereignty within a 

rapidly changing city. While mentioning women, he did not take seriously gender as a category 

of analysis. Nor did he tease out what an indigenous conception of Detroit might look like. 

The theses and dissertations written on Detroit’s Indigenous population has centered on 

understanding the maintenance of culture or the experience of children in the Detroit Public 

Schools. Although not intentional, these studies have viewed Native peoples as outside of 

modernity, as migrants to the city. They focus on coping strategies of living in the city, and avoid 

articulating an indigenous conception of urban space. This perspective is exemplified by the 

following quote: “Many Indians wrestled with the technical aspects of city life: crossing busy 

streets and riding buses and juggling checking accounts.”56 Although true, this ignores other 

                                                 
56 Danziger, Survival and Regeneration, 32.  
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potential ways of viewing Indigenous experiences in cities, and avoids any recognition of 

Indigenous conceptions of Detroit. We must ask important questions regarding Detroit’s history 

in particular, and urban indigenous history more specifically: is it that Native peoples are 

estranged from the urban space, or is the urban place estranged from Indigenous people, 

especially given the fact that this was Indigenous land?  

 

Indigeneity, Modernity and Method 

Modernity 

Indigenous people in Western literature have been used historically by white people as a 

foil for either critiquing their own societies at particular moments, using such slogans as the 

“noble savage,” or for legitimizing their bloodthirsty ambitions for Indigenous land and 

resources.57 Beginning with the work of Roy Harvey Pearce, we can begin to trace the 

contradictory ideas of “savagism” and “civilization”!the dichotomy used under the broader 

realm of modernity. Dialectic in nature, these ideas have proven timeless!timeless in the sense 

that it is reinvoked at least once a generation. White people have used Indians as a medium 

through which to critique their contemporary societies or to illustrate their progress from nature’s 

“savage” past to modernization’s contemporary “progression.” During the European 

Enlightenment of the 18th century, European philosophers and intellectuals such as Rousseau 

                                                 
 
57 We can begin a discussion on �savagism� and �civilization� with Roy Harvey Pearce, Savagism 
and Civilization: A Study of the Indian and the American Mind (Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1988); Robert Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man�s Indian: Images of the American 
Indian from Columbus to the Present (New York: Vintage Press, 1979); Philip Deloria, Playing 
Indian (New Hartford: Yale University Press, 1998).  
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and Locke utilized the “Noble Savage” to “criticize European institutions of the period.”58 

However, with the triumph of the U.S. and French Revolutions, this need changed. The “Noble 

Savage” became a romantic “savage” with little reason and needed to be overcome by liberal 

ideas of progress. This happened in literature and U.S. policy. The shift from “Noble Savage” to 

a trope for explaining the United States’ rapid expansion and dispossession policies were 

exemplified in historian Frederick Jackson Turner’s now infamous “frontier thesis.” 

Since Pearce, authors Robert Berkhofer and Philip Deloria have written on these ideas as 

ideologies across time. Although differing in many ways, a major link has been how Indigenous 

people have been used as a foil in western thought and literature. They have also illustrated the 

link between the construction of nation-state ideas. Deloria departed significantly by showing not 

only how White Americans constructed national identities with Indians as the backdrop, but also 

the complicated agency of Native peoples who also “played Indian” for economic or other gains. 

“Indians, it is clear, are not simply useful symbols of the love-hate ambivalence of civilization 

and savagery,” writes Deloria, “rather, the contradictions embedded in noble savagery have 

themselves been the precondition for the formation of American identities.” Deloria’s argument 

could also be applied to how elite Detroiters imagined their own city. Deloria continues, “To 

understand the various ways Americans have contested and constructed national identities, we 

must constantly return to the original mysteries of Indianness.”59 In the case of Detroit, we must 

return to the actual processes of Indigenous erasure in the City, coupled with the development of 

the modern city.  

                                                 
58 Robert Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man’s Indian: Images of the American Indian From 
Columbus to the Present (New York: Vintage Books, 1979,) 77. 
 
59 Deloria, Playing Indian, 4.  
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Any discussion of urban Indigenous history is also a discussion of modernity. Usually 

this conversation is rooted in a deficit perspective: what Indigenous people are not and what they 

cannot do in an urban area as well as the idea that they came mostly at the behest of Federal 

Indian Policies in the postwar era. More specifically, the urban!representing modernity! and 

the Indigenous!representing pre-modernity!are incompatible. But that should not be the case. 

Indigenous peoples and modernity!urban spaces!are not in fact incompatible. As Scott 

Richard Lyons writes, “Indian space is never defined by tradition or culture alone because Native 

people migrate in modern times as well.”60 It is not enough to mention that the urban and the 

Indigenous are compatible. It requires a leap into the unknown, or rather imagining histories of 

Indigenous people where there might not be “evidence.”  

Similar to White Earth Ojibwa historian Jean O’Brien, I want to suggest, “The local gave 

particular valence to the twinned story of non-Indian modernity and Indian extinction.”61 

Although she writes on the erasure of Indigenous presences through New England’s history 

writers, her conceptual work is useful for my analysis of Detroit. Though elite white Detroiters 

did not spend as much time writing Indigenous people out of their history, at particular moments, 

they did make sure that everyone knew that while Detroit was becoming modern, the only thing 

indigeneity was useful for was at a symbolic level, used to shift from savagery to civilization.  

In Detroit, settler modernity emerged along with Indigenous non-modernity in the form 

of gendered discourses that valued white men’s domination of space and their seeding of Detroit. 

These discourses were used to erase an Indigenous presence and highlight the emergence of 

                                                 
60 Scott Richard Lyons, X-Marks: Native Signatures of Assent (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2010), 21.  
 
61 Jean O’Brien, Firsting and Lasting: Writing Indians Out of Existence in New England 
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), xiv.  
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Detroit’s (or settler) modernity. Settlers were after a uniquely white or at least non-Indigenous 

origins story to Detroit that they could call their own.  

In using modernity, I utilize the recent work of Anishinaabe scholar Richard Scott Lyons. 

In X-Marks: Native Signatures of Assent (2010), he writes convincingly that Indigenous studies 

scholars should embrace the great diversity that makes up Indigenous communities and nations. 

His work challenges the idea of “traditional” which myopically place Indigenous people into 

boxes that ignore how they actually live. He advocates for the concept of indigenous modernity. 

He writes, “As for modernity, I have in mind a general sense of the new, a feeling regarding 

one’s life in ‘modern times’ that can be distinguished from ‘the way we used to live.”62 In 

writing about Indigenous people in the development of urban spaces, my aim is not to make 

uncritical assumptions about tradition or indigeneity that is “authentic” to Detroit. Instead, like 

Lyons, I want to underscore the uniqueness of Indigenous people, but also critically examine 

how they actually exist in urban areas. As Lyons writes, “To embrace modernity is to usher in 

other modern concepts.” However, “Indigenous modernity requires” also “a different 

relationship to the past, one that does not seek to go backward but instead attempts to bring the 

past forward.”63 For urban history, a different relationship to the past requires that we embrace 

the idea that we analyze indigeneity as a category analysis that is not bound by the unreal 

standards of “authenticity.”  

 Métis scholar Chris Andersen’s recent essay “Urban Landscapes of North America” 

presents an interesting point for understanding the urban and indigeneity. Andersen’s essay 

                                                 
62 Scott Richard Lyons, X-Marks: Native Signatures of Assent (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2010), 11.  
 
63 Scott Richard Lyons, “Actually Existing Indian Nations: Modernity, Diversity, and the Future 
of Native American Studies,” American Indian Quarterly 35, no. 3 (Summer 2011): 305.  
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considers the urban Indigenous experience and scholarship in Canada, Mexico, and the U.S., 

framing his analysis through Coll Thrush’s “ghosting” concept and Renya Ramirez’s Native 

hubs. Though he admires Thrush’s work, he does believe that the ghosting concept is dangerous 

because it is a colonial understanding that presupposes the idea that the urban and the Indigenous 

are incompatible (he is quick to point out that this is not what Thrush is doing!). Instead, he 

prefers Ramirez’s Native hubs, which he believe better illustrates a positive approach to 

analyzing the urban Indigenous experience.  

Andersen writes that “Native hubs” is more useful because “it requires only (!) that we 

presuppose the legitimacy of urban Indigeneity and document that ‘livedness’ of its complexity 

and the ways in which urban areas serve to connect Indigenous peoples inside and out of those 

locales.”64 Andersen suggests that we might use interculturality, based upon the work of 

Ramirez, to understand the urban Indigenous experience. “To speak of indigenization of urban 

space,” writes Andersen, “is to speak of interculturality.”65 He is quick to point out that he is not 

referring to “interculturality as a diminished offshoot of the ‘authentic’ culture of rural spaces 

but, rather, interculturality produced in terms of distinctive constellation of power and social 

relations specific to urban spaces.”66 The idea of interculturality is useful because it suggests that 

urban indigeneity is a thing that already exists, and our job as scholars is to understand the 

process, or how urban Indigenous people make meaning of indigeneity. Yet, the history of 

indigeneity in Detroit does not fit so easily in this framework, for it involves both processes of 

                                                 
64 Chris Andersen, “Urban Landscapes of North America,” in The World of Indigenous North 
America, ed. Robert Warrior (New York: Routledge, 2014), 150. 
 
65 Ibid., 162.  
 
66 Ibid.  
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“ghosting,” perhaps better termed erasure, and the urban space as a Native hub. In other words, it 

is perhaps best to understand both perspectives, especially as they relate to Detroit.  

Indigenous space in Detroit is constructed under two narratives. First, we must 

understand how various actors!Native, white, and black!used indigeneity throughout the 

city’s modern history. A major part of understanding space in Detroit is erasure and 

revitalization. As elite whites built, both literally and in their cultural imagination, a city upon a 

hill, they used the histories of Indigenous people, as cultural symbols, to construct a space of 

their own creation. Thus, how Detroit is built, again, in the cultural imagination, and how that 

impacted Indigenous people were not necessarily constructed through the built environment, but 

through elite white men’s cultural imaginings and how they deployed indigeneity. Native people 

had to respond to that cultural framing!in addition to others, though simply being 

acknowledged in a city based upon erasure and then the Black-White binary made it doubly hard 

to assert their presence as Indigenous people (though many fought for their rights in the city!). 

Second, we must understand Detroit, as a space, in the cultural imagination. While the built 

environment in a place like Detroit is important, I place little emphasis on it because it was the 

cultural imaginings and the deployment of indigeneity that were crucial to the city’s modern 

development and its relationship to indigeneity, though the building being cast as modern. 

Indeed, the city was a space created by white men, a modern place, where they could be 

“indigenous,” and Indigenous people, for most of the twentieth century, were invisible, erased, 

no longer there.67  

                                                 
67 Indigenous people and cities are incompatible in modern history. Yet, I want to emphasize that 
Indigenous people throughout North America did have cities, such as Cahokia and the cities built 
in the Aztec and Inca empires. However, modernity and indigeneity, post 1870s, were seen as 
incompatible in the U.S. because whites believed that Indigenous people were disappearing. For 
work on Cahokia see Timothy Pauketat, Cahokia: Ancient America’s Great City on the 
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I have spent a considerable amount of time outlining the scholarship of both Detroit and 

urban Indigenous history. I am mostly interested in how various actors deploy and employ 

indigeneity in Detroit within the cultural imagination. Therefore, I do not focus explicitly on the 

built environment of the city. The built environment does impact where and how people live, 

what choices they make, and how they understand themselves, but that is not a major focus in 

this dissertation.  

Yet, I find the work of public intellectual Lewis Mumford useful for thinking about the 

city, and what it means. Mumford writes, “the essential physical means of a city’s existence are 

the fixed site, the durable shelter, the permanent facilities for assembly, interchange, and 

storage.”68 He continues, “the essential social means are the social division of labor, which 

serves not merely the economic life but the cultural processes.”69 Most recently, narratives of  

Detroit historically has been dominated by discussions of urban decline, which include a heavy 

focus on abandoned buildings and vacant lots; those stories, while important, are not my focus.70 

                                                 
Mississippi (New York: Penguin, 2009). See also C. Matthew Snipp, “American Indians and 
Alaska Natives in Urban Environments,” in Indigenous in the City: Contemporary Identities and 
Cultural Innovation, ed. Evelyn Peters and Chris Andersen (Vancouver, British Columbia: 
University of British Columbia Press, 2013), 173–192. Though he focuses on 20th century in 
urban areas, he does mention that Native people and cities are not new. The modern formation of 
settler cities without Indigenous people is new.  
 
68 Lewis Mumford, “What Is a City?,” in The City Reader, ed. Richard LeGates and Frederic 
Stout, 5th ed. (London and New York: Routledge, 2011), 93. 
 
69 Ibid.  
 
70 Below are a few examples of current scholarship on (contemporary) Detroit. See, George 
Galster, Driving Detroit: The Quest for Respect in the Motor City. (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2012); Yves Marchand and Romain Meffre, The Ruins of Detroit (Steidl, 
2010). The authors’ website has pictures that signals what once was a thriving city to a city of 
ruins. http://www.marchandmeffre.com/detroit/index.html; for another contemporary reading of 
Detroit’s current state see, journalist Charlie LeDuff’s, Detroit: An American Autopsy. (New 
York: Penguin Books, 2013). John Gallagher, Reimagining Detroit: Opportunities for Redefining 
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Mumford further states that a total understanding of the city is “a geographic plexus, an 

economic organization, an institutional process, a theater of social action, an aesthetic symbolic 

of collective unity.”71 There has been no sophisticated analysis of Detroit, its Indigenous 

inhabitants, and how the actual physical spaces impacted their lives. One reason might be that, 

for the most part, Native people were not segregated as systematically as, for example, Black 

Americans. They were rendered invisible. Future scholarship on urban Indigenous history, 

especially Detroit, might consider focusing on how the built environment impacted Native 

people!and not in a stereotypical way, such as, because they are Native therefore they have a 

mysterious connection to land.  

Methodological Approach 

My research is grounded methodologically in the idea that settler colonialism, race, 

gender and culture are important categories for understanding the experiences of Indigenous 

people in urban areas. As Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz has remarked, “The history of the United States 

is a history of settler colonialism--the founding of a state based on the ideology of white 

supremacy, the widespread practice of African slavery, and a policy of genocide and land 

theft.”72 I rely on social and cultural approaches to history; those that understand race, gender, 

and culture as socially constructed ideologies that are at the core of a settler society. These 

approaches take care to explore race, colonialism, and gender as processes that not only impact, 

                                                 
an American City (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2010). See also, Joe T. Darden and 
Richard W. Thomas, Detroit: Race Riots, Racial Conflicts, and Efforts to Bridge the Racial 
Divide (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 2013).  
 
71 Mumford, “What is a city?,” 93.  
 
72 Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 2014), 2.  
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but are also shaped by everyday people in history.73 My dissertation is a cultural and social 

history of race and urban development in modern Detroit. The project is situated at the nexus of 

urban history and Native studies, where they meet; my project is an attempt to explain where 

they meet, and where we might go. I largely write it from an urban Indigenous studies 

perspective. That is, while I acknowledge other cultural, ethnic, and racial groups, my project 

firmly situated at the intersection of urban history and Indigenous studies, with a focus on the 

long history of Indigenous people in cities, and how various people deployed indigeneity in 

modern Detroit. 

Anthropologist Clifford Geertz writes that culture is “a historically transmitted pattern of 

meanings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic norms 

by means of which [people] communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and 

attitudes toward life.”74 I use Geertz’s definition of culture as a maneuver into defining cultural 

history. Cultural history is used to broadly capture the varying symbols of meaning embedded in 

the cultures of people, and the interaction of said peoples at particular historical moments. For 

my dissertation, though, cultural history is also about conflict, or how settlers have tried to 

culturally reimagine Detroit as a space of their own but were confounded with the very presence 

of actual Indigenous people. Within these conflicts emerge symbols of meanings and competing 

notions of historical memory that are played out on stage in the urban theatre that is Detroit.  

                                                 
73 Gail Bederman, Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the 
United States, 1880-1917 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995); Cornelia Dayton and 
Lisa Levenstein, “The Big Tent of U.S. Women’s and Gender History: A State of the Field,” The 
Journal of American History 99, no. 3 (December 2012): 793–817; Philip Deloria, Indians in 
Unexpected Places (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2004). 
 
74 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic Books, 
1973), 89.  
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 Indigenous representation (and invisibility) is a key component of Detroit’s cultural 

history. How Indigenous people are represented or not represented within these symbols of 

meaning impact how historical memory in Detroit is constructed. Indigenous people were never 

passive in the creation and imagining of these symbolic meanings, however. Throughout the 

120-year period of this dissertation, Indigenous people challenged how they would be 

represented and what that might look like. By the latter part of the 20th century, they were able to 

more explicitly challenge!if not change!how they were represented in the white 

cultural/historical imagination. The process of cultural history in Detroit and its impact on 

Indigenous people are by nature, also constructed and embedded in social meanings and 

processes.  

A cultural and social history of Detroit is both required in helping unpack the dynamic 

processes of how power and everyday forms of colonialism operate within the urban place. I 

think to do a quality urban Indigenous history requires the utilization of more Indigenous-

centered sources to see how historical subjects understood their time in a certain urban place. 

And it allows for them to evolve in the swiftly changing tides of history. To solely do a cultural 

(urban) history of Indigenous people in a city we run the risk of perpetuating the idea of 

Indigenous peoples as relics of the past. To only do a social (urban) history, specifically one of 

migration, perpetuates the idea that Native peoples are immigrants to the city. But finding how 

Indigenous peoples make meaning of the literal place Detroit also lends itself to a social and 

cultural understanding of place, and people’s relationship to that place. The style-shifting 
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between the two helps better reimagine Detroit as an Indigenous space and the role that 

Indigenous played in shaping its modern development.75  

In addition, I conducted 8 oral histories with members of Detroit’s Indigenous 

community. I used a variety of methods to solicit potential interviewees. First, I asked family 

members of mine (who played an important role in postwar Detroit Indigenous activism) to tell 

me about potential interviewees. I also utilized my connections to social media, including 

Facebook to solicit potential participants. This method allowed me to connect with other people 

who had a participated in the cultural and educational activities of the postwar Indigenous 

community.  

A Note on Episodes as a Framework 

Indigenous Detroit is like a play. There are a multitude of actors and stages. I am the 

director and producer of these moving parts. This dissertation is organized around episodes. In 

order to do the cultural and social history, and to illustrate how Indigenous people were central to 

the development of modern Detroit (and race relations), its necessary to do this. First, the sources 

have led me to writing such a dissertation. Two, covering a longer time span without losing focus 

on the major themes of modernity, race, and representation (i.e., cultural and social history) 

requires a honing in on specific!indeed crucial!moments in Detroit’s history. In other words, 

my aim is not to write a long, chronological narrative about the Indigenous experience in Detroit. 

Instead, I want to capture the moments where Detroit is changing significantly, and the role that 

                                                 
75 I am taking this linguistic term coined by H. Samy Alim, as described in his co-authored book 
with Geneva Smitherman titled, Articulate While Black: Barack Obama, Language, and Race in 
the U.S. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012). Though the book is about President 
Obama’s linguistic choices, I use the term here to suggest that, in doing urban Indigenous 
history, you cannot do solely cultural or social, you need both, in order to illuminate the deep 
relationship between people and place, between indigeneity and claims to space.  
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Indigenous people played and how various actors used the rhetoric of indigeneity in order to 

make claim to Detroit and modernity.  

A major aim of this dissertation is to understand how indigeneity is deployed and 

employed by both Indigenous people and non-Indigenous people. The use of indigeneity goes 

beyond Indigenous people. As I argue throughout the dissertation, indigeneity, or 

representations, were crucial to the development of modern Detroit. Therefore, to look at 

indigeneity as a “transit”76 helps us to further combine indigeneity and Indigenous people within 

the contours of urban development!not outside of it. As a result, I utilize episodes as a 

framework in order to understand how various actors deploy indigeneity and to explore the 

processes and impact of that deployment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
76 Jodi Byrd, The Transit of Empire: Indigenous Critiques of Colonialism (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2011), xiii. Though I use Byrd’s definition not necessarily to see 
how U.S. empire and elites deploy indigeneity. I think it is useful as a concept and phrase to 
explain how and why it is used within the confines of a settler society.  
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Chapter 1: Between Past and Presence: Settler Imaginings, Indigenous Disruptions, and 
Other Encounters in Waawayeyaattanong (Detroit), 1871-1922 

 
During the post-Civil War Era, U.S.-Indigenous relations began to rapidly change. 

Historian C. Joe Genetin-Pilawa writes of this period, “emerging late-nineteenth-century 

conceptions of progress and modernity could not include a place for Indigenous political 

identities because, to the federal government and the American nation, such identities directly 

opposed progress, rationality, and the state.”77 Though federal policy impacted tribal nations in 

different ways, at least two most ardently affected Indigenous-federal government relationships 

during the time.  

In 1871 the United States Congress stopped all treaty making with Indigenous tribes. In 

1885, congress passed the Major Crimes Act. The bill defined seven crimes, which gave federal 

jurisdiction over Indigenous nations. The crimes were: murder, rape, larceny, arson, assault with 

the intent to kill, manslaughter and burglary.78 In line with further eroding tribal sovereignty was 

the passing of the Dawes Act (or General Allotment Act of 1887). This act effectively parceled 

out land to individual members of tribal nations, allowing settlers more opportunities to further 

occupy land. Though the post-Civil War era was the beginning of the nadir for Indigenous 

nations, cities like Detroit began to quickly modernize.  

 By the 1870s, Detroit was at its genesis of becoming a leading manufacturer. Though the 

city still processed raw materials (i.e. paper products from the timber industry) and continued to 

produce printing and publishing, bread making, and ship building, all very old commercial 

                                                 
77 C. Joseph Genetin-Pilawa, Crooked Paths to Allotment: The Fight over Federal Indian Policy 
After the Civil War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012), 25. For the classic 
study of this period see, Frederick Hoxie, A Final Promise: The Campaign to Assimilate the 
Indians (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2001). 
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ventures, its economy began to shift to a largely manufacturing one. Between 1860 and 1870, the 

number of manufacturing jobs increased from 1,363 to 10.612. By 1880, those jobs increased to 

16,100 and, in 1890, to 34,535. Iron and steel products became the largest grossing. Detroit 

ranked 17th in value of its among other manufacturing cities. While Detroit was quickly on its 

way to becoming the Motor City, a previously unacknowledged part of the city’s modernization 

project was the use of Indigenous imagery and people in shaping the city’s ascent.   

 A significant part of Detroit’s modernization project triggered a reimagination of its 

past!a past that included Indigenous representations. Detroit’s elite used Indigenous imaginings 

as a lever to construct ideas about themselves and the rapidly developing city around them. I 

argue that in a quest to define Detroit’s urban standing, elite white men both memorialized and 

erased Detroit’s Indigenous past in order to cast Detroit as the epitome of modernity. In so doing, 

they created a paradox of settler imaginings. The city’s elite efforts were challenged by three 

Indigenous presences, which all point towards the paradox and tensions of settler constructed 

narratives of indigeneity and modernity.  

In the first Indigenous presence, I examine Hunkpapa Lakota Sitting Bull’s visit to 

Detroit in the late 19th century. Sitting Bull’s short visit, as a brief resident of the city, challenged 

ideas about Indigenous disappearance and their inability to engage with a city cast as modern. In 

the second Indigenous presence, I analyze elite white men’s constructed narratives about Pontiac. 

A local memorial, Pontiac symbolized elite white men’s tensions of constructing a city of their 

own choosing, on in which they were able to conquer their past by memorializing Pontiac, in 

their present. In the final Indigenous presence, I examine the presence of Indigenous people from 

Bkejwanong (Walpole Island First Nations Reserve), and how they were narrated in Detroit’s 

local media. These three presences are important for understanding Detroit’s development and its 
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relationship to indigeneity because they gesture towards the tensions that settlers had not only as 

they began modernizing the city, but also operating in a larger narrative of Indigenous demise, 

which was so prevalent in late 19th and early 20th century America.79  

  

Indigenous Paradox/Presence Number One: Sitting Bull 

 Between 1870 and 1910, a low of only four Indigenous people were counted in the U.S. 

Census; by 1910, forty-one were reported.80 Relying on the Census for documenting Indigenous 

people during a period where they were supposed to have vanished onto reservations. These 

numbers, though, do not take into account the hundreds, if not thousands of Indigenous people 

who continued traveling to Detroit. Nor can the census take into account how elite’s utilized 

indigeneity within the settler imagination.  

 Historian David T. McNab writes that between the years 1884 and 1928, “it is fairly 

evident that neither the American nor the Canadian governments chose to enforce the boundary 

                                                 
79 See Frederick Jackson Turner’s, The Frontier in American History. (New York: Henry Holt & 
Co., 1920. Turner is perhaps most famous in formulating the savagery and civilization 
dichotomy, which had the consequence of telling both historians and everyday people that 
Indigenous people were disappearing. In pictorial references, perhaps no one better illustrates the 
point of Indigenous demise more than Edward S. Curtis’ The North American Indian. This book, 
romanticized and helped codify the popular idea of Indigenous demise in the early part of the 
20th century.  
 
80 U.S. Census. For a thirty-year period, the census counted only those Native Americans, whom 
they called “civilized,” who paid taxes. Though scholars of urban Indigenous history continue to 
use the census to define how many people came to Detroit. While it is important, it breaks down 
on two levels. First, the U.S. census does not adequately define tribal belonging and how a tribal 
community incorporates Native peoples into their community. It ignores kinship ties. Second, for 
the time period of this chapter, the U.S. census does not take into account Native migratory 
patterns.   
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as it pertained to Aboriginal people.”81 Of the Indigenous travelers to Detroit during this period, 

performers such as Sitting Bull were one of them. He came to Detroit as a part of Buffalo Bill’s 

Wild West.82  

Buffalo Bill’s Wild West traveled to Detroit for a two-day performance held on 

September 4 and 5, 1885. The female shooter Annie Oakley came, the Cowboy Kid, and, of 

course, Indigenous performers were a part of the show. One of those performers was Hunkpapa 

Lakota Medicine Man, Sitting Bull. Though the local newspapers advertised the event, the actual 

performance was not well documented. However, a meeting held between Sitting Bull and elite 

Detroit politicians at Recreation Park was. Although his stay was brief, the encounter between 

Sitting Bull and elite whites, as well as their representation of him, reveal the larger attitudes that 

settlers of Detroit had about Indigenous Peoples upon encountering them. Importantly, settlers 

viewed Sitting Bull through the lens of their own settler masculinity.  

It is not surprising that Sitting Bull came to Detroit. Historian Robert Utley explains that 

during the last six years of Sitting Bull’s life, he traveled extensively.83 Sitting Bull only 

participated in one season of Buffalo Bill’s show. His travels, though, expanded Sitting Bull’s 

view of the world, and while he marveled at aspects of modernity, he found it difficult to shake 

settler imaginings of him.  

                                                 
81 David T. McNab, “‘Those Freebooters Would Shoot Me Like a Dog’: American Terrorists and 
Homeland Security in the Journals of Ezhaaswe (William A. Elias [1856-1929]),” in Lines 
Drawn Upon the Water: First Nations and the Great Lakes Borderlands, Aboriginal Studies 
(London, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2008), 126.  
 
82 For an extensive history of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show and the experiences of Indigenous 
performers see, L.G. Moses, Wild West Shows and the Images of American Indians, 1883-1933, 
1st. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1996).  
 
83 Robert M. Utley, Sitting Bull: The Life and Times of an American Patriot (New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, LLC, 2008), 265.  
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Figure 2. Recreation Park was home to the Detroit Wolverine from 1881-1888. Picture in the Public Domain. 

Sitting Bull came during the end of the so-called Indian wars on the plains, and five years 

before the Wounded Knee Massacre and his own death. It was during a time where whites for the 

most part no longer feared armed Indigenous resistance. Simultaneously, settlers began 

memorializing Indigenous peoples of centuries past.84 Yet, Sitting Bull was one of the few 

Indigenous people lauded by settlers before he died. He was praised!in an ironic and twisted 

way!for his resistance to U.S. aggression and expansion. As a result, his coming to Detroit, and 

the magnificent way in which he was received, was not surprising.  

On September 4, at one in the afternoon, a train left the Russell House to head to 

Recreation Park to meet the infamous “chief” Sitting Bull. Recreation Park was a baseball field 

home to the Detroit Wolverines who played in the National League from 1881-1888. It was 

demolished in 1894. Those who came to meet Sitting Bull at the tent erected for him were 

government officials and businessmen of Detroit; they included: Mayor Stephen Benedict 

Grummond (served from 1884-1885), President Kaiser of the Lower House, Senator Thomas W. 

                                                 
84 See for example, James Joseph Buss, Winning the West with Words: Language and Conquest  
in the Lower Great Lakes (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2011). 
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Palmer (an descendant of early pioneer Detroit families), Michigan’s Secretary of State Harry 

Conant (1883-1887), and Councilmen H.E. Champion and Theodore Rentz.  

The meeting was an afternoon lunch break, which included beer and lemonade for 

drinking, along with snack foods and a rib roast. After the meal, introductions were made. Crow 

Eagle, who stood to Sitting Bull’s left, also Lakota, and to his right Bill Halsey, the interpreter, 

accompanied him. While smoking his cigar and looking around, Sitting Bull greeted each man 

with the masculine Lakota greeting, “hau.” The visitors were eager to speak with the Lakota 

medicine man.  

Sitting Bull was greatly admired and well respected by his visitors. Their words reveal so.  

“Tell Bull that he is one of our law-makers,” said Senator Palmer. “We hope soon to place the 

entire Indian question in the hands of the War department, and…when we do the Indians will be 

honestly and liberally dealt with.” They even seemed to seek his approval. Councilmen Rentz 

added, “the good time coming for the Indians, as predicted by our Mayor will be due to the 

honest and fairness of a good democratic institution.” Pleased to hear such responses, Sitting 

Bull responded, through Halsey, the interpreter, “The Bull says that he believes he is going to do 

the fair thing by the Indians.” He further said, “he says that President Grover Cleveland sent 

Sheridan out to see the Cheyennes, and that action shows that the Democratic administration are 

bound to see fair play for the Indians.” After making this brief dialogue, Secretary of State 

Conant was introduced to Sitting Bull and he said, “Hau! Big brave! Big, good brave!” 

Apparently Sitting Bull’s approval made Conant the most talked about person at the reception, 

besides, of course Sitting Bull.85  

                                                 
85 “The Indian General, Buffalo Bill’s Company and Sitting Bull Reach Detroit. Sitting Bull 
"Receives Mayor Grummond and Other Dignitaries,” Detroit Free Press (Detroit, MI, 
September 5, 1885). 
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 Sitting Bull was not a passive object simply stuck under the settler imagination. Although 

he spoke through an interpreter, Sitting Bull was able to subtly critique Detroit and the society he 

saw growing around him!both in the Lakota and Indigenous societies and white, settler society. 

Because he spoke through an interpreter, we surely have to be careful in how his words were 

expressed, even if genuine. However, what we have record illustrates the reality of Indigenous 

people during the day: brokering what little political leverage they could gather. Like other 

performers in Wild West Shows, Sitting Bull’s encounter was a “contact zone” between 

Indigenous culture and performance and settler cultural expectations and a gaze of 

expectations.86  

 A young boy asked Sitting Bull if he was at Custer’s last stand at the Battle of Little Big 

Horn. Sitting Bull replied, “Yes he was near there, but not in the fight.” Dissatisfied with the 

simple response!illustrating that settler imaginations reached even boyhood!the young boy 

asked, “Did you kill Custer?” Sitting Bull replied, “I did not. I do not know who killed Custer.” 

A reporter for the Detroit Free Press followed with an entirely different question, “What shall 

you say to your people when you go back to them, about white people?” This was a curious 

question, and Sitting Bull looked puzzled. But then his eyes opened wide, he changed his 

posture, and although his Lakota was unintelligible to everyone in his tent except for he, Crow 

Eagle, and the interpreter, he said eloquently:  

                                                 
 
86 Linda Scarangella McNenly, Native Performers in Wild West Shows: From Buffalo Bill to 
Euro Disney (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2012). McNenly argues, "Wild West 
shows were also nation-building projects in that that shaped the construction of American 
identity and attempted to define, situate, and justify the place of Native peoples in America" 
(71).  
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I have seen the white people and their great chief. I have seen how they live and my eyes 

opened. I shall tell my children that the whites are as the leaves of the forest, and that to 

them we are but as the single berry left on the bush to wither and die in the winter. I shall 

tell them that the whites are our friends and will keep us and protect us, and that the white 

chief has given promise to do so.87 

Based upon his extensive travels and many conversations with elite whites over his lifetime 

(especially after violent resistance did not seem to be a legitimate course of action), Sitting Bull 

saw the writing on the wall. But did he actually believe that Lakota and other Indigenous peoples 

were simply a single berry left on the tree, rapidly withering away? His statement was not simply 

one of despair. He realized that settler society did not care very much for Indigenous peoples, 

and they were determined to impose their own conception of civilization upon Lakota and other 

Indigenous communities by further stripping them of land and resources. But he shifted quickly, 

telling his audience that whites would protect his people. Although this statement was rooted in 

hope, it was also a brilliant and common rhetorical strategy used by Indigenous people during the 

time.88 With the intention of laying to rest white fears of Indigenous peoples, he told them what 

they wanted to hear: that Indigenous peoples would place their well-being with settlers.  

 Sitting Bull’s time in Detroit was good. He was able to make some money and push 

forward his agenda for Lakota rights, even in a minor way. Yet his reception by Detroit settlers is 

difficult to understand. On the one hand, they might have respected his past exploits as an 

“Indian brave,” a common trope during a period in popular discourse in which Indigenous people 

                                                 
87 Detroit Free Press, September 5, 1885.  
 
88 See Genetin-Pilawa, Crooked Paths to Allotment and Frederick Hoxie, This Indian Country: 
American Indian Political Activism and the Place They Made (New York: Penguin Books, 
2012).  
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were supposed to be a vanishing race. On the other hand, perhaps they respected him in the 

present, someone with which they could see as a great leader engaging with “civilization” but 

stubbornly resisting it at the same time. Regardless, these politicians left from Sitting Bull having 

learned a lot about the man. Yet if elite white men did, the local newspapers did not.  

The Detroit area media found it difficult to escape the settler masculine construction of 

Indigenous masculinity. A newspaper column that discussed Sitting Bull’s reception and 

performance in Buffalo Bill’s Wild West was disappointed!in what they did not see. The 

disappointment was not rooted in the performance per se; rather, it was based upon what the 

author believed was a lack of authenticity!or, what the lack of Sitting Bull the man not 

appealing to the settler imaginings of the audience. “Beyond doubt, Sitting Bull is brave and has 

the usual cunning of his race,” read the column, “but there is another and truer side to his nature 

which all the feathers and other ornaments on earth cannot hide from the man who has been 

much in Indian country.”89 The article expressed disappointment that Sitting Bull, the epitome of 

Indigenous masculinity, did not fit his understanding because he engaged in modernity.  

The author was not satisfied with actual Indigenous peoples; the author wanted 

Indigenous performers to meet the settler desires of authenticity. The author desired the pristine 

scene of “squaws chopping wood” or “carrying buckets of water with a papoose or two” on their 

backs. Indeed the performance would have met the gross desires of the settler imagination if 

Sitting Bull himself had a “canoe paddle in one hand and a bottle of whiskey in the other.”90 

Although the performance would not have been as entertaining, “the realism would have been 

                                                 
89 Ibid.  
 
90 Ibid.  
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there.”91 The symbolism of Sitting Bull, the perfect embodiment of a settler construction of 

Indigenous masculinity, canoeing in a paddle with whiskey is very profound, reflecting the 

localized understanding of Indigenous stereotypes. Local, Detroit Indigenous history could not 

escape the actual presence of the Great Lakes waterways, and their experience dealing with 

actual Indigenous people in Michigan and from Walpole Island. The water perhaps signifying the 

inability of Indigenous people to move into modernity, especially in Detroit, where one could 

paddle in the canoe just outside of the city, but cannot quite get close enough. Indigenous people 

like Sitting Bull could live next to modernity, witness it, feel it, smell it; but they could not 

partake in it.  

 It was not enough that “real” Indigenous peoples participated in the performance, played 

Indian. Their physical bodies were only useful if they appealed to the on-going imaginings of 

settlers. They looked at Sitting Bull through their own lens!the lens of whiteness, a masculine 

Victorian whiteness!that limits those in power to imagine real conceptions of Indigenous 

peoples. This representation also showed the limits of performances as a way to challenge settler 

gaze.92 Indigenous people were imagined in a limited scope, and for them to go beyond 

that!beyond the realm of their own humanity!they could not escape.  

 Sitting Bull departed on September 5, and history does not reveal to us whether he 

returned to Detroit. Yet his name reappeared nearly sixteen years later, with the reappearance of 

Buffalo Bill’s Wild West performance. Once more, the mention of Sitting Bull was dominated 

by settler imaginations about their constructed character!not the person. An article reprinted in 

the Detroit Free Press sixteen years later, eleven years after Sitting Bull was murdered titled, 

                                                 
91 Detroit Free Press (Detroit, MI, September 5, 1885).  
 
92 McNenly, Native Performers in Wild West Shows.  
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“Sitting Bull and Buffalo Bill: Latter's Big Show Will Exhibit at Detroit Tuesday Afternoon and 

Evening” showed the infamous picture of Sitting Bull in full regalia standing to the left of 

William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill). The tone of the article suggests that Native peoples were 

conquered and no long presented a threat to settlers, or U.S. progress, as Chiricahua Apache and 

Lakota Red Cloud were. Geronimo was now a prisoner at Fort Still; Red Cloud was confined to 

the Pine Ridge Reservation. While they had been conquered, they did no longer fit the masculine 

imagination. In contrast, “Sitting Bull was a warrior to his death.” Indeed he died “as he had 

lived, the incarnation of red defiance and independence.” The discourse about Sitting Bull was 

based upon the history and valorization of Indigenous resistance through warfare. Unfortunately, 

it illustrated the Detroit Free Press’ idealized stories about Indigenous people. They could not 

appreciate other forms of resistance that had been building up during the last decade of the 19th 

century. Indigenous people’s presence in Detroit, real or imagined, was largely based upon the 

past!or what settler imaginations wanted to remember. I now turn to the local history of 

Detroit, revealing that, settlers also utilized Indigenous people of their past, to construct the 

modernity of their present.  

 

Indigenous Paradox/Presence Number Two: Encountering Pontiac in Detroit’s Present  

 Indigenous people have been used in Western literature as the foil for either critiquing 

their own societies at particular moments, using phrases such as “the “noble savage.”93 Early 

                                                 
93 Roy Harvey Pearce, Savagism and Civilization: A Study of the Indian and the American Mind 
(Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1988); Robert Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man�s 
Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present (New York: Vintage Press, 
1979).  
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British colonists played Indian when dumping British Tea into the Boston Harbor.94 Local 

histories in cities and towns throughout the United States have used Indigenous historical 

subjects (people, representations, and stories) to construct their sense of belonging to a local 

place.95 Indeed, White Earth Anishinaabe historian Jean M. O’Brien writes, “local stories were 

leashed to a larger national narrative of the ‘vanishing Indian’ as a generalized trope and 

disseminated not just in the form of the written word but also in a rich ceremonial cycle of 

pageants, commemorations, monument building, and lecture hall performance. They both served 

as entertainment and they inscribed meanings in particular places.”96 In the case of Detroit, 

Pontiac’s story served as the “thing” to co-construct settler relationship to Detroit.97 Pontiac’s 

story was like a haunting, which reveals, among other things, “salient conflicts and patterns in 

the history of [the] conquest” of Detroit. In other words, Pontiac’s story is “a place’s past 

speaking to its!and our!present.”98 

                                                 
94 Philip Deloria, Playing Indian (New Hartford: Yale University Press, 1998).  
 
95 James Joseph Buss, Winning the West with Words: Language and Conquest in the Lower 
Great Lakes (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2011). 
 
96 Jean O’Brien, Firsting and Lasting: Writing Indians Out of Existence in New England 
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), xiii.  
 
97 There is quite a bit of scholarship on Pontiac. Beginning with Francis Parkman. The 
Conspiracy of Pontiac and the War after the Conquest of Canada (Boston, 1851); Wilbur R. 
Jacobs, Dispossessing the American Indian: Indians and Whites on the Colonial Frontier 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1985); William R. Nester, “Haughty Uprisings”: 
Amherst and the Great Indian Uprising of 1763 (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 2000); 
Howard Peckham, Pontiac and the Indian Uprising (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1947). 
 
98 Coll Thrush, �Hauntings as Indigenous Histories: Indigenous Ghosts and the Urban Past in 
Seattle,� in Phantom Past, Indigenous Presence: Native Ghosts in North American Culture and 
History, Colleen Boyd and Coll Thrush (eds.), 58.  
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Settlers believed it important to acknowledge and celebrate Detroit’s Indigenous past; 

Pontiac was most prominent in these recollections. Unlike the coming of Sitting Bull, who had a 

national reputation, modern Detroit held a Pontiac as its local urban Indigenous narrative. The 

Indian chief Pontiac who took a conspicuous part in the early history of Detroit,” read an article, 

“made himself so prominent that his name will be remembered by Detroiters for a hundred years 

to come.”99 Pontiac was important because he was used as the local trope to reimagine Detroit’s 

historical narrative, shifting it away from a place occupied by “savages” to a civilized space. 

This shift in language was required in order for elite settlers to construct their local narrative of 

progress: from savagery to civilization. For Detroit, these discourses about Pontiac!mostly 

illustrated in newspapers!reveal the importance of Indigenous histories and representations of 

them to the construction of the urban place.  

But another key aspect of settler historical narratives is to rewrite the history of these 

spaces!as settler spaces. The discourse about Pontiac is one example of how this works. It is 

not enough for them to say that they moved into civilization; settler colonial discourses require a 

connection with the Indigenous past, as a way for settlers to describe their own modernity.  

Joel T. Headley, a writer for the Detroit Free Press, wrote two articles titled, “Pontiac: Or, 

the Siege of Detroit throughout 1882. Written in an intriguing and mystery style, he carefully 

wrote the history of Pontiac’s “conspiracy.” Importantly, these stories reveal also the importance 

of settler historical reimaginings, a unique type of discourse that helps readers of the present to 

better understand their current circumstance in relationship to the local history of place. An 

article Headley wrote on November 26, 1882 was most impressive. What is striking about his 

construction of the story are the depictions of Pontiac!as if he saw him at the time he was 

                                                 
99 “Old Relics: Some Valuable Remembrances of the Indian Chief ‘Pontiac’,” Detroit Free Press 
(1858-1922) (Detroit, MI, February 4, 1872). 
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writing the column. Headley began this column by explaining the events that led up to the 

meeting between Pontiac and Major Gladwin, and what actually occurred at the meeting. 

“Pontiac spoke with all that plausibility and deep dissimulation so characteristic of the Indian 

when plotting treachery.”100 Every one of Pontiac’s movements were described in a similar way 

to how western settlers in popular culture had described Indigenous men: brave, stoic, and 

treacherous. “His features were not regular, but there was a boldness and sternness in their 

expression which awed the beholder; and his dark eye had a strange fascination in its glances.”101 

These descriptions are stereotypical at best, but certainly make for a thrilling story.  

 After describing Pontiac, he homed in on the meeting between Pontiac and Gladwin. 

“Never was there a scene more thrilling, absorbing interest. There stood Pontiac!motionless, 

silent!the arm half extended, on which were fixed the glaring eyes of his chiefs, while the 

officers before him sat with compressed lips and bent brows, sternly awaiting the next 

movement.”102 Even as Pontiac remained calm, Headley relied on stereotypes of Indigenous men 

to make his point: “beyond the wrathful gleam of his fierce eye there was a troubled look, 

revealing the intense working of his fierce soul under all that calm exterior.”103 But Gladwin, 

having learned of Pontiac’s plan from an Ojibwa woman, called Catherine the night before, did 

not budge. Headley also spoke of the boldness of Major Gladwin. When Pontiac went to offer 

the wampum belt of peace, iron clinked and Pontiac stood there, motionless. Gladwin stood and 

                                                 
100 Joel Tyler Headley, “Pontiac: The Siege of Detroit,” Detroit Free Press (1858-1922) (Detroit, 
MI, November 26, 1882). 
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looked upon Pontiac, awaiting a sudden move; Pontiac looked upon Gladwin, now understanding 

that his plan had been revealed, at least the way Headley narrates it. He wrote, “these two men, 

burning with hatred toward each other, yet wearing the outward guise of friendship, and 

expressing mutual trust and confidence!while such an unsprung mine of death and slaughter lay 

at their feet!presented a scene not soon to be forgotten by the spectators.”104 The story ends 

after a few days of fighting at the Fort.  

The second half of the story, coming out on December 10, 1882, told of the struggles of 

soldiers during the conflict. Yet it ends with their eventual overcoming of Pontiac’s wrath, and 

the triumph over him. After learning that the French had made peace with the British, and that he 

would no longer have a chance to take over the Fort, Pontiac retreated: “he bowed his haughty 

spirit, and returned to Detroit and accepted the offers of peace.” Though Headley ended the story 

of Pontiac’s death in Illinois country, suggesting that while white men passed their test into 

civilization, he imagined what Pontiac could have been in a settler society: “Thus passed away 

this barbaric chief, who, had he occupied the same relative position in civilized that he did in 

savage life, with all its advantages of education, would have been one of the greatest men of the 

world.”105 Recounting Pontiac’s story was useful because it helped settlers understand their 

importance to Detroit, and illustrated, in part, how Anglo-Saxons made claim to Detroit, over, 

also, French settlers. As one person put it: “But Detroit did not fall. It resisted Pontiac’s alternate 
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craft and violence. And was Detroit was the key to the whole situation, the Indians were at least 

beaten.”106  

Pontiac’s defeat was also memorialized in 1899. On November 28, 1899 at 3 PM, the 

Michigan Society of the Sons of the American Revolution and the Society of Colonial Wars 

dedicated a 27x56 inch bronze tablet to the city of Detroit, recognizing the site where the 

gateways of Fort Pontchartrain (Fort Detroit) existed. They also highlighted this as the place 

where Pontiac and a band of Indigenous peoples passed on May 7, 1763. The tablet read:  

 

 

Figure 3. A photo memorializing Pontiac's demise, and the shift from British domination to American. Picture in the 
Public Domain 

 

On the left side of the tablet was the picture of a tall, Indian “chief,” wearing a headdress, 

blankets and moccasins. It was said to be an “authentic portrait of the wily chief Pontiac.”107 Of 
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course, history has told us that there are no pictures of the real Pontiac. Again, this picture was 

based upon settler imaginations of him. Later that evening, they held an event with would 

celebrate the “passing of this territory from French to English sovereignty.”  But other stories 

about Pontiac were also circulating in the late 19th century.  

Former Senator Thomas W. Palmer (1830-1913), a prominent citizen of Detroit, was an 

ardent admirer of Detroit’s Indigenous past, especially that of Pontiac. Palmer was the son of 

Thomas Palmer, a highly successful businessman who came to Detroit at the close of the War of 

1812. Palmer was born in Detroit on January 25, 1830. He served as a Republican senator, from 

March 4, 1883 until March 4, 1889. Coincidentally, Thomas W. Palmer was the president of the 

Chicago World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893. In general, he was a generous benefactor to the 

city of Detroit, helping erect the Michigan Soldiers and Sailors Monument at Campus Martius 

Park. He was also one of the founders and the first President of the Detroit Museum of Art, now 

known as the Detroit Institute of Arts. As can be seen, he was dedicated to constructing Detroit 

as the epitome of modernity. Writing on notable figures in Wayne County and Detroit, Frederick 

Carlisle wrote, “He cherishes for Michigan a love approaching idolatry.”108  

It is not clear why he was so fascinated with Pontiac. Yet he spent years of his life 

collecting artifacts and information on the Odawa chief. Palmer laboriously looked for Pontiac’s 

burial place!in Detroit. Curiously, a memorial of Pontiac already existed near St. Louis. 

However, Palmer reasoned that like other well-known Indigenous warriors!including 
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Tecumseh (Shawnee) and Black Hawk (Sauk)!Pontiac, too, should be memorialized locally, 

near Detroit. Although he could never be sure of the actual resting place of Pontiac’s bones, he 

took it upon himself to assemble an artificial grave in Pontiac’s honor. “Hence upon this farm, a 

few miles north of Detroit, he laid out a little plot of ground.” On his farm he surrounded the 

constructed grave with an iron fence, and above a mound of dirt he erected a monument with an 

inscription setting forth appropriate historical information concerning the first of Michigan’s 

warriors and a tribute to his bravery and virtues.” Apparently Palmer’s imitation Pontiac burial 

place became an intriguing historical spot for visitors.109  

 The erection of Pontiac’s grave is striking for at least a few reasons. One, a grave 

memorializing Pontiac was already constructed, and!if not accurate!simply existed. Second, it 

was general knowledge at the time that following Pontiac’s failed seizure of Detroit, and 

especially losing favor among other Indigenous peoples in the area, he departed for Illinois 

country. These two reasons alone would seem to discourage someone from creating a false 

grave. However, settlers require Indigenous peoples, or at least a history to connect to in order to 

move forward. It is not enough to simply recount an Indigenous past!settlers need also the most 

barbaric, savage historical accounts possible in order to justify their own existence as modern 

subjects.110 Pontiac’s grave was not simply a reimagining of history; but Pontiac’s grave was 
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supposed to serve as the local monument to connect settlers’ present, to their Indigenous past. In 

short, Palmer entangled settler imaginings with the indigenous past, in order to advance a 

narrative of progress. Furthermore, it was about implanting white male settler origins to the 

urban place. Pontiac was dead, because white men stopped his violent advances, and now they 

could celebrate this historical deed by publicly acknowledging Pontiac’s grave. This 

preoccupation with Pontiac was about the construction of Detroit’s urbanity!through an 

Indigenous past.  

 The burial of Pontiac’s bones in a grave is not just a metaphor for dominating Indigenous 

male bodies. The use of a grave represented the finality of Indigenous dominance in 

contemporary life of settlers. It helped foster!in a cultural-ideological way!elite White men’s 

attempt to more clearly delineate modernity, or modern Detroit, from times past. In other words, 

Pontiac’s story, one that had long dominated the local folklore of settlers’ development, could be 

permanently buried, finally, where he once tried to recapture Indigenous land. Indeed the ghost 

of Pontiac, the personification of Indigenous manliness, was once and for all, conquered by an 

elite white man. Settler masculinity also plays a part. The erection of Pontiac’s grave illustrates 

how white men desire to have control over Indigenous male bodies in order to construct their 

present. In other words, by making claim to Pontiac’s metaphoric, memorialized grave and 

erecting such a thing on his farm, was an enactment of settler masculinity. By acknowledging the 

Indigenous past through Pontiac, and entangling his imagining about Pontiac, the Indigenous, 
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warrior brave, and his own sense of a settler masculine subject, he was able to advance a certain 

narrative if progress, in order to further solidify white men’s claim to space!and history.  

Even during the 211th celebration of Cadillac’s landing near Indigenous territory, Pontiac 

was used again. Two “tribes,” “smeared with warpaint, full fighting accoutrements, weird head-

dress and tomahawks” were set to attack Detroit on the evening of April 23, 1912. Going down 

Woodward Avenue, these two “tribes,” led by “Pontiac,” were to “menace Cadillac and his men 

until they man who is responsible for Detroit’s existence succeeds in disarming them.”111 This 

was an obvious example of settler imaginings. Of course they likely knew that Pontiac had 

nothing to do with Cadillac. Importantly, the Indian attack was a part of the growing Detroit, in 

celebration of the city’s automotive success. An estimated $25,000,000 worth of automobiles, 

close to 10,000 cars were going to be lined up on Woodward Avenue.112 The city’s elite needed 

Indigenous representation, namely Pontiac, to simultaneously reauthenticate themselves as the 

original settlers.   

 Elite white men were not the only ones to beckon Pontiac’s presence to grace their 

present. White women, too, did a similar thing. On January 23, 1909, the Detroit Women’s Club, 

a group of elite middle class white women, held a meeting at the home of a Mrs. W.H. Holden in 

order to celebrate Detroit Day. After roll call, Mrs. Wicks read a paper on Pontiac’s conspiracy. 

This story, told many times before, was not unique in detail or tone. Indeed, it was remarkably 

similar to that written by Parkman and later, Headley. “Pontiac exemplified at once the best and 

worst qualities of the American Indian, that he was a natural orator, who could sway his people 
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at will by his picturesque imagery and wild allegory.”113 Continuing her pursuit of knowledge of 

Pontiac’s traits, Mrs. Wicks suggested that he was a “master of the treacherous statecraft of his 

race…perhaps surpassing any chief of his time.”114  

It is difficult to understand why Pontiac was a useful story for a white women’s club. 

Perhaps it reflects how settler patriarchy works. While Detroit’s middle class (white) women had 

several women’s clubs throughout the city, women were still unable to vote. As a result, their 

civic clubs served as one of the few means to participate in life outside of the private sphere. 

Perhaps to compensate for their lack of political engagement, white women saw Pontiac as a 

familiar story through which they could connect with their white male counterparts. Settler 

imaginings infected white women, too.  

Even as Detroit was rapidly changing, settlers returned to a familiar story. On December 

9, 1917, Charles Ward, a writer for the Detroit Free Press, searching for an image to evoke the 

dynamism of the rapidly transforming city he saw going about him, wrote an article entitled “If 

Pontiac Should Come to Detroit in 1918.” He looked back to Pontiac, the Odawa leader who had 

dominated the region 150 years earlier. “The difference between the Detroit of 1763 and the 

Detroit of 1917,” argued Ward, “is not to be measured by years.” Rather, the difference is 

“between this idyll of the Old World transplanted in the new and the last word in the twentieth 

century high pressure urban efficiency.” Ward continued, “should he now return to the scene of 

his ambitious exploit he would find in the immediate locality of his long protracted siege 

concentrated the nerve cells of the industrial activity of more English-speaking people than 
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inhabited the whole American continent.”115 This passage, like the discourses and 

representations about Pontiac, reveal also the complications about settler modernity in Detroit.  

 There are several takeaways regarding Pontiac’s image in Detroit. Similar to other local 

histories, it allowed elite white men like Thomas Palmer to place Detroit as the epitome of 

modernity. In order to define themselves as modern, white men needed a foil, and Indigenous 

representations were the medium. However, local narratives play an important role. To have a 

local Indigenous image makes the story more authentic, not only for the local place, but as a 

message to the rest of the country. The urban space becomes legitimate when it has not only 

removed and conquered its Indigenous people literally, but also figuratively!through discourses 

and narratives about the Indigenous past.  

 These representations also illustrate something about gender, especially white 

masculinity. Gender historian Gail Bederman writes, that, “manliness was the achievement of a 

perfect man, just as civilization was the achievement of a perfect race.”116 Settler masculinity in 

Detroit was about asserting a white, masculine sense of place. This cultural and ideological 

process occurs at the local level through illustrating that Indigenous bodies, land, and stories 

were conquered. In the local lore of Detroit, being able to share with present day citizens about 

how settlers of the past overcame a fierce warrior such as Pontiac could only bolster their sense 

of self and their perception of the urban place. Though local histories were important, elite 

Detroiters had to also deal with actual Indigenous people as they encountered them in the 

everyday.  
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Paradox/Presence Number Three: Engagement and Modernity in Waawayeyaattanong and 

Walpole Island 

In the summer of 1867, the Walpole Indigenous community decided to hold a meeting on 

their land, a celebration that would invite settlers to come and see them perform. About 500 

people boarded the Morning Star steamer. Riding up the Detroit River to a band playing music, 

they traveled eagerly to see the “sons of the forest.”117 Upon arriving at Walpole Island, the 

visitors were greeted by Oshahwahnoo, described as an “ancient Indian chief,” who allegedly 

fought alongside Tecumseh, gave a welcoming speech in Anishinaabemowin. This appeared to 

be an encounter between Detroiters (and surrounding areas) and the Walpole First Nations 

community. The visitors saw their Indigenous performers play games, dance, and race; they saw 

a foot race between a James Elgin, who placed in first, and Shagoquot, who placed in a close 

second. They also witnessed a performance by Sahguck, Negonsa, and Menoomene. Settlers 

thoroughly enjoyed watching these games and performances, laughing and cheering throughout. 

They enjoyed seeing the nearly 800 Indigenous people living on the Island. In addition to seeing 

the festivities, the writer mentioned the activities that illustrated some form of “civilization” for 

Indigenous people in the 1860s: farming. The 500 visitors left around 3:00 PM, boarded the 

Morning Star, and headed back to Detroit.  

 These types of encounters occurred many times over several decades, often beginning on 

a ferry docked in Algonac, Michigan, approximately 50 miles (80 KM) northeast of Detroit. The 

encounters between Walpole First Nation and settlers occurred on their reserve and in Detroit. 

These interactions reveal the various ways that Indigenous people and settlers interacted in 

Detroit. More than this, they reveal the paradox of a settler constructed indigeneity, one in which 
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they attempt to create a space of their own doing, and the actual presence of Indigenous people 

from Walpole Island, for they challenged ideas about the “vanishing Indian” and the settler belief 

that Detroit had conquered its Indigenous past.  

Between the late 1870s and early part of the 20th century, Walpole Indians were 

prominent headliners in the Detroit Free Press. Dozens of newspaper articles reveal that 

residents of the Walpole First Nations reserve were frequent visitors to Detroit, and were a major 

source of recreational entertainment for settlers who visited their land. Detroit’s settlers and 

Indigenous peoples proved that cultural interactions were not one way; indeed the Walpole First 

Nation example illustrates how settlers and Indigenous peoples understood Detroit as both an 

ideological construction and a geographic space. In sum, settlers believed themselves to be 

visiting an Indian reserve; Indigenous peoples were simply doing business as usual, coming and 

going, reclaiming space from which attempts to ban them were plenty. Upon seeing Walpole 

Islanders, settlers tried to box them into their settler imaginings!based upon their desire to see 

Indigenous people as remnants of the (savage) past. Moreover, depictions of Walpole Indigenous 

peoples were mostly criminals or social outcasts; either they were drunk, thought to have 

committed some crime, or simply coming to Detroit to see the wonders of civilization. Walpole 

Indians disrupted this narrative, and at other times outright challenged it. They laid the 

groundwork for later Indigenous people to shape the meaning of indigeneity in Detroit, both who 

belonged and how it would be represented.  

 Other settlers found Walpole Island intriguing. And they visited often. Although the 

Island was only miles away, they wrote of them as if they were thousands of miles away and 

centuries away. While the Walpole Indigenous community lived near a great commercial 

highway!seeing ships pass by often!a doctor, George Stanley wrote, “the island is as 
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“secluded, and almost undisturbed by the white man as though still beyond the invasion of 

civilization.”118 Traveling from Algonac, Stanley and other Detroiters came to the Island to see 

how they lived. He told the story of two Indigenous men who became Christian converts: George 

Knaggs (whose Indian name was Kewadennugshkum) and Peter Wekeshig.119 These two men 

were representative of the wonders that Christian civilization could do; however, descriptions of 

their reaction to certain stories suggest that they were deeply saddened about the encroachments 

and so-called advancements of western civilization. However, they were also asserting 

Indigenous humanity by sharing their stories of perseverance and remaining.  

 Wekeshig, eighty-seven years old, was the oldest resident on the Island. He was a leader 

among the Peoples of the Three Fires. He was said to be a son of a chief, and had influence 

among the people. He traveled to London to meet the Queen of England in his fifties, in order to 

secure land for his people on Walpole. He succeeded, and thereafter became a very respected 

medicine man on the island. At one moment Wekeshig began to tell a story to the visitors about 

hunting near Toledo long ago. Apparently during this trip he sot six deer within an hour. The 

writer said this was his most cherished moment, even more important than visiting the Queen of 

England. After telling this story to the visitors, a deep sadness suddenly came over him like a 
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dark cloud. With a fain smile he said, “But it’s all gone now.”120 He pointed to the sky, hoping 

for something more positive for his people!in the future.   

 Stanley’s description seems probable. Why would he not beam with pride, reminiscing 

about how he could go back and forth across borders, and hunt and roam around his people’s 

territory? Though he realized, like many Indigenous peoples of the time, that their Indigenous 

way of life was no more. Yet he still remained hopeful. Yet Stanley wrote of these peoples 

through his own lens, a lens that kept the Indigenous population just outside of modernity, but 

enough to say that they could almost be civilized, through Christianity.  

 Stanley and the visitors were fortunate to see twenty-five school children sing for him. 

Stanley told the story of Albert Z. Sahguj (Zhagonabi), who had converted to Christianity and 

became a teacher of young people in one of three schools funded by the Canadian government on 

Walpole Island. Zhagobani was trained at Sault St. Marie. He taught twenty-five students. They 

sang for the visitors at their school. Stanley was very impressed with the language acquisition of 

the students, as well as their near perfect behavior, remarking, “it would be difficult to find a 

white school where the children behaved themselves nearly as well.”121 Native children could not 

just be well-behaved children who behaved well. The settlers’ lens sees them as settler versus 

indigenous, those who are so far from outside of modern Detroit society yet so close. This 

challenged what Stanley and the others around him about how the reality of Native lives, as 

Christians, disrupted their preconceived notions of Indigenous peoples. Walpole Indigenous 

peoples did not simply confine boundaries between them and settlers as easily as whites. Indeed 
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during particular moments, some used the encounters to challenge who could make claim to 

space!indeed Detroit.  

Reclaiming Space: Walpole First Nations Claims and Travels to Detroit 

From the time the French explorers came to the Detroit area, there were competing 

narratives of who “owned” Belle Isle, the island right across from the city, owned by the city 

since 1879. Frederick Olmsted, the designer of New York City’s Central Park, also designed 

Belle Isle.122 The island was a getaway resort for the city’s elite. Before European exploration, 

the Anishinaabek no doubt occupied this island. The French called Belle Isle “isle au cochon,” 

translated in English as “hog island,” signifying the island being overrun with livestock, 

especially hogs. The French never secured a title. Following the Seven Years War, the British 

took control of the Island. In 1769, James McDougall purchased the island allegedly for eight 

barrels of rum, six pounds vermillion and a belt of wampum; all of this was valued at $1,000. 

McDougall’s heirs sold the Isle to William McComb, confirmed by the United States in 1809; 

the McComb heirs sold it to Barnabas Campau for $5,000. In 1879, the city of Detroit bought the 

island from Campau’s heirs at the $200,000.123 Yet, Indigenous people persisted in their 

occupation of the island.  

Belle Isle, like other islands, was said to be a favorite summer campground for Pontiac 

and other Indigenous persons. However, settler histories of this island virtually ignored Native 

histories of this space. On May 31, 1896, an article in the Detroit Free Press stated, “In the 

authenticated history of Belle Isle there is fruitful material for romance, varied in the lights of 
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humor and the deepened shadows of tragedy.”124 It continued, “wrested from the aborigines, it 

has been more than two centuries dominated by civilization and owned respectively by three of 

the great powers on earth.”125 Settler histories acknowledged Indigenous presence on the island, 

but only to the extent that it becomes occupied by Europeans. Belle Isle was designed to become 

a get away for the city’s elite, and to serve as a space to be admired by its inhabitants. It would 

be a pristine, nature themed park, full of recreation, a city park, but a replication of nature’s 

beauty and peace. In spite of this constructed narrative of Belle Isle, and perhaps ironically 

because when, as I shall show later, Indigenous people attempted to make claim to Belle Isle, the 

elites quickly shifted into modern discourses, those that demarcated Belle Isle’s modernity, and 

the Indigenous peoples supposed non-modernity. Indigenous people continued making claim to 

this space, long after settlers wrote histories, assuming their ownership of the island.   

Walpole Islanders made precise claims to the island, using it as a recreational spot and 

making actual claims to the spot. On August 17, 1892, some 700 Walpole Islanders traveled to 

Belle Isle. Labeled an “Indian Invasion,” likely attempting to humorously play on settler fears of 

an Indigenous attack, they held a series of games on the island, performed in front of about 

50,000 settlers. The park and boulevard commissioners decided to allow the Native peoples to 

occupy Belle Isle for a day full of games. They played lacrosse, shot arrows, played games of 

baseball, and performed dances. The brief celebration was!for a moment!a brief occupation of 

a traditional piece of their homeland.  

While the previous moment was for celebration, Thomas Sands had a very different idea. 

Indeed in April 1906, Sands, a Walpole Indian, sent a letter to the Detroit Free Press in order to 
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protest the occupation of Indigenous land!Belle Isle. He asserted a claim to the isle. The article 

began with a series of rhetorical questions, hinting to the reader that a Native occupation Belle 

Isle would turn the elite’s playground into a place without civilization.  

How would Detroit’s pleasure-loving thousands like to see Belle Isle, the city’s brightest 

playground, revert to its primal state of savagery?” What would all these young men and 

maidens to whom Belle Isle is the Mecca of their delight, and those older Detroiters to 

whom it is the one loved spot that my infancy knew think of this bright particular star in 

the city’s crown jewels should go into the possession of the descendants of its original 

Indian owners?126  

Continuing the demarcation between white civilization and Indian savagery, the author wrote, 

 Just think of it! That new casino, the finest in the land, would become the tepee of the 

chief; the club houses of Detroit Boat Club and the Detroit Yacht Club, the resort in the 

golden summer time of Detroit’s incest beauteous and most brave, would become the 

wigwams of Chippewa braves: those joyous band concerts would be replaced by the 

monotonous beating of the tom-tom and the walls and furry and feathery inhabitants of 

the menagerie and the aquarium the petted of thousands, would end their squaws; and all 

those dear, delightful pleasures of moonlight nights and wildwood strolls would pass 

away forever. Tis a dismal prospect.127  

The author created a stark difference between civilization and savagism, between settlers and 

modernity, and Indigenous people and their non-modernity. Belle Isle as a space, the epitome of 

modernity, was used as the mechanism to further these dichotomies. It was also a space used to 
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construct settler ideas about the relationship between indigeneity and space. While they could 

acknowledge the “original Indian owners,” they asserted their own version of indigeneity as it 

pertained to being civilized, or modern, especially how Belle Isle was constructed from its 

‘indigenous,’ natural state. And yet, Native people still made claims to the Isle, in spite of how it 

had changed from the time their ancestors had occupied the space.  

However, Thomas Sands found these claims false. First, unlike the French and English, 

the Indigenous name to place was found in how other Indigenous peoples described them. Other 

Indigenous peoples called the Isle’s occupants suhswajewononenewug, which translated into 

“People owning and residing on the territory where the big waters are divided into small 

channels;” they were also called memeshawenenewug, or “people occupying and owning a 

number of islands.” Sands further said that his people “used to fish and trap on the upper islands, 

but Belle Isle was our camping ground.” Indigenous claims to Detroit were not rooted in simply 

what they called it; it was how other people described them. Indeed the validation of the 

Anishinaabek claim to Belle Isle was not the product of European conceptions of owning land 

through a written title; it was through how you were described in relation to the said land. In 

furthering his point, he made a claim to space and critiqued Christianity,  

We never have surrendered these islands to any government whatever. We can prove it 

without any difficulty and we intend by legal means to reoccupy those islands ourselves. 

And then the whole civilized world will know how shamefully we have been treated for 

many long years by people who call themselves 'Christians.128 

Sands’ claims were based upon his interpretation of the 1807 Treaty of Detroit. “All the islands 

in St. Clair River and lake north of the east and west tribal boundary line, including Belle Isle, 
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fell to our hands, and we, today, are the legal owners of those islands.” This changed, he said, in 

1823, when “some greedy white people moved the legal boundary line from the north channel to 

the south channel, thus swindling us out of our ownership of all the islands West of Walpole’s 

Island.” Towards the end of the article, prominent Detroit historian!without 

portfolio!Clarence M. Burton said that Sands’ claims were completely false and that he could 

easily disprove such claims.  

 In Sands’ conception of space and indigeneity, he could make claim to Belle Isle in 1906 

because his people had never relinquished the isle nor had they given up the idea that they, too, 

could live in modern times. Their indigeneity and conception of space, as exemplified by Sands, 

was not tied to stereotypical views of early 20th century Indigenous people who were so tied to 

the land; settlers could change the landscape, but Native people did not change their relationship 

to place, and their deep seated histories near and on Belle Isle and Detroit.  

The attempt to claim Belle Isle was unsuccessful. Though it is not the point to simply 

ponder the outcome or what could have came. Instead, we should consider this temporary 

moment a time of resistance, a time when people continued making claims to Detroit, long after 

settlers believed they were removed. But even as Indigenous contemporaries challenged settler 

claims to Detroit, others, though, were not so lucky. They came to Detroit from Walpole simply 

for entertainment or to buy goods; yet most were criminalized or portrayed as drunks.  

“Chiefs,” “Drunks,” and “Squaws”: Petty Crime and Representation of Indigenous People 

On Saturday March 11, 1888, two Walpole Indians came to Detroit. The “Observations 

around Town” headlines stated that these two Native persons came to Detroit wearing coon-skin 
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caps with tails in order to “see the sights of civilization.”129 These two came to Detroit 

apparently to see the wonders of the city. Upon entering City Hall, they finally reached an 

elevator. They experienced a dramatic moment where an elevator conductor rapidly sent them 

up. It frightened them. The conductor found this humorous.130 Other depictions were not so 

flattering, if it can be called that. On October 3, 1908, in Mt. Clemens, Michigan, about twenty 

four miles northeast of Detroit, a former Detroit resident, H.A. Smeltzer, found two Walpole 

Indigenous women shoplifting from his store. At a moments notice, the store clerks surrounded 

the woman; items began to fall. The two women were ordered to leave the place, with assurance 

that if they ever returned they would be prosecuted for shoplifting. Losses had been reported for 

months at several of the stores. Apparently with the closing of a ferry that went to the Island, 

Walpole Indigenous people had began to come to Detroit and surrounding towns more frequently 

and in greater number. These losses were blamed on “the red men and their wives and daughters, 

who come to sell trinkets.”131 Worse, the headline of the article read, “Squaws Detected in 

Shoplifting: Walpole Indians Cause Merchants Trouble!Two Believed Incendiary.”132 From the 

late 1880s until the 1910s, Indigenous peoples from Walpole were blamed often for many things, 

and depicted in three ways, all connected: outside of modernity, criminal, or drunk.  

 On January 19, 1881, a Walpole Indigenous woman and her white husband were forced 

to stand in front of Judge Campau!a person who was the descendant of one of the oldest French 
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settler families in Detroit. What crime the court charged them with is unknown, yet they were 

summoned before Judge Campau. The only records were have are the dialogue between Campau 

and others:  

Judge Campau: “Do you plead guilty?”  

 Walpole Indigenous woman: “I guilty.”  

 JC: “What brings you in these parts?”  

WI: “Me Injun; b’long to gov’ment’ me come from Bay City; me go West; you say me 

go; me tame Injun, no hurt whites.”  

JC: “Yes,” said Campau. “I’ll give you a chance to go!to the House of Correction for 

Ninety days.”  

Judge Campau also had a conversation with her husband, Michael Dixon.  

 JC: “Is this woman your wife?”  

 Michael Dixon: “Yes, sir.”  

 JC: “Where did you marry her?” 

 MD: “On Walpole Island, your honor.”  

 JC: “By whom?”  

 MD: “By Rev. Jameison, your Honor.” 

 JC: “Are you a white man?”  

 MD: “Yes, your honor.”133  

This article tells the story of an Indigenous woman from Walpole Island who was arrested along 

with her white husband. It is not clear with what they were charged with, but John Brinecke 

brought charges against them, and Justice Campau issued a warrant. This Walpole Indigenous 
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woman apparently owned land near Jackson, Michigan. Dixon told the judge that she had 

succeeded in buying a bottle of whisky from which both of them got drunk134. Based upon the 

circumstances, they were likely charged with public intoxication. This is the last time the 

historical record leaves their story here, but once more, alcohol and Indigenous persons become 

linked.  

One unique story concerning Walpole Indigenous persons not simply visiting Detroit but 

living in the city was that of Josephine Kidroe. While we do not know how many Native peoples 

lived in Detroit!what settlers considered Detroit to be!Kidroe’s story is unique. She was a half 

Anishinaabek, half Black woman. The historical record does not tell much about her. She was 

born in 1862. According to her death certificate, she was “colored,” another word for Black at 

this time. According to her death certificate, she died on October 30, 1906 in her room at 84 

Clinton Street, of alcoholism. There is no mention of her mother or father; no information exists 

on her childhood or what that might have looked like. She died alone.  

The Detroit Free Press was unique in mentioning her as a woman with both Black and 

Indigenous heritage. The article suggests that Kidroe had a long police record, probably longer 

than any other woman in Detroit. The article seems to suggest that she was arrested several times 

and had a long criminal record. The article said that Kidroe was known for her crimes.135 

Reading between the lines suggests that Kidroe might have made a living as a commercial sex 

worker. But what led her to commit so many crimes and to live alone? Why would the Detroit 

Free Press document hear death?  
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Speculation suggests that the cause of her loneliness or criminal record might have to do 

with being caught between her blackness and indigeneity!and being a woman. We do not know 

the extent of her parent’s relationship, which may or may not have caused trouble for her. 

Perhaps she was not accepted on Walpole Island or in the Detroit community; neither was she 

accepted among the settler community. There were few work opportunities for Blacks and 

Indigenous persons in 1906 Detroit, and surely not many for women!especially a Black and 

Indigenous woman. Part of her loneliness likely stemmed from being accepted by neither group. 

She was not simply Black, neither was she solely Indigenous, she was both, at a time when it 

was hard to be either one.  

Historian Richard Thomas writes that the Black elite did not mingle often with the lower 

class of their race until well into the twentieth century.136 There is little to no information about 

Walpole Indians’ position regarding Black folk, and it is too simplistic to generalize about the 

entire community. Even if they had little contact with Blacks Americans, and even if they were 

not racists or cared only about their own people, they surely knew that to be associated with 

Blackness could mean, among several things, Jim Crow racism (even if they dealt directly with 

the Canadian government), and simply more oppression.  

The story of Clarence Thomas, a Walpole Indian, might reveal some insight into Walpole 

attitudes towards Black people. Thomas came to see a movie involving cowboys and Indians. 

While traveling on a car, Thomas expressed to a fellow passenger that he wanted to see a moving 

picture!a fight between cowboys and Indians. This apparently startled the passenger, and the 

passenger notified the traffic officer. The officer took him off of the car, and he was escorted to 
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the detention center for boys on Madison Avenue. The officer then escorted him to the police 

headquarters. Upon seeing a Black man, he ran over to him and assaulted him. The article does 

not explain why he attacked the Black man, it simply read, “His antipathy for negroes is rivaled 

only by his hatred for cowboys and policemen.”137 Maybe he was taught to not like Black folk or 

perhaps he knew the Black man from a previous encounter. History is not totally clear. What we 

do know is that he explained to the officer that whenever he saw a Black person, a police officer, 

or a cowboy, he could not help but to fight. However, prejudice is learned, and society produces 

these reactions in people. Perhaps he did assault him simply for being Black. If this were a 

typical attitude of some Walpole Indians on the reserve, then Kidroe most assuredly would not 

be accepted. We are left to wonder why she died of alcoholism at the age of forty-four.  

Although no other records exist on Josephine Kidroe, her story gestures towards the 

historical and theoretical issues we run into in Women’s and Gender history: how do we analyze 

the live of marginalized women like Kidroe, who are not caught only between the Indigenous 

“world” and the settler “world,” but also a Black world. The study of urban individuals in urban 

women’s stories of mixed-ancestry women requires a respect of both heritages, which is often 

ignored in favor of nationalized discourses to protect culture and land, or to promote (Black) 

nationhood within a nation.138 Black and Indigenous feminism scholarship has not dealt well 

                                                 
137 “Walpole Island Injun Is Eager to See Real War: Comes to Detroit to See Redskins Battle 
Cowboys in Moving Picture Show,” Detroit Free Press (1858-1922) (Detroit, MI, December 20, 
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138 Trask, Haunani-Kay, “Feminism and Indigenous Hawaiian Nationalism.” Signs. Vol. 21, No. 
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with stories like Kidroe because of the focus on white women, settler colonialism and white 

supremacy. Finally, Kidroe’s story suggests that Afro-Indigenous histories can often become 

connected!through the physical body!in ways that complicate looking at one single heritage 

of a person or groups of peoples.  

 Alcoholism dominated the narratives about the Walpole First Nations experience in 

Detroit. For example, on the Wednesday evening November 6, 1913, Austin Beaver, a tall, 

nineteen year old Walpole Indian came to Detroit. It is not known why he came. However, the 

article stated that Beaver “imbibed the red liquor that lowered the pride of his forefathers until 

there was no more under his skin.”139 Upon seeing a car, the article suggested that he was 

reminded of the days of his forefathers who held up stagecoaches of “palefaces” and upset the 

passengers. He boarded the electric car!perhaps for the firs time!and was startled because of 

the rapid movement. Though the article stated that seeing the car move, a wonder of the 

twentieth century, “stirred the century-old unrest in the bosom of the visitor.”140 After this 

moment he became belligerent. This transformed him from Mr. Beaver to Chief Beaver, a 

“tribeless but unafraid contestant of the white man’s supremacy.”141 After getting off at the next 

stop on the corner of Catherine ad Hastings Streets, he stood in front of one of the cars and held 

his hand up for it to stop; the conductor stopped the train. He did this to several cars and even 

exchanged unpleasantries with a group of soldiers. Finally off duty traffic officer Thomas. W. 
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Creedon looked upon Beaver and approached him. Words were exchanged. Beaver became upset 

and knocked Creedon’s apparently new derby hat off of his head. Creedon arrested Beaver and 

took him the guardhouse in order to be brought before a judge the following morning.142  

 The brief story reveals a momentary encounter between Austin Beaver, likely white 

settlers and Thomas Creedon. Importantly, though, this story tells the differences between white 

civilization and Indigenous civilization. The story relies on examples of the past in order to keep 

Beaver from experiencing the present growth of Detroit. Perhaps this was Beaver’s first time on 

an electric car, and his experience with settlers might have been worse because he was drunk. 

But it also points to how settlers sought to control Indigenous bodies and discourses by keeping 

them in the past, and disseminating to the general public negative stories about Indigenous 

peoples, and how they could not!likely would never!overcome their past. The presence of 

Indigenous peoples in Detroit was not welcome, and these stories were used to make sure that 

continued as a reality. Yet the Indigenous presence disrupted these discourses because the Austin 

Beaver’s of the world stayed and participated in modern cultures. Settlers wanted Indigenous 

persons to know that they were in an unexpected and unwanted place: Detroit.  

 

Conclusion 

Detroit from the late 19th century until the early part of the 20th century was constructed 

by three paradoxes of settler imaginings and indigenous presence. They were Indigenous 

travelers from other parts of the country such as Sitting Bull, taking part in Buffalo Bill’s Wild 

West, the memorializing of a local Detroit past through the story of Pontiac, and the encounters 

between competing indigeneities, of settlers and the Walpole people. These paradoxes and 
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presences played an important part in helping shape the narrative of modernity in Detroit. 

Detroit, shifting from savagery to civilization, settlers attempted to weave their interpretation of 

an Indigenous past into their settler present, which did not work so well because of the actual 

presence of Indigenous people.  

The encounters between Indigenous people and settlers would continue, and the settler 

imaginings about Indigenous people would continue. Yet, along the way, Native Peoples 

challenged these representations in hopes of both challenging the idea that they were outside of 

modernity and also attempting to make claim to it, even as Detroit was changing about them. 

Though settlers controlled the discourse and mediums through which those discourses would be 

disseminated, they by no means controlled Indigenous travels to the area nor their conception of 

Detroit as their place. In the next chapter, I examine how elite white men tried further to cast 

Detroit as the epitome of modernity, this time through pageantry and masculinity, at Detroit’s 

1901 bicentennial.  
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Figure 4. “Plan of Detroit [map] / Woodward,Augustus Brevoort..” http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/clark1ic/x-
000079284/39015091916026. University of Michigan Library Digital Collections. Accessed: March 27, 2015. 
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Chapter 2: Performing Colonialism, Constructing Modernity: Historical Memory, 
Indigenous Performance, and the Creation of a Settler Place at Detroit’s 1901 Bicentennial 

 
On July 13, 1901, two weeks before the start of Detroit’s Bicentennial celebration, 

George Cortelyou, a writer for the Detroit Free Press, wrote with excitement the coming of 

between fifty to one-hundred Indigenous people who were coming to Detroit to partake in the 

celebration. Cortelyou, whose family were early Dutch settlers, was a recent graduate of George 

Washington University. He would go on to serve as the Secretary of the Treasurer under 

Theodore Roosevelt from 1907-1909. These were not ordinary Native people; they were 

performers coming from the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New York. Cortelyou was 

most excited about seeing the Chiricahua Apache, Geronimo. “The celebrated Indian chief 

Geronimo, the greatest red man alive to-day, will lead the delegation of Indians.”143 A White 

man looking forward to Geronimo’s coming to town was ironic. Indeed, only a decade earlier, 

seeing or even imagining that Geronimo was coming one’s way conjured up fear in white 

America. Yet, after surrendering to General Nelson Miles, Geronimo was no longer a threat.  

Geronimo did not attend the event.144 However, even reference to a “savage,” 

“murderous,” Indian coming to Detroit, on the brink of becoming the world’s exemplar of 

modernity, was useful because it showed that America was now on the brink of overcoming its 

“savage” past. And elite white men could illustrate to the American public that they had 

conquered their Indigenous population. The important question, though was not simply 

demonstrating that Indigenous people had colonized the land!a key feature of settler modernity; 

but they also had to celebrate it, morphing it from a literal fact of colonization to a figurative one, 
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one in which white men create the conditions, and reimagine the history of colonization into 

something of their own doing. Thus, they become the new “indigenous” people.  

In settler states around the world, and especially in the U.S., expositions, pageants, and 

world fairs were an important way to cement settler control of history and place, as well as serve 

as a transmitter for U.S. empire and imperialism.145 Indeed, as Jane Jacobs writes, “imperialism 

lingers in the present as the idea of empire itself, as a trace which is memorialised, celebrated, 

mourned and despised.”146 Detroit became a spectacle, a place to behold. The grand scale of the 

performance, the competing visions of indigeneity, offers an imperfect but critical view into the 

larger processes of empire, gender and racial formations, and historical memory. Detroit was not 

unique simply as a local place attempting to memorialize its past. These local celebrations had 

occurred in places like Chicago. But Detroit was unique because, though other places’ pageants 

were embedded with ideas of progress and modernity, and even showcased Indigenous people as 

pre-modern (as well as other groups), Detroit’s elites localized their story, and colonization was 

                                                 
145 There is a host of literature on world’s fairs and how they promoted empire and U.S. cultural 
imperialism. Robert W. Rydell, All the World’s A Fair: Visions of Empire at American 
International Explositoons, 1876-1916. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); Adria L. 
Imada, Aloha America: Hula Circuits through the U.S. Empire (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2012); John E. Findling, Chicago’s Great World’s Fairs (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1994); 
John E. Findling and Kimberly D. Pelle (eds.), Encyclopedia of World’s Fairs and Expositions 
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., 2008); TJ Boisseau and Abigail M. Markwyn (eds.), 
Gendering the Fair: Histories of Women and Gender at World’s Fairs (Urbana: University of 
Illinois, Press, 2010); Jim Zwick, Inuit Entertainers in the United States: From the Chicago 
World’s Fair through the Birth of Hollywood. (West Conshohocken, PA: Infinity Publishing, Co. 
2006); Mabel Wilson, Negro Building: Black Americans in the World Fairs and Museums 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012). Settlers celebrating their past were also an 
important part in other settler places such as South Africa. See, Ciraj Rassool and Leslie Witz, 
“The 1952 Jan Van Riebeeck Tercentenary Festival: Constructing and Contesting Public 
National History in South Africa,” The Journal of African History 34, no. 3 (November 1993): 
447–468. 
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the major mechanism through which they understood their past. It was not just about celebrating 

empire and progress, though that was a part of it; it was about cementing white men’s place in 

the historical reimaging of Detroit by asserting themselves as the original inhabitants. In another 

way, Detroit was the one place where car manufacturing was quickly becoming the archetype of 

modernity and progress in the early part of the 20th century.  

 While in chapter one elite White men attempted to work through the inherent tensions of 

asserting their version of indigeneity over the actual presence of Indigenous histories and people, 

by asserting their version of indigeneity, in order to cast Detroit as the epitome of modernity, in 

this chapter, elite White cemented phase two of their settler project: constructing a historical 

memory that more firmly placed White men’s origins in Detroit!through pageantry, with 

performance, at the 1901 Bicentennial celebration. In this chapter, I analyze how elite white men 

constructed a settler memory through performance at Detroit’s Bicentennial Celebration. I argue 

that these constructed memories were used to further usher in a collective understanding of 

whiteness, and to allow settlers to officially!through performance!claim origins to Detroit. A 

key component of explaining settler memory is understanding how settlers, especially men, 

created historical, origin narratives that depict Indigenous people, in the white historical 

imagination, in the past; I will explain that in the next section. Black Americans were also a part 

of the process of settler modernity.  

 Elite Whites were not the only ones to affirm their place in Detroit’s past. Black 

Americans, dealing with the hardening color lines of Jim Crow racism, sought to create their 

unique contribution to Detroit’s past in the Bicentennial. Competing for their own place in 

Detroit’s past, its present, but more importantly trying to have a stake in the city’s future, Black 

folks sought to control how they would participate in the celebration. Though their intentions 
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were respectable,  Black calls for participating in the bicentennial also included!by 

omission!their participation in the erasure of Indigenous histories of Detroit.  

This chapter also highlights the experiences of Indigenous people, mostly Dakota and 

Lakota, who had traveled as performers from the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New 

York. Though records are scarce, and they did not control the dynamics of their performance, 

they did create a sense of meaning by participating in the celebration. If these Indigenous 

performers did not challenge the notion that Indigenous histories were irrelevant to modern 

Detroit, they did, at moments, even temporarily, challenge the idea that they could not engage 

with modernity.  

Settler Memory, Settler Origins and Indigeneity, and Settler (White) Masculinity 

Since the foundations of the United States, white masculinity was rooted in contradiction. 

On the one hand it was based upon the belief that rugged individualism and hard work was a 

thing to strive for. In addition to this, working for the “common good”!for civil society was a 

thing that elite white men did. As historian Kathleen McCarthy has observed, “the early national 

and antebellum years” were a time when “philanthropy and voluntary associations played an 

important role in the social construction and reconstruction of the boundaries of gender, class, 

and race.”147 At the same time, early U.S. nationalism was developed through indigeneity.148 

However, by the late 19th and early part of the twentieth century, according to sociologist 

Michael Kimmel, the major causes of a crises in white masculinity were precipitated by “rapid 

industrialization, technological transformation, capital concentration, urbanization and 
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immigration;” all of these led to what seemed to be the emasculation of white men.149 How they 

responded varied.   

 During the turn-of-the-century, imperial masculinity was perhaps the major gender 

process of restoring white masculinity. Closely identified with the likes of President Theodore 

Roosevelt, imperial masculinity was a form of masculinity that utilized imperialism and the 

subjugation of Indigenous people throughout the Africa, the Caribbean, and the Pacific in order 

to expand the global footprint of the United States in both land and as the global power of the 

world. Imperial masculinity, though, was first perfected on Indigenous people, and though 

imperial masculinity continued to impact Indigenous people throughout the world, Indigenous 

people in the U.S. were the medium!the “transit”!through which this ideological process 

occurred.150 The restorers of white masculinity however, did consider their “work” as a part of 

the larger processes of humanitarianism!though how it actually played out was a major 

contradiction.  

For the wealthy, philanthropy was one way to restore white masculinity. The 

philanthropological male prerogative, or even creating monuments, found earlier roots in 

Republican ideals that linked giving back to one’s society as a decidedly masculine thing to do. 

On the other hard, this form of masculinity coincided with the dispossession of Indigenous 

bodies and land. Then, finally, in attempt to return to earlier forms of masculinity, elite white 

men began to deploy indigeneity, especially Indigenous imagery, to construct a new meaning of 

(white) masculinity. This process is similar to how Philip Deloria described the processes of 
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nation building in the early American republic; however, having “conquered” Indigenous bodies 

and land, using the Indigenous “other” to construct their sense of masculine self contributed to 

the development of not only nation building, but also the epitome of modernity: cities.  

If indigeneity was the medium through which U.S. national identity was constructed 

during its formative years, indigeneity!Indigenous bodies and representations!at the turn of 

the century was the lever that ultimately defined turn of the century white masculinity throughout 

the country, and also in Detroit. Detroit’s leading white men were invested in constructing a 

masculinity tied to the development of the city. This form of masculinity is what Thomas Winter 

called, “masculine civic stewards.” Masculine civic stewards!the wealthy elite!considered it 

their duty to extend their care and guidance over their workers, fulfilling their obligations tot the 

community.”151 Extending this concept, a part of elite white men’s duty in constructing a form of 

masculinity was employing indigeneity to control the narrative about the local place, and how 

that place was to be remembered. Masculinity only partially explains this process. We must also 

understand settler memory.  

Settler memory is an ideological process through which elite white men remember the 

past of a local place or nation by overstating their own historical relationship to that place. Most 

recently, Mark Rifkin has written persuasively about how Indigenous histories, in this case the 

role of Seneca Ely S. Parker in the Civil War, was acknowledged, but mostly as a backdrop to 

the larger narrative of U.S. historical memory in the recent film Lincoln (2012). On the silence of 

Parker in the film, Rifkin writes that, although the film’s screenwriter Tony Kushner did include 

Parker for a sense of historical accuracy, “it vacates that fact of any substantive significance, 
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with Parker functioning more or less as a historical prop.”152 Rifkin’s analysis of Parker’s silence 

in Lincoln is useful for this chapter for many reasons, perhaps most importantly because of the 

fact that Indigenous people are used as a historical prop to render settler re-remembering 

“authentic.” At the same time, these historical props, as in the case of the Detroit Bicentennial, 

was used to construct a collective, historical memory.  

Memory is also about creating a collective history for a particular place or event. 

Collective memory “sees events from a single committed perspective; is impatient with 

ambiguities of any kind; and reduces events to mythic archetypes.”153 When it comes to 

Indigenous people, different sets of ideological properties emerge in collective 

memory!properties that erase Indigenous histories: non-Indigenous people created the space 

and it became modern with the creation of a white settler origins story. However, this process of 

origins functions to also erase Indigenous people from the creation of that place as a modern 

place. Settler memory does it important work. It also demarcates settlers (in this case European) 

from Indigenous people, with the former being modern and the latter being pre-modern. As 

White Earth Anishinaabe historian Jean O’Brien writes,  

Central to all of this is the construction of an origin myth that assigns primacy to non-

Indians who settled the region in a benign process involving righteous relations with 

Indians…that led to an inevitable and…lamentable Indian extinction.154 
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O’Brien’s point is that non-Indigenous people, through historical memory, in re-remembering 

the past, exclude Indigenous people. Yet, this ideological construction, performed through 

celebrations, memorializations, and pageants, allows for “the colonial regime [to be] constructed 

as the ‘first’ to bring ‘civilization’ and authentic history to the region. Non-Indians stake a claim 

to being native!indigenous!through this process.”155 This process!constructing settler 

memory through the Bicentennial Celebration and re-remembering a past with Indigenous people 

while simultaneously excluding them!was important for Detroit’s elite white men because it 

allowed them to move forward in their attempt at claiming modernity.  

The Planning 

 Celebrations, pageants, and performances were a distinct part of Progressive Era 

America.156 A nation swiftly moving into a great imperial power, pageants, both at the local and 

national level, were carefully planned to celebrate a place’s past. They were also an example of 

American progress, modernity, and cultural-political projects in support of U.S. imperialism. As 

scholar Susan Davis has observed, “As dramatic representations, parades and public ceremonies 

are political acts.”157 Pageants are not simply cultural projects; they are also “tools for building, 
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maintaining, and confronting power relations.”158 Amidst the social angst of urban life, the 

uncertainty of Americanness and masculinity, Detroit’s elite White men carefully planned a 

celebration to remember their past, celebrate their present, and prophesy about their future.  

 On February 21, 1901, Mayor William Maybury called together Detroit’s most prominent 

white men to discuss the possibility of having a grand arrangement to celebrate the 200th 

anniversary of the founding of Detroit. The Mayor, ever so a politician of the people, sent out a 

special invitation to the city’s most prominent citizens to begin planning for what would be one 

of the city’s most important moments. Of the dozens of invitations sent out to people to assist in 

the planning of such an extraordinary event, he enlisted the services of one of Detroit’s most 

important citizens, former Senator Thomas W. Palmer, who served as president of the 

Columbian Exposition in Chicago. At the first meeting, held February 28, 1901, the Mayor 

opened his address by outlining his goals and suggestions for hosting such an event. At the 

behest of a Reverend C.L. Arnold, they decided to create an executive committee that would be 

responsible for the plans.159 Others agreed, and this ended the first meeting. At the second 

meeting, held on March 4, they announced the executive committee; on March 11, the Common 

Council allocated $25,000 for the program.160  

On March 19, the executive committee reported to the rest of the group with a plan about 

how to move forward to celebrate the city’s birthday. They suggested the fates of Wednesday 

July 24th through Thursday July 25th. They also recommended certain guests who should be 

invited to partake, including, “all the descendants that can be found of those who were the first 
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settlers of Detroit.”161 In addition to the first settler families, they also believed it to be a good 

idea to invite President William McKinley, his cabinet; governors from Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, 

Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin and Michigan; they Governor-General of Canada; the 

mayors of Quebec and Montreal, and other Canadian city officials who preside over cities within 

close proximity to Michigan. Mckinley did not attend, but it does point towards their ambitions 

for placing Detroit within the larger framework of large scale celebrations.  
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Figure 5. Mayor William Maybury Monument in Grand Circus Park in downtown Detroit. Photo taken by the author. 

Two other individuals were central to the development of the bicentennial, especially 

showcasing Detroit’s past: Clarence Burton and Silas Farmer.  

 Clarence Burton was a prominent historian of Detroit. Born in 1853, his family moved to 

Michigan in the 1850s. No other individual was more important to the development of Detroit’s 
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local history than Burton. He entered the University of Michigan in 1869, and there studied law, 

graduating in 1874. After graduating, he began practicing law, working for Ward and Palmer. He 

became City historian in 1908. He was also the first president of the Detroit Historical Society in 

1913, a position he held until his death in 1932. He developed an interest in local Detroit history 

while a student at the University of Michigan, but he began collecting many book manuscripts 

regarding early Detroit history and the Old Northwest. Burton’s collection became the Burton 

Historical Collection. Before the 1901 bicentennial, he had published widely, especially works 

on Cadillac.162 He also published numerous books documenting in great detail Detroit’s history.  

 Silas Farmer was named city historian in 1882. He was the son of John Farmer, a well-

known publisher of a map of Michigan. He died suddenly on December 28, 1902.163 Though 

there is little information about him, he was one of the city’s most important historians, writing 

religiously about the history of Detroit, including, most notably, All About Detroit: An Illustrated 

Guide, MAP, and Historical, Souvenir, with Local Stories (1890) and The History of Detroit and 

Michigan: Or, the Metropolis Illustrate (1884).164 His influence in shaping the history of Detroit 
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was paramount, including serving as the lead editor of the book that documented the events of 

the bicentennial.  

 The executive committee met weekly from February to May 1901. In the bicentennial’s 

initial executive summary, which outlined their programming plans, Indigenous people were 

mentioned only a few times. The summary mentioned that they wanted a group of Indigenous 

people participate, who once occupied the Great Lakes area. They also believed that they could 

get at least “100 Indians of different tribes to be present on the occasion,” because the 

“government has agreed to the transportation of 600 Indians to Buffalo, where they will be 

encamped at this time.”165 It is not clear how they heard about the Native people performing in 

the Pan American Exposition in Buffalo, New York (which I shall discuss further below), but 

they clearly thought it was possible to get an Indigenous delegation, stating, “we believe no 

difficulty will be found in having a detachment here to take their part in this celebration.”166  

An early, important conversation was choosing who would perform the role of Cadillac. 

In fact, the Society de Jean de Baptiste, a French Society founded in Canada that later spread to 

the U.S., refused a person for the role of Cadillac because his French speaking was not up to 

par.167 The committee finally settled on Daniel La Ferte, a medical doctor who was fluent in 

French. If the executive committee made sure that a fluent French-speaker was important, having 

actual Indigenous performers take part in the bicentennial was just as powerful in order to make 
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the performance “authentic.” And Detroit’s elite turned to the Pan American Exposition in order 

to authenticate their history.  

 The Pan American Exposition was held from May 1st to November 1st, 1901. The 

planning began years earlier. On October 2, 1889, in an address at the Pan-American conference 

in Washington D.C., Republican Secretary of State James G. Blaine under the Benjamin 

Harrison’s presidency (he also served under James Garfield from March 1881-December 1881) 

stated,  

We meet in firm belief that the nations of America ought to be and can be more helpful, 

teach to each other, than they are now, that each will find advantage and profit from an 

enlarged intercourse with the others.168 

Ironically, the U.S. began to more carefully take their imperial agenda abroad having, so they 

believed, subjugated Indigenous populations within their own borders. At the International 

American Conference, delegates came from throughout the Americas and toured the United 

States. This delegation also visited Buffalo, New York. Following a Buffalo Day in December 

1895, delegates from Buffalo incorporated the Pan-American Exposition Company in 1897.169 

Though plans were interrupted due to the United States’ engagement in the Spanish American 

War, by spring of 1900, and backed by $1,500,000 from its local citizens, $500,000 from the 

U.S. Government, $300,000 from the state of New York, a bond issue of $2,500,000 and an 

authorized capital of $2,500,000, this idea became a fact.170 They invited people from Central 

and South America, as well as Canada “to join in commemorating the achievements of the 
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Nineteenth Century” and to “illustrate the progress and civilization of the nations of the Western 

Hemisphere, to strengthen their friendships and to inaugurate a new area of social and 

commercial intercourse with the beginning of the new century.”171 The Pan-American Exposition 

was a showcase not just of cordial relations, but of modernity.  

 The organizers sought to create a scenario of progress that illustrated both an idea of 

indigeneity rooted in Americanness, but clearly demarcated from its Indigenous past. In creating 

architecture, they found nothing more “indigenous” than the “hide of tepee of the Indian,” 

juxtaposed to the “fifteen or twenty story building of steel construction.”172 Indigenous people 

were there, too, though their presence in the official text of the Pan-American Exposition is 

virtually non-existent. Colonel Fred Cummins was responsible for getting Indigenous people to 

the Pan-American Exposition.  
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Figure 6. Pictured Col. Fred. Cummins, High Hawk, Jack Red Cloud, Chief Blue Horse, Little Wound, and William 
Jennings Bryan at the Pan American Exposition in Buffalo, New York. Photographer Frances Benjamin Johnston. Photo 

Courtesy of the Library of Congress. In the Public Domain. 

Cummins was in charge of the Indigenous performers at the Bicentennial. The Detroit 

bicentennial committee paid Cummins $1,000 for the services of his performers, though it is not 

clear whether or not Cummins paid the Indigenous performers. Maybury had a meeting with 

Cummins and at that moment agreed to release fifty Indigenous performers to attend the 

bicentennial. Cummins brought the Indigenous performers to Detroit. The details of 

conversations about why Detroit’s executive committee sought out those performers are difficult 

to capture. However, we do know Maybury and a delegation went to Buffalo, New York in early 
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June to seek out Indigenous performers.173 Perhaps Maybury and the delegation also wanted to 

experience and take notes on the grand structure of the Pan-American Exposition. Whatever 

these men discussed, Cummins agreed, and on July 22, 1901, fifty Indigenous performers began 

their journey on the train from Buffalo to Detroit.  

 In the days before the celebration, religious clergy of all denominations made sure that 

their parishioners understood the connection between settler origins and Christianity, and how 

that played a part in Detroit’s modern development. Similar to the 17th century “beacon upon a 

hill” rhetoric, clergy throughout the city preached sermons celebrating the past, and how God 

gave them the land, and gave them the wherewithal to build up the city. These discourses helped 

create a scenario in which settlers of different races (European) and religious affiliations were, 

for a brief moment, one unified group!the indigenous people of the land who got had blessed.  

They preached sermons like, “The laying of the city’s foundation;” “the gift of the past 

and our obligation to the future.”174 Clergy throughout the city understood the connection 

between origins and God. Here, indigeneity became synced under the broad umbrella of religion. 

God gave the citizens of Detroit the city!and Indigenous people were simply in the way. For 

instance, Reverend John McDowell of the second Avenue Presbyterian Church remarked, “Our 

first duty in the celebration,” he said, “should be the acknowledgement of God’s goodness in the 

giving of such a city.”175 But it was not simply the religious foundations, but God also helped 

them build the city.  
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 Other sermons focused on the origins of Detroit, and how that city progressed after 

whites settled it. “It is also a good opportunity to point out a lesson to the old as well as the 

young,” said Reverend F.W. Frisbie, of the St. James Episcopal Church. He continued, “It is 

difficult for us in these present days as we contemplate our beautiful with its buildings, its well-

paved streets, its business, wealth and commerce, to imagine that it was once a wilderness, 

inhabited only by fierce Indians.”176 Another clergy remarked, “It is fitting that we not God’s 

goodness in the bestowing upon us the advantages of a noble city that we shall continue under 

God to make it not simply a city of material beauty,” remarked Reverend W.H. Vincent, “but 

that it shall stand forth as a city of advanced moral beauty.”177 The work of the priests as 

represented in these Sunday sermons further illustrated a dimension of settler memory:  

 The work of the priests was most tedious and unselfish, many of them being called to seal  

the messages they bore with their own blood. Their work was the uplifting of the wild 

men, many of whom learned to sing hymns to God instead of their idols. An Indian idol 

at the lower end of Belle Isle, which the Indians thought decided the destiny of the water 

and land, was destroyed by the priests.178 

These religious sermons, days before the bicentennial began, were a part of the larger 

socialization of Detroit’s white citizens so that they would be baptized into the cultural 

imaginings of white settler memory and origins. These discourses would be validated in the 

coming days, especially during Cadillac’s return and reclaiming of Detroit.  
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Nations among Nations: Black Citizenship, Settler Origins, and Constructing Race 

 A major part of the bicentennial celebration was the Parade of Nations. Chaired by A.M. 

Seymour, elite white men used the bicentennial to usher in a collective, multicultural, inclusive 

view of itself. Though the city still dealt with the racial fault lines between Black and White, 

between White ethnic groups, during hardening color lines caused by Jim Crow, and especially 

during moments of pageantry, elite White men could create a brief moment of inclusivity that 

celebrated all nations in Detroit. Their idea was to have each European nation represented 

(including Indigenous people), in hopes of illustrating to the world the inclusive nature of 

Detroit. Indeed, an early illustration of multicultural inclusion, elites desired to illustrate that, 

when it came to race relations, Detroit was modern. In this regard, they even included Black 

Americans, who held a precarious position within the settler memory/origins story. Yet Black 

Americans held a difficult position, if not simply because of their difficult relationship in a settler 

society, but especially because of Jim Crow segregation.  

 The bicentennial planners constructed the parade of nations so that each nation would be 

represented in the order of their arrival to Detroit. Each nation would have at least twenty-four 

representatives. Indigenous people would lead the parade because they were the first Americans. 

It was an extraordinary affair. The Detroit Free Press observed that it “would be the greatest 

pageant ever held in the two hundred years of Detroit’s existence.”179 Indigenous people would 

wear war paint; Swedes would wear brown coats with red sleeves, loose red trousers, trimmed 

with gold and black riding boots; Polish would be adorned with a uniform from the time of 

Gustavus Adolphus.  
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The position of Black Americans and their arrival to the city, and how they would be 

portrayed within the settler memory was much more difficult because, quite simply, they were 

not white and not “vanishing”: they were caught in a settler regime. By settler regime I mean the 

construction of race in the United States predicated on both white supremacy and settler 

colonialism. Although they go hand in hand, they, at particular moments, operate differently for 

Black Americans and Indigenous people, even though both groups are impacted by the same 

social structure. And within Detroit’s settler memory, this colonialist and racialized practice was 

exemplified.  

 The bicentenary executive committee invited Detroit’s Black elite to participate in the 

planning of the celebration, hoping to highlight Black peoples’ unique contribution to the city’s 

history. According to historian Richard Thomas, many of the Black community migrated from 

Virginia, from cities such as Fredericksburg, Petersburg, and Richmond in the 1830s and 

1840s.180 The majority of these migrants were mechanics and tradesmen who sought to escape 

from the increasingly harsh realities of Black Codes in Virginia. Many of the free Blacks, who 

would go onto become active in the abolitionist movements in the mid-19th century Detroit. For 

example, William Webb’s home was the venue where Frederick Douglass and John Brown met 

on March 12, 1859.181 By the 1890s, Detroit’s Black community, which had enjoyed a bit of 

political power, quickly waned.182  
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 Though the bicentennial executive committee invited the Black community to participate, 

the Black community wanted to participate in a way that avoided the resultant problems of Jim 

Crow segregation: the drawing of the color line. They sought to challenge ideas of citizenship 

and belonging. Importantly, though working on behalf of themselves, they also participated in 

the larger settler historical memory, virtually subjugating Indigenous people within their 

historical imagination. For example, members of the Union League, an elite group of Black 

males, protested, and desired nothing more than to be treated as U.S. citizens, without their color 

being a barrier for protest. Their stance to be treated as American citizens was rooted in late 19th 

century politics where Black folks were increasingly under pressure to conform to the barriers of 

white racism. Writing on the rapidly changing conditions of Detroit’s Black community in the 

late 19th century, sociologist Forrester Washington observed, “beginning with 1890, there 

developed an increasing rift of cordial relations which had existed in the white and colored races 

in Detroit.”183 According to Forrester, what caused the change in social relations was the 

increasing number of Black folks migrating to the state. Still, the Black community met several 

times in the month leading up to the bicentennial.  

 The first meeting was held on May 19th at Cole’s Hall on Gratiot Avenue. It was here 

where they planned just exactly how they would participate so as not to be subjugated to the 

color line. “After the meeting, members decided that they would not participate in the parade of 

nations program. A.W. Hill president of the Union League stated, “It is not that we do not want 

to partake in the celebration, he said, “we do not want with to countenance drawing the color 
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line.”184 By May 22, the Union League decided that they would refuse the executive committee’s 

invitation to participate. Upon hearing the news, A.M. Seymour, chair of the parade of nations, 

responded by explaining the logic behind the structure of Black Americans in the event: “they 

were told that they would be assigned to the place in line they belonged to them; corresponding 

to the date of their coming to Detroit.”185 The Black community protested this characterization. 

From their perspective, creating a scenario where they were told exactly where they were to line 

up by a white man must have been troubling, if not outright disrespectful, especially because the 

event was premised on the idea of inclusion!not segregation. Seymour continued his 

justification stating, “The French and then the English. Others have not objected because their 

race was given its appropriate place in the line, and if any of the peoples object to taking the 

place where they belong in their chronological order they can stay out of the line.”186 Seymour’s 

version of historical memory was rooted in the ideas of colonization and empire.  

 While Hill disagreed with Seymour, he inserted his own version of history, one rooted in 

the confines of settler memory. “If the French and Indians are to be kept separate, I suppose our 

objection will hardly hold good,” stated Hill.187 He further commented, “we ought to be classed 

as citizens of Detroit and not as colored people.”188 Hill’s memory of Detroit’s early history 

represents how racialization and settler memory worked in early 20th century Detroit. He 
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understood that Indigenous people and the French co-created Detroit, but also only understood 

Indigenous history within the confines of settler colonialism. Hill continued his comments within 

the Detroit Black perspective that desired inclusion into the American mainstream. “We came 

here long before there were any American born people on the ground,” he said, “and are as much 

American citizens as they are.”189 It is unclear as to who were the “American born” people. Hill, 

though, seems to suggest that whiteness, likely English or French whiteness, equated with 

Americanness. Another reading of Hill’s comment suggests that Indigenous people were not a 

part of his conception of the original Americans his understanding of belonging and citizenship. 

Hill, perhaps not knowingly, participated in the part of settler memory that erases an Indigenous 

relationship to being indigenous to the land. Hill ended his comment stating, “When they divide 

the Irish and the French, and the Germans, then we will be willing to be separated from others, 

but until then we want to be considered as citizens of Detroit.”190  This passage points to the 

complications that the parade of nations caused for Detroit’s history and the elite settlers. In 

attempt to create a sense of belonging to Detroit’s past, Black folks also participated in the 

erasure of Indigenous histories to Detroit.  

 This problem was resolved. On May 25, Mayor Maybury invited Union League members 

to his office in order to meet about the issue, and to clarify to them what their role in the 

bicentennial would be.191 He explained to them his vision for the bicentennial, and the role that 
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Black Americans could play in it. The mayor was successful, and convinced his Black citizens 

that they were indeed a part of Detroit’s past, present, and future.  

 Detroit’s Black elite desired to only showcase the best of their race.192 The last records of 

Black participation were the subsequent memorial plaques erected. They wanted to structure 

their participation in a way that highlighted the community’s achievements in art, literature, and 

national affairs. They commemorated two important sites. The first site was William Webb’s 

house and the second site was where white abolitionist Seymour Finney had his barn, which 

served as a key site for Blacks escaping slavery in the South.193  

 Black participation in the planning of the bicentennial, or at least protesting their position 

in the parade of nations is a simple act, but important one. While they found themselves in a 

difficult position!Jim Crow!they made it known that they did not want to be subjugated to the 

effects of white racism. Still, though careful to protect themselves as best as they could, 

Indigenous histories to Detroit were necessary only to the extent that it allowed them to construct 

their own niche in the settler regime of Detroit. It remains difficult to know how much Black 

Americans in Detroit accepted the larger narrative that Indigenous people were a vanishing race. 

While Black Americans dismissed Indigenous histories, whites wanted to make claim to Detroit 

through Indigenous peoples!using them to authenticate their claims to Detroit.  

The Bicentennial 

 Leaving Buffalo, New York on Monday evening, July 22, the Indigenous performers 

sang songs all night, enjoying each others company, even keeping up their fellow passengers on 

the train. At least eleven tribal communities came to Detroit, mostly Dakotas and Lakotas, a few 
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Blackfeet, Crows, Winnebagos, and Arapahoes. They arrived on July 24, at 6:00 AM, pulling 

into the Wabash Depot station, and were greeted by Mayor Maybury. The mayor stated with 

pride that “Noble Order of Red Men are always welcome” in his city. Following this very brief 

introduction to the mayor, the Indigenous performers loaded on to two local streetcars, and a 

Walpole Indigenous person transported them to Palmer Park, which is about nine miles from 

downtown Detroit.194  

As mentioned in chapter one, the 140-acre park was designed for Lizzie Merrill Palmer, 

the wife of esteemed Senator, Thomas Palmer, so that she could escape the congestion and 

loudness of the city. But importantly, this park designed to demarcate the urban and nature, was 

the home of Indigenous people. The park was used to dichotomize, both for the thousands of 

people who would watch the event and the Indigenous performers, savagery and civilization. The 

fact of them coming down from nature, the “savage” past and moving into the city during the 

coming parade was perhaps the best illustration the contradictions of urban angst at the turn of 

the century, for Indigenous people became the mechanism through which modernity was 

constructed. At the park, they lived in tents, and were served food, catered by Emil Imhoff, who 

owned a restaurant on Belle Isle.  

The first act of the bicentennial was having Cadillac paddle down the Detroit River onto 

the banks of Detroit!a reenactment of that which occurred in 1701. For the bicentennial, white 

men made sure to celebrate the relationship between memory and the environment rooted in 

modernity. For example, at sunrise, on July 24, Cadillac and his party traveled down from Peche 

Island. Peche Island is one of many islands in the Detroit River at its opening in Lake St. Clair, a 

little over a mile east of Belle Isle. The reenactment of Cadillac’s travels from Peche Island all 
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the way to the banks of Detroit was a part of the bicentennial processions because the travels 

through the waterways further authenticated the colonization of Detroit. In this part of the 

program, the Detroit presses placed emphasis on the authentic version of everything. Unlike the 

1701 landing, Cadillac would see the changes in land, from a virgin soil to a thriving, modern 

metropolis.195  

 An article in the Detroit News-Tribune, remarked that Cadillac and his party “beheld the 

grandeur that nature has there prepared and which civilization has now utilized for an outing 

place for the tired and wear toilers of the city which Cadillac founded.”196 As he paddled down 

the river, Cadillac was paddling from the pre-modern, where Indigenous people would meet hi, 

to the shores of modernity. He would pass the “arches of the bridge at Belle Isle, where 

civilization has replaced the wild beauty with beautiful clubhouses.”197 Cadillac would no longer 

see the river lined with trees; he would no longer see the possibility of land!a potential rooted 

in colonization of Indigenous land and bodies. He would see that potential realized in the form of 

modernity!the complete change in the landscape, including yachts moving on the river. He 

would even hear “huge steamers laden with the products of the great northwest” that “would 

plow by on the opposite side of the river.”198  

 The local media made sure that the relationship between savagery and land were 

apparent, which were both ripe for colonization and dispossession. Paddling to the shore, 

Cadillac would be met by the Indigenous performers, who would “again rush down to see the 
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visitors and the guides will jabber to them in their wild tongue, but the scene will be far from 

real.”199  This performance segment of the bicentennial represented the movement of time and 

space, though it was not “authentic” because “years ago those dusky warriors were driven away 

from their lands by Cadillac and those who followed him until the few now in Detroit are among 

the last of the fast fading race.”200 The history presented here of Cadillac’s landing and 

domination of Detroit is curious, especially given the fact that Cadillac beckoned several 

Indigenous groups to live by him for protection and survival. As historian Helen Hornbeck 

Tanner has noted, “Knowing that his isolated fort was insecure without Indian allies, Cadillac 

issued an invitation for midwestern tribes to settle in Detroit.”201 The reenactment of Cadillac’s 

landing assured the citizens of Detroit that the initial founding of their city fit into the American, 

settler narrative of founding a place with shear determination, and one in which Indigenous 

people played only a minor role.  
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Figure 7. Cadillac's Flotilla, which paddled down from Belle Isle. Photo taken from the Bicentenary publication, 1902. In 
the public domain. 

When the processions began, The Fessenden, a ship, took Cadillac and his bateux to 

Peche Island, where they were taken down to the bridge, and were set adrift, in order to paddle 

down parallel Third Street. Cadillac and his party landed near the first on Belle Isle. Thousands 

saw Cadillac’s landing at Belle Isle. There he planted a cross. The planting of a cross 

symbolically placed the origins of the city within the broader narrative of Christian origins of the 

United States. More than this, the planting of the cross was a sacrament, designed to reclaim 

Detroit as a Christian space!a space now devoid of its “pagan,” “savage,” past, but civilized 

and dominated by Christian, white men.  

Having gotten off at Belle Isle, he was met by the Indigenous performers. They rushed 

down to meet Cadillac at the shore. They began to chant a song, allegedly welcoming Cadillac to 
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Detroit. An unnamed Indigenous performer went up to Cadillac, shook his hand welcoming 

Cadillac, as “perhaps one of his ancestors had done to the real Cadillac.”202 Apparently 

performing as told, they stood in a semi-circle and Lone Bear, a Lakota grabbed his Tomahawk 

and displayed it. The way the newspaper portrayed it, “all the Indians couldn’t be glad that the 

white man were here, and so Lone Bear was cast for the part of the dissenter.”203 Having been 

taken behind the Indigenous, they loaded everyone on both the Fessenden and in the flotillas, the 

party paddled to the banks of the city, and there, Cadillac, joined by his Indigenous comrades, 

paraded through the streets of downtown Detroit.  
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Figure 8. The delegation of Indigenous people walking down Woodward Avenue at the Bicentennial in 1901. The 
description suggests that there were at least 50 Native people who participated. Photo courtesy of the Library of 

Congress. In the Public Domain.  

 With Chief Long Horse at the head, the Indigenous performers led the march. They wore 

their war paint. The newspaper observed that they walked stoically, and paid close attention to 

the crowd.204 The parade began at Atwater Street, then west to Woodward Avenue, ending at 

Jefferson. Two marshals mounted on horses, escorted Cadillac up Woodward Avenue, and then 

ended at the Russell House, then Detroit’s most prestigious hotel, across from Campus Martius 

Park, where Mayor Maybury, giving the 1901 Cadillac the keys to the city, made speeches. In 

dramatic fashion, Cadillac drew his sword from its holster, hoisted it up to the sky, and stated, 
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“In the name of the King of France, I take possession of this land.”205 He also planted the French 

flag, symbolizing the colonization of the land. Having done his duty of colonization, Mayor 

Maybury gave a speech that authenticated the history of the area, wedding both French and U.S. 

colonization together, a moment of uniting both racialization, masculinity, and colonialism. “One 

other evidence remains to remind you of the past in the presence of children of the forest,” 

remarked Maybury, “and who have come to salute you as their ancestors did of yore.”206 Yet, 

Maybury quickly turned to the Progressive Era belief of the “vanishing Indian” stating, “but we 

grieve to say that they are a sad remnant of the powerful race that first extended to you a friendly 

hand, and then the sole and undisputed owners of the soil.”207 He begin to explain to “Cadillac” 

what happened to the Indigenous people, ironically ignoring the Indigenous population(s) that 

remained in Michigan:  

 [Indigenous people] have followed the course of the sun westward, and as its rays of  

brightness fade at its decline, so are they fading from the land where once they ruled. 

Your first welcome was by comparatively few, but now you are welcomed by many. 

Your first welcome was by one race of people only, while those who welcome you to-day 

hail from every clime and creed and nation. We beg you to tarry with us as our honored 

guests, while we manifest in every progress of the centuries, coupled with our delight at 

your return. We would have you believe that we have not been unfaithful stewards of the 
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trust committed to our care, and that our endeavor is to be patriotic, progressive and 

peaceful. Again I greet you and extend to you a cordial welcome.208 

Mayor Maybury’s speech was an important moment in which racial formation, settler memory, 

and masculinity collided. Elite white men were in a quest to define masculinity and reenact 

historical memory by showing how one man was able to define and found a city with such sheer 

force. And, for a brief moment, the differences between white ethnic communities could be 

subjugated simply because settler memory needs a collective founding of a place, especially 

when dispossessing Indigenous people from both land (literally) and its historical memory. This 

speech illustrates that Maybury used indigeneity to construct Detroit as a white masculine space.  

 Mayor Maybury gave Cadillac the keys to the city, so that Cadillac could “resume again 

his the rule over the city [he] founded.”209 Maybury overstated Cadillac’s founding of Detroit. 

However, the Mayor’s presentation of Detroit’s history to the public, allowed for the collective 

history of the area!one with little Indigenous contribution!to be “authentic.” Cadillac also 

gave a speech, which further authenticated the history of the area. His contribution was to 

explain the connection between the past and present, something that Cadillac of 1901 could 

appreciate:  

This village of Detroit, Mr. Mayor, has undergone a marvelous transformation. Were it  

not for its natural surroundings on land and water, while time has not changed their 

original outlines!the stream through which flow the waters of the great lakes above on 

their way to Lake Erie and the Atlantic Ocean; the shores and islands, rendered, perhaps, 

still more attractive during the progress of civilization, and the beautiful bay on whose 
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western shore the modern city has been built!we should have had some doubts that we 

should have reached the locality we sought.210 

Cadillac connected the link between geography and modernity. The original French settlers came 

to Detroit because of its geographic location, its proximity to waterways. And after Cadillac 

manipulated and changed by settlers!, or civilization!modern Detroit became better for it. The 

landscape was a virgin soil, able to change drastically only when white men came to settle it. 

Indeed, as gender scholar Anne McClintock writes, “By flamboyantly naming ‘new’ lands, male 

imperials mark them as their own, guaranteeing, thereby…a privileged relation to origins.”211 

The city and this celebration was a monument, a myth, a ritual, that allowed the ideas of memory 

and colonization, constructed through white male origin myths, to circulate.212 To further engage 

in the celebration and ideological processes of settler memory and implementation of settler 

masculinity, they also dedicated a chair in Cadillac’s honor.  

Settler Origins: Seeding Settler Masculine Origins 

The second act of the bicentennial was the dedication of Cadillac’s chair. Called the stone 

chair of justice, it was unveiled at Cadillac’s Square. The chair was symbolic for many reasons. 

Though Cadillac’s story had been told by city historians for some time, the dedication of 

Cadillac’s chair, and the surrounding performance symbolically affirmed white men’s masculine 

origins to Detroit. Though they had literally claimed the space long ago, this act clearly claimed 

the space for Detroit’s elite white men as they tried to firmly place the symbolic form of white 

masculinity in Detroit.  
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Silas Farmer, while revealing the chair proclaimed, “A chair is a place in which to sit!it 

suggests occupancy.” Farmer continued explaining the importance of a chair dedicated to 

Cadillac, the founder of Detroit: “When Cadillac and his colonists seated themselves here, the 

settlement!the colony of Detroit!began.”213 But in Farmer’s re-remembering the past for this 

broad audience, he asserted historical inaccuracies to usher in a collective sense of unity for 

Detroit:  

It is especially appropriate that a memorial to Cadillac be erected on the square named in  

his honor, and it is singular coincidence that in this year, when for the first time, we have 

‘one-man’ boards in several city departments should dedicate this chair to the memory of 

the founder of the city who most emphatically illustrated ‘one-man’s rule. Louis XIV., 

who then held the scepter of France, said: ‘I am the state.’ He was absolute in France; 

Cadillac so at Detroit.214 

Farmer overstated Cadillac’s absolute rule over Detroit. But he was reflecting a white masculine 

perspective, an ideology that could insert a historical narrative into the present in order to usher 

in a collective history of a local place, Detroit. Farmer continued, though, commenting on the 

absolute rule of Cadillac, stating,  

Let us imagine in his chair of justice two hundred years ago. He had the power of life and 

death. Practically the only restriction upon his acts was the fact that harsh treatment 

would weaken the settlement and thus injure himself.215 
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History reveals another narrative about Cadillac’s so-called absolute rule and power in 

Waawayeyaattanong (Detroit), however.  

 Cadillac invited various Indigenous communities, including the Huron, Ottawa, and 

Huron-speaking Tionontati to live near the fort. He needed their protection from the British and 

Iroquois, and needed them to provide furs so that France could remain competitive in the fur 

trade. Moreover, Indigenous people provided food for the settlers because they were largely 

incapable of feeding themselves.216 

 

Figure 9. Picture taken from the Bicentenary book, 1902. In the public domain. 

The chair served as a symbolic marker of erasure. It illustrated that Cadillac created the 

colony, but with little help from Indigenous people. The seat meant that that the land was 

unoccupied, ready to be settled, only giving birth because, after all, civilization began when 

white men turned a virgin soil into something that could be built upon, civilized. As literary 
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scholar Anne McClintock argues, “imperial men reinvent a moment of pure (male) origin and 

mark it visibly with one of Europe’s fetishes: a flag, a name on a map, a stone, or later perhaps, a 

monument.”217 The narrative of Cadillac founding Detroit without Indigenous people dismissed 

the role Indigenous people, allowed for Detroit’s 1901 citizens to be ushered into a collective 

form of modernity, one in which both masculinity and whiteness!not yet fully formed!could 

thrive.218   

Mayor Maybury’s gift of the keys to the city to Cadillac and the dedication of Cadillac’s 

chair were symbolic for settler masculinity. They were important gestures that represented the 

necessity of performing colonialism in a way that validated white men’s claim to space. As a part 

of the larger celebrations and pageants occurring during the time period, the local were important 

too. Like other celebrations, elite white men used Detroit’s bicentennial as a mechanism to 

clearly demarcate savagery from civilization. Perhaps most importantly, though, as seen through 

the two aforementioned acts, was the authentication of settler masculine origins in Detroit. By 

reconstructing this memory, connecting Cadillac from the past and reenacting (and overstating) 

his role in the present, Detroit’s elite could gloat and imagine what they had done and, more 

importantly, think about what they wanted to do in the future. Unfortunately, history does not 

reveal to us what the Indigenous performers thought about this the entire processional. Perhaps 

they wondered among themselves about the performance of this history. Though it is not known 

what they thought about these two acts, they did engage in their own performances at Palmer 

Park in which they had more control over their representation, albeit on a limited basis.  
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Indigenous Experience at the Bicentennial  

 The local media documented Indigenous performers’ experience at the bicentennial. 

Though documenting what we might call Indigenous modes of resistance is quite a task, because 

their experiences are explained solely through the settler gaze. Still, not having the voices of 

Indigenous performers at the bicentennial is not a reason to ignore their experience, even, 

perhaps, their agency at the bicentennial. As Danika Medak-Saltzman has observed, “it is about 

recognizing Indigenous resistance as a continual part of Native negotiations with colonial 

regimes and about considering how moments of colonial celebrations of empire inadvertently 

served anticolonial purposes.”219 In this section, I explore the experience of Indigenous people at 

the bicentennial in an attempt to capture their experiences at the bicentennial. I argue that though 

they had little control over how they would be represented, they did all they did use this moment 

to engage in at least challenging how they would perform.  

 The Detroit media documented the Indigenous performers’ time engaging with 

modernity, the city. They lived in tents made of large pieces of canvass and wood. There was 

also a larger tent in which many slept and socialized. As mentioned earlier, upon their arrival to 

the city, the Indigenous guests met Mayor Maybury and then had breakfast, catered by Emil 

Imhoff!the owner of a restaurant on Belle Isle called the Casino. The executive committee paid 

him to take care of the meals of the Indigenous guests. He cooked a large meal of eggs and ham. 

Upon serving his patrons, he was encountered with disappointment and grumbles. David 

Arapaho, an Arapaho who also served as the group’s interpreter, explained to Imhoff why his 
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group was unhappy: they did not want to eat ham; they preferred beef. Imhoff did not budge, and 

his guests were forced to eat what he had provided for them.  

This brief moment suggests that Indigenous people were used to being treated a certain 

way during their time at performances. Indeed, from Sitting Bull to Geronimo, they were treated 

with both a curiosity and respect, and a healthy dose of settlers exoticizing them at fairs and 

pageants. Though many other performers did not have the same amount of notoriety, they were 

still forced to engage with the circulating discourses of indigeneity at the turn-of-the-century.  

While Detroit’s citizens saw Indigenous people through their own settler gaze, they also 

described their interactions within capitalist exchange terms. Indeed, while settlers viewed the 

Indigenous performers through their own version of modernity, they were confounded also with 

how Indigenous people engaged in modernity. Charging whites money to see them perform was 

perhaps one of the early signs of a version of Indigenous modernity in 20th century Detroit.220  

The newspapers observed Indigenous people engaging in capitalist exchange by charging 

viewers money to see them perform at Palmer Park. More than this, it was Indigenous peoples’ 

attempt to resist the settler gaze during the bicentennial celebration. Several photographers went 

with excitement to visit their Indigenous guests at Palmer Park. The article titled, “Big Chiefs 

Here for Cash, Not Glory,” underscored the contradictions of settler imaginings. “No longer are 

they the innocent braves of the forest who know naught but woodcraft,” read the article, “if the 
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white man wants a picture he must pay for the privilege.”221 According to this logic, Indigenous 

people should only operate in the role assigned to them by settler modernity. Yet, the Indigenous 

performers found moments of resistance, including shooting an arrow at a photographer.  

A set of photographers came to Palmer Park because they thought that Indigenous people 

were going to perform a ghost dance, and also perform a dog feast. A photographer, identified as 

“Paleface” Charley, attempted to take photos of this group; he was mistaken. He set his tripod up 

as close to the tents as possible. One of the performers named “Eagle Eye,” ran over to him and 

said, “Stop! You go!” As Charley turned to get his box, he noticed that an arrow was pierced 

through the tripod. Eagle Eye grimaced at him and snatched the camera from him. David 

Arapahoe, the interpreter, told Eagle Eye that Charley wanted to take a photo; Eagle Eye 

conceded that this was okay!as long as Charley paid five dollars.222 Indigenous people charging 

money should not be a big surprise.  

Generally, speaking, the Indigenous performers appeared to enjoy their time engaging 

with modernity in Detroit. Apparently they very much liked riding on the streetcars, smiling, 

waving, and singing songs as they traveled back and forth from downtown Detroit to Palmer 

Park during their three days there.223 These brief encounters were the only ones documented. 

Yet, Indigenous people likely enjoyed seeing Detroit, and participating in the bicentennial in 

spite of the settler gaze.  
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Parading Through History: The Allegorical Parade and Pontiac’s Return 

 The last event was held on Friday July 26, around 8:15 PM. It was an allegorical parade. 

Covering some sixteen mile of streets, the newspapers said that it would “surpass anything of the 

kind ever given in this country.”224 Though slightly exaggerated, the article did express the 

unique function of parading through history at the local level. A part of settler memory, these 

floats allowed for the citizens of Detroit to see the development of Detroit’s history, and how 

indigeneity was erased from that history. Comprised of twenty floats, they represented the past, 

present, and future of Detroit. The floats were brightly erected on electric motor cars.  

 The floats were a panorama of Detroit’s history. Once more, Pontiac’s attempted seizure 

of Fort Detroit was a recounted event. Float seven labeled, “Conspiring Pontiac,” showed 

Pontiac holding council with his followers, encouraging them to rebel against the British 

occupation. It is there that Pontiac revealed his plans to take over Fort Detroit; this float was a 

continuation of elite white men demonstrating the shift from savagery to civilization, in an 

attempt to construct their sense of a masculine self, as I documented in chapter one. Perhaps the 

most important float to demonstrate the settler memory of Detroit, also showcasing the settler 

origins of Detroit could be scene on float eighteen.  

 Three flags illustrated both settler origins and settler memory, and how elite’s erased 

indigenous history. The float carried the British, French, and U.S. flags. These flags represented 

both the narrative of white settler origins, and the colonization of the area. It also offered a 

misleading view of Detroit’s history, one in which Indigenous people played very little. Indeed, 

once Pontiac failed to capture Fort Detroit, indigeneity was no longer necessary!at least that is 
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how the story was portrayed. Yet the last float titled, “Future of Detroit, 2001,” pointed to how 

elite white men wanted to see the future of the city:  

 As an appropriate ending to this magnificent parade the last float represented a beautiful  

triumphal arch, illustrative of the industrial progress of the city. Statuses represent 

Detroit, Art, Science, and commerce were seen at one end, and one industry at the 

other.225 

Mayor Maybury found the bicentennial a great success. Speaking to the City Common 

Council about the previous year, Maybury remarked, “In the last year the celebration of the 

founding of the city in its two hundredth anniversary was carried out in a manner which I believe 

met the commendation of all.”226 For Maybury, though, the best cultural artifact left by the 

bicentennial was the book, edited by Silas Farmer, “With the completion of the official 

book…this pleasant event will take its place in the history of the ongoing of our city.” The book, 

as a cultural artifact, was important because it could further allow the future citizens of Detroit 

an opportunity to go back in time and recount a moment when settlers were able to celebrate the 

official history of the city, when it was on the brink of greatness. In fact, they even set a box 

which would not be opened again until 2001.227  

Following the bicentennial, Silas Farmer wrote, “if any city on the American continent 

deserved an elaborate memorial on reaching its bicentenary, Detroit is that city. He further 
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explained, “its history in many particulars is so unique, its age for an American city so 

remarkable,” that no other city deserved to be celebrated in such a magnificent way.”228 He was 

correct.  

On Friday July 26, the Indigenous performers began to board the train that would take 

them back to Buffalo, New York. Following the celebration, only a few mentioned the 

experience of the Indigenous people. One stated the “Indians ate up $142 worth of victuals 

during their stay in the city.”229 The other encounter occurred between Indigenous men and white 

women. While the few Indigenous women attended were loading everyone’s belongings onto the 

train so that they could prepare for their journey.  

 

Conclusion 

 This chapter examined the Bicentennial celebration, as an attempt to come to terms with 

understanding white male settler origins to the local place. In the construction of modern Detroit, 

within white men’s cultural imaginings, Detroit needed to be celebrated because of its great 

contributions to the world. The celebration and the subsequent publication of a book that 

documented the entire scene, illustrated how indigeneity was a lever to both bolster white 

masculinity and ideas of their relationship to Detroit. In the posthumously published book, the 

importance of the celebration was summarized for the city residents in this way, 

 Those days of celebration were crowded with the events of two centuries of the city’s  

life. Like a panorama the two hundred years sped by, and all their varied history was told 

again and most vividly reproduced. It is a privilege to claim citizenship in Detroit in this 
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beginning of a new century of the world and of our city’s life, and certainly this 

generation of our citizens has the highest inspiration to civic pride in the worthy 

celebration of the city’s birthday, n the midst of her greatest glory of natural beauty and 

civil prosperity.230  

The city’s elite white men had great reason to be optimistic, for they were on the verge of great 

technological breakthrough with the coming of the soon-to-be-booming car industry. The 

bicentennial itself was a great feat, for it not only had the ability to reimagine and perform the 

past for its contemporary citizens, but it also allowed for Detroiters to reflect on their present 

condition, and imagine where they wanted to go. But the contradictions embedded in settler 

memory were not easily overcome. Settlers could use indigenous histories to erase an actual 

Indigenous presence in the area!and they could imagine the city’s future using indigeneity as 

the mechanism to construct their future, again, first by narrating out Indigenous histories, and 

them, without an actual Indigenous presence. Black Americans sought to assert their presence in 

Detroit’s constructed historical memory, but did so at the expense of Indigenous people and their 

role in Detroit’s history.  

These stories also allowed for elite settlers to imagine a history without Indigenous 

people in the present, as they could imagine them in the past. Yet, in the coming years, 

Indigenous people began to reemerge politically, and began to challenge longstanding ideas 

about their disappearance and demise. In the next chapter I analyze brief moments where 

Indigenous people began to assert their presence in Detroit, hoping to reclaim indigeneity.  
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Chapter 3: A Changing of the Guard: Charles Eastman, the Society of American Indians, 
and the Genesis of Indigenous Political Culture in Detroit 

 
The relationship between indigeneity and modernity in Detroit between 1910 and the 

1940s was complicated by a resurgence of Indigenous peoples’ visibility in the city. In three 

decades, Detroit was wrapped in dramatic change and limitless possibilities. Detroit’s population 

blossomed to nearly two million people. The major impetus of change for Detroit was the auto 

industry. Business was booming. Henry Ford’s Model T vehicle allowed for rural Americans, 

especially farmers, to gain access to cities and move their goods more efficiently; Ford also 

helped raise the minimum wage in his plants to $5 a day. The auto revolution also affected the 

city of Detroit greatly. As Arthur Pound wrote in 1940:  

But the [auto industry] as a whole grows more fascinating and intriguing, especially to 

those who study its social implications, aware that every turn of a screw is part of the 

fatefully process of history, and that neither men nor cities can escape the consequences 

of what they manufacture, or dodge the effects of the tools and systems they gladly or 

grudgingly use.231  

The auto industry’s impact on Detroit’s modern development is undeniable. However, as in 

times past, indigeneity was still the mechanism through which both Detroit’s!cultural past and 

its future!were imagined. For example, in the final chapter of his history, Pound recounted the 

now familiar history of settlers conquering both Detroit’s land and Indigenous population. “In 

the early days, when Detroit contended with Indians and wild beasts, the forest hemmed in a 

small community of narrow streets. However, having conquered both Indigenous bodies and 
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land, Detroit could look ahead to its future!based upon the reimagined history of Indigenous 

possession.  

“If a brave, new world is in the making, dynamic Detroit confidently expects to be its 

proving ground, chief station on the road to great to-morrows. Standing these rivers of art 

and literature flow from the once discordant present, one feels the miracle in process by 

which the dauntless nature of man pins that which endures out of that which passes.”232  

Though elites could use indigeneity for their own purposes, it was once more actual Indigenous 

people who came to challenge how indigeneity would be deployed and for what purpose. Other 

changes, though, also helped alter the city in important ways. This chapter analyzes the roots of 

Indigenous political culture, specifically documenting the Society of American Indians’ meeting 

in the city, Charles Eastman’s residency, and the formation of the North American Indian Club 

(NAIC). These Indigenous political actors/organizations, who had long been on the forefront of 

Indigenous political activity, came to Detroit in order to continue challenging the depiction of 

Indigenous people in the settler imagination. And though there is no known direct link between 

the SAI and Eastman and the NAIC, the former set the stage for ushering in a new political 

context in which a new generation of Indigenous people could begin to assert themselves in a 

city that had long rendered them invisible.  

This chapter makes two main arguments. First, it argues that the SAI attempted to reform 

itself as a trans-indigenous organization because it was on the decline.233 Members billed 

themselves as an “international convention” in order to tap into Detroit’s unique geographic 

location, a city close to the Canadian border where First Nations people could cross the border 
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and attend the meeting. Moreover, Detroit was a place squarely in modernity because of its 

burgeoning auto industry and because of its limitless potential to be the most exciting, 

technologically advanced city in the world. Indeed, as noted Detroit geographer Joe T. Darden 

has observed, “the automobile assembly line and burgeoning automobile industry turned Detroit 

into a modern metropolis.”234  

I also argue that the second to last meeting and Eastman’s last years spent in the Motor 

City represent an end to an era to late nineteenth early twentieth century Indigenous politics. 

These Indigenous political actors, long deploying a 19th century version indigeneity in order to 

gain respect for Indigenous political rights as sovereign people and to halt their depiction in the 

settler imagination, were fading to black. For them, this was their last opportunity to challenge 

U.S. colonialism. For Eastman in particular, living in Detroit allowed him to stay connected with 

modernity!with Detroit, including its auto industry and rapid development representing the 

quintessential aspect of modern American life!in order to fulfill his destiny of challenging 

settler imaginings while also presenting an alternative vision of Indigenous modernity to the 

White world. Before exploring these Indigenous political actors, I now turn briefly to an 

important aspect of Detroit’s change: immigration.   

Detroit was shaped by the massive influx in population based upon two migrations. 

Indeed, by 1930, about one-quarter of the city’s population were of foreign-born heritage or had 

at least one foreign born parent; one-third of those migrants were from Canada.235 Before World 

War I, general White sentiments about European immigration were in ambivalent. For instance, 
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an article published in the Detroit Free Press expressed general disgust because of the changing 

racial demographics caused by Southern European immigration to Detroit. In contrast, an article 

published in the Detroit Free Press, detailed what the Protestant churches around Detroit could 

do for immigrants. They also documented what immigrants could do for the city. “This 

immigrant question is one of the nation’s greatest and most of the foreigners make excellent 

citizens once they are taught our ways,” read the article. It further stated that, “Not only do 

immigrants coming to this city bring a lot of money in their pockets in the aggregate, but a 

splendid brawn and muscle to perform our work as well.” Immigrants from Europe not only used 

brawn and muscle to contribute to Detroit, but other facets of American life but could also 

contribute to “churches and industry, to government and to all people already here…”236  

There was another strand of thought, which was not so kind to the idea of more 

immigration to the city. “If our immigrants were still coming largely from Great Britain, 

Germany, France, Norway, Sweden, or even from Poland, the situation would be less 

threatening” the article reasoned because “in that case we would be welcoming the blood of the 

kin of the founders of the nation, people who hold essentially the same ideals with them and with 

us.”237 The article left the reader with only two options to deal with the immigration “problem.” 

One, increase the (white) races mentioned above and to make sure to conserve them. The second 

option, which the article understood to be happening around it, was to “let [American ideals and 

American institutions] die out and allow the Asiatics and the people of southern Europe to found 
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their own empire here.”238 Though racism was a problem between white and recent immigrant 

arrivals from Europe, Black American migration from the south also occurred during the same 

period.  

Black Americans came to escape the extreme poverty and racism of the South. In 

addition to structural issues, others came to live in northern cities where they believed they 

achieve middle class life!the epitome of American citizenship.239 According to historian Beth 

Bates, Detroit’s Black population increased over 600%!from “5,741 in 1910 to 40,839 in 

1920.”240 By 1930, Detroit’s Black population reached about 120,000 people!accounting for 

about eight percent of Detroit’s population.241 However, the coming of southern Blacks also 

created problems for the already established Black community!many of whom had resided in 

Detroit since the early the nineteenth century.  

For example, as early as 1909, members of Detroit’s elite community wrote publicly 

about the influx of southern Blacks into Detroit. Robert J. Willis, an attorney and representative 

of Black middle class respectability ideologies of the Progressive Era wrote in a tone that almost 

assured both Blacks and Whites that Detroit’s elite Blacks did their job in making sure that 2,000 

recent migrants understood Black middle class respectability. “Most of those coming in are 

educated people from the South,” wrote Willis. He also emphasized that, “they are migrating into 

all northern cities, seeking places where they may secure schooling for their children and where 
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they may develop their manhood and womanhood.”242 He further reassured everyone that Detroit 

is probably “freer from race prejudice” than other northern cities and that the Black elite, “have 

organizations whose object is to instill into the minds of the colored people the necessity for 

good citizenship.”243 Indigenous migrations to Detroit were not very well documented or even 

mentioned. However, Indigenous people lived in and did come to the city.  

Detroit’s interwar Indigenous population is difficult to document because the U.S. 

Census records placed them under the broad category of “Other Races,” which included Chinese 

and Japanese. However, in 1940, there were approximately 5,794 Indigenous people living in the 

state of Michigan, and 1,323 Indigenous people living across urban centers throughout Michigan. 

Because Detroit was the home of a booming car industry, it is seems likely that many of those 

1,300 Indigenous people lived in Detroit. For example, Ralph West a Cherokee Indian from 

Oklahoma. He came to Detroit to study law and found a job working at the Ford Motor 

Company.244 However, Indigenous political actors such as members of the SAI used the meeting 

to champion their cause for citizenship in the U.S.   

It is important to note that the SAI came to Detroit under a political ideology that elite 

whites used to both eschew racial segregation!at least in rhetoric!and at the same time uphold 

structural racism. During interwar Detroit, elite whites promoted what historian Karen R. Miller 

calls “Northern racial liberalism.” Miller describes this racial ideology as “the notion that all 

Americans, regardless of race, should be politically equally, but that the state cannot and indeed 
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should not enforce racial equality be interfering with the existing social or economic order.”245 

This racial ideology shaped both social relations and economic and political framing. Thus, when 

the SAI came to Detroit, they entered a political situation in which they could be embraced as 

both embraced (on the surface) and still be treated as anything but modern.  

 

The Society of American Indians  

The Society of American Indians (SAI) was a prominent American Indian group that 

emerged during the Progressive Era.246 Though general histories suggest that the SAI was 

conceptualized in October 1911 with the first meeting in Columbus, Ohio, others suggest that 

conversations about an all-Indigenous political organization had begun much earlier.247 For 

example, on January 9, 1904, Fayette McKenzie, a white sympathizer for Indigenous causes who 

would in 1915 become president of Fisk University, wrote with enthusiasm to W.E.B. Du Bois. 

He believed that if he “could persuade 50 or 100 or 200 Indians to combine for the good of their 
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race into an association which stood for the unity and solidarity, the intelligence and progress,” 

those American Indian intellectuals would “guide the whole race to a higher civilization.” It is 

not known whether Du Bois took active steps to assist McKenzie; however, seven days after 

receiving McKenzie’s letter, Du Bois sent a short response: “Dear Sir: I think your plan most 

excellent,” he wrote, and; “[I] would be glad to aid it in any way.” Du Bois further stressed, “The 

uplift must always come from the top and the training and unification leaders is the great 

thing.”248 Yet, many Indigenous and non-Indigenous folks came to Columbus, Ohio on October 

1911 to create a platform for an all-Indigenous group.  

The SAI formed officially in October 1911, meeting in Columbus, Ohio at Ohio State 

University.249 Original attendees at the first meeting included Charles Eastman (Dakota), Carlos 

Montezuma (Yavapi Apache), Arthur Parker (Seneca), Sherman Coolidge (Arapaho), and 

Zitkala Sa (Lakota), and many more. They were able to form an organization under a broad 

spectrum because of their common relationship with the White world. Those experiences 

included their time at boarding schools, which also resulted in the formation of a common lingua 

franca (English). In addition, many took advantage of expanding educational opportunities 

within the white world.250 For example, Carlos Montezuma was the first known Indigenous 
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person to graduate from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign in 1885.251 This was not 

all. They were middle class professionals who were among the first Indigenous people to live in 

“two-worlds.”252  

Though the SAI was never a unified political organization, though it did share a broad 

desire to be the leading voice on Indigenous concerns in the U.S. A major part of their platform 

was to protect Indigenous lands and to appeal to U.S. officials so that Indigenous people could be 

ushered into one of the major hurdles that impeded their progress as modern American subjects: 

becoming U.S. citizens. Historian Frederick E. Hoxie has observed that early members of the 

SAI believed that “securing U.S. citizenship for all Indians would empower their members to 

become forceful actors in the nation’s democracy.”253 Thus, using their ‘citizenship gun,’ they 

could also “counter the Indian Office’s authoritarian bureaucracy.”254  

The original executive board members were Sherman Coolidge, Thomas Sloan, Hiram 

Chase, Henry Standing Bear, Lauren Cornelius, and Arthur Parker. Working diligently, these 

board members drafted a broad platform from which they would attempt to create change for the 

future of Native Americans. The SAI hoped to challenge whiteness and U.S. colonialism by 

placing Indigenous people within the center of (settler) modernity. However, it was a tricky 
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game in which they played. They often used the words of the colonizers on the settler’s platform, 

attempting to fulfill a white (19th century) conception of what Indigenous people were supposed 

to be. For example, in the official constitution, the SAI used the rhetoric of the time, including 

social evolution, enlightenment, and the Progressive era language of race.  

1. To promote and co-operate with all efforts looking to the advancement of the Indian in 

enlightenment which leaves him free as a man to develop according to the natural laws of 

social evolution.  

2. To provide, through our open conference, the means for a free discussion on all 

subjects bearing the welfare of the race.  

3. To present in a just light a true history of the race, to preserve its records and to 

emulate its distinguishing virtues.  

4. To promote citizenship among Indians and obtain the rights thereof.  

5. To establish a legal department to investigate Indian problems, and suggest and obtain 

remedies.  

6. To exercise the right to oppose any movement which may be detrimental to the race.  

7. To direct its energies exclusively to general principles and universal interest, and not 

allow itself to be used for any personal or private interest.255  

The SAI’s platform expressed two perspectives. On the one hand, they used a discourse that they 

learned from their interactions with the elite whites; it was a condition of their survival and 

appealing to both Indigenous and non-Indigenous constituents. On the other hand, they utilized a 

nationalistic racial rhetoric, one that focused on their rights as a race of Indigenous people, even 

as they were well aware of the great diversity within Indigenous America. Their platform was 
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also indicative of their broad desire to usher Indigenous people into modernity. Based upon their 

own experience, they had hoped that education and more carefully engaging in the white world 

would assist Indigenous communities at large. Yet, these individuals and organization were not 

concerned with the myopic politics of assimilation. Instead, their politics of Indigenous 

modernity, which they would bring to Detroit over later, was to challenge the representation of 

Indigenous people in mainstream popular culture and to abolish the Office of Indian Affairs. One 

of the most well known figures in the SAI, even as he was in and out over the course of a decade 

was Dakota Charles Eastman.  

Towards the end of the 1910s, Charles Eastman could be considered “the best known 

Indian in the country.”256 He was born Ohiyesa near present day Redwood Falls, Minnesota on 

February 19, 1858. As a teenager he reunited with his father who had converted to Christianity 

and adopted the name Jacob Eastman. The young Ohiyesa, following in the footsteps of his 

father, perhaps reluctantly, also converted to Christianity and adopted the name Charles 

Alexander Eastman. He then attended missionary and preparatory schools. He would then go on 

to graduate from Dartmouth College in 1887, and later attend medical school at Boston 

University where he would earn a medical degree in 1890. Following his collegiate and medical 

degrees, Eastman engaged in a number of activities, including practicing medicine. Eastman also 

saw the cold-blooded nature of U.S. military aggression, with killing of children, men and 

women during the Wounded Knee Massacre in December 1890. However, perhaps the most 

important part of his career was his time on the lecturing circuit, in addition to his writings.  

Eastman authored numerous books, including Indian Boyhood (1902), The Soul of the 

Indian (1911) and From Deep Woods to Civilization (1915). He also lectured extensively 
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throughout the U.S. and abroad. In July 1911, as a transnational progressive, he attended the 

Universal Races Congress in London, presenting a paper titled, “The North American Indian.” 

He presented his paper with an intellectual giant in his own right: W.E.B. Du Bois.257 Du Bois 

would go on to become an associate member of the SAI.258 Because he was so well known, he 

was asked to participate in the very first meeting of the SAI in October 1911. Eastman had long 

been dedicated to the uplift of Indigenous people, which was his life’s work:  

My chief object has been, not to entertain, but to present the American Indian in his true 

character before Americans. The barbarous and atrocious character commonly attributed 

to him [was] dated from the transition period, when the strong drink, powerful 

temptations, and commercialism of the white man led to deep demoralization. Really it 

was a campaign of education on the Indian and his true place in American history.259  

Eastman’s major goal, as a part of his ambition to present a counter-narrative to U.S. colonial 

imaginings of Indigenous people, was to also help usher in Indigenous modernity so that Native 

people could be accepted in both the Indigenous and settler worlds, while still maintaining core 

ideas of what it meant to be Indigenous. And he tried to do this through his lecturing and 

writings. Eastman, though, never played a major part of the SAI for most of its existence. Still, 
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his popularity and reputation was still impressive and, by 1918, members of the SAI voted him 

president in 1918.  

 Eastman was reluctant about accepting the position as president of the SAI because he 

had not formally participated in the SAI since the first meeting in 1911. Yet, he appreciated the 

vote of confidence from his peers, and found that the SAI was another venue through which to 

advocate for the rights of Indigenous people. Eastman gave an impassioned speech at the 1919 

meeting in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Eastman’s address at this meeting dovetailed both his own 

belief in the ability of Indigenous people to engage with modernity and illustrated how he 

understood indigeneity, even during his time in Detroit.  

 Eastman began by offering an apology for not attending the previous meetings; he 

mentioned that he was quite busy, and working on behalf of Indigenous people in his own way, 

especially amongst his family. However, he quickly moved into documenting core elements of 

indigeneity, themes later picked up and utilized by SAI members during the Detroit meeting: 

indigeneity as the core component of American democracy, equality and freedom. “We Indians 

started the whole basis of Americanism,” said Eastman.260 Indigenous people, according to 

Eastman, created the concepts of “freedom and equality and democracy long before any white 

people [came] here and those who came took it up, but they do not give us credit.”261 Eastman 

carefully crafted a response that placed the foundations of early American republicanism in the 

hands of Indigenous epistemologies and histories. He began his speech this way to suggest that 

Indigenous people were not entering into white civilization without morals; instead, the root of 

any form of modernity in America was Indigenous based and conceived.  
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However, he also employed indigeneity to claim that those concepts were inherent to 

Indigenous people before settlers came to the country. This idea was important, for he not only 

wanted to correct misnomers about the Indigenous past, but also sought to explore how 

Indigenous people were represented in the present!ultimately!to advance Indigenous people’s 

ability to operate in modernity. Eastman challenged ideas about American modernity with 

concepts such as democracy and freedom, placing them within the context of the pre-contact 

Indigenous world, and helping contemporary Indigenous people and settlers see how those 

concepts were developed!through indigeneity.  

Though he placed American modernity in Indigenous cosmologies, he swiftly sought to 

illustrate why Indigenous people could be brought into modernity, and that Indigenous 

modernity was not an unrealized version, incompatible with the idea of Americanism. “We are a 

part of this great American Nation,” said Eastman, “and we must be some good to this country.” 

After making the case that Indigenous people must engage with settler society, including making 

money, Eastman believed that Indians would in affect hold America to its ideals of liberty and 

justice!for all: “The day an Indian becomes leader of this country will be the day when 

civilization may come on a more stable foundation.” Here, Eastman’s move was not simply a 

rhetorical one; he really believed that an Indigenous person as president would restore the ideals 

of American democracy not only for the benefit of Indigenous people but also America at large. 

Within the same speech, though, Eastman also presented what might be considered a xenophobic 

stance against white ethnic immigrants coming from Europe. For them to be included in 

American democracy and Indigenous people be excluded was a travesty.  

Eastman portrayed Indigenous people as patriotic to the war effort. After mentioning how 

various white ethnic groups had their own political organizations, he created a distinction 
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between Indigenous people and those white ethnics, whom many Anglo Americans considered 

undesirable: “During this terrible time of the last three or four years, the North American Indian 

is the only one who has not been challenged for seditious work against the Government or in spy 

work in favor of the enemy across.”262 Eastman’s comment was uncritical, however. During a 

moment of war, and following decades of “vanishing Indian” discourse, the U.S. government 

would hardly be concerned with Indigenous spies; after all, many had assumed they were 

generally placed on reservations, left to die. He exhibited a deep xenophobia that other members 

of the SAI also illustrated. “The Indians stand staunch and when he was called to arms in defense 

of this country,” said Eastman, “our boys, like their fathers, needed no urging. They knew their 

patriotism and they did their work because they loved their country.”263 The words this and there 

are important here, for they signify Eastman’s careful discussion as to why Indigenous young me 

went to war; many went to war!as Eastman subtly alludes to!to protect their own lands.264 In 

other words, they went to protect their tribal lands, not necessarily because of their patriotism in 

fighting democracy at home and abroad for the United States. This perspective on fighting in 

World War I (and later World War II) for their people, as separate nations living within the 

United States, holding treaties that dictated the government to government relationship between 

Indigenous nations and the United States was something that no other group within the U.S. 

could claim.  

One of the last claims Eastman made in his opening address was in regard to the link 

between patriotism and masculinity. Eastman was in the business of also trying to resurrect 
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Indigenous manhood!something that had been demonized and ridiculed since the first contact 

between Indigenous people and Europeans. Eastman believed that revitalizing Indigenous 

manhood was imperative to the future of the race. His activities throughout his life were involved 

in illustrating the virtues of Indigenous manhood. For example, in Indian Boyhood (1911), 

Eastman spent a considerable amount of time discussing the specifics of what it was like 

growing up to be a Dakota (and more broadly Indigenous) man, which served to create a clear 

distinction between white masculinity and Indigenous masculinity, while also using keywords 

such as patriotism and chivalry (core components of early 20th century white masculinity). For 

example, in discussing warfare, Eastman articulated an Indigenous conception of masculinity 

through warfare. “Warfare we regarded as an institution of the “Great Mystery,” he wrote, “an 

organized tournament of trial courage and skill, with elaborate rules and ‘counts for the coveted 

honor of the eagle feather.”265 He continued that warfare was “held to develop the quality of 

manliness, and its motive was chivalric or patriotic, but never the desire for territorial 

aggrandizement or the overthrow of a brother nation.”266  

Eastman was writing during a time following the United States’ great thrust as a world 

power through imperialism and the conquering of other nations. But Eastman continued to create 

a dichotomy between these two competing masculinities:  

His own conception of bravery makes of it a high moral virtue, for to him it consists not 

so much in aggressive self-assertion as in absolute self-control. The truly braveman, we 
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contend, yields neither to fear nor anger, desire nor agony; he is at all times master of 

himself; his courage rises to the heights of chivalry, patriotism, and real heroism.267 

Reading between the lines suggests that Eastman was also criticizing the alleged virtues of white 

masculinity. The virtues of Indigenous masculinity were not based in fear, which led to trying to 

conquer others; nor was it about the perverted desire for land. Indigenous masculinity was about 

self-control. Self-control, Eastman contended, was the highest form of manhood!Indigenous 

manhood. Eastman was not immune, though, to participating in white masculinity projects, 

either.  

He was a part of the development of YMCA’s throughout Indian Country.268 The 

YMCA’s, both as a space and the literal buildings were a concrete example of white, middle 

class, protestant manhood during the Progressive Era. Indeed as architectural historian Paula 

Lupkin argues, “…YMCA buildings in the nation’s cities were aimed primarily at bolstering the 

hegemony of middle-class Protestant men.”269 Of course Eastman helped build YMCA’s on 

reservations. He did believe that the physical body needed to be tended to. Eastman continued 

explaining the connection between indigeneity, masculinity, and the origins of Americanism.  
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“We are the original American,” said Eastman, and “still stand by this country as we have 

always done.”270 He then shifted into a discussion of the difference between Indigenous 

civilizations of past and the current American civilization:  

The Indians hate no people. Indians have never hated any race. European races hate each 

other, but we could fight because the next time we met, we would give each other 

everything we had, we would take the shirt from our back and hand it to our brother 

enemy. This was the habit and characteristics of our ancestors!manliness.271  

Eastman’s appeal to masculinity as a unique virtue of Indigenous people is interesting.272 His 

version of Indigenous masculinity was very different from the Victorian version of his time. 

Masculinity at this time was an ideological process. Indeed as gender historian Gail Bederman 

has argued about Progressive Era masculinity, “just as manliness was the highest form of 

manhood” “so civilization was the highest form of humanity.”273  In addition, Manliness was the 

achievement of a perfect man, just as civilization was the achievement of a perfect race.”274 

Eastman stripped white masculinity of its virtue, and replaced it!rhetorically!with Indigenous 
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masculinity. In the context of white masculinity being tied to imperialism abroad and the 

continued subjugation of Indigenous people in the U.S., Eastman presented an affront to settler 

masculinity by replacing it with the kindness of Indigenous men.  

Eastman’s version of Indigenous masculinity as juxtaposed to white masculinity shifted 

the gaze of settler imaginings from one myopically focused on Indigenous “barbarism” and 

“savagery” to one of compassion and love. Eastman did not tie modern Indigenous masculinity 

to colonialism, even as it is through that historical process from which it emerged. He sought to 

shift into something much more compatible with his own understanding, rooted in the histories 

of Indigenous people for contemporary times. Indigenous masculinity had to be fluid enough to 

be its own thing and coexist (and at times preempt) white masculinity. This version of 

masculinity was very different from the one rooted in aggression and conquering happening in an 

imperial, settler nation.  

Finally, Eastman desired that Indigenous people be proud of who they were, once more 

returning to their virtues as Indigenous people. “You, an Indian, be proud!” he implored his 

audience. “It was our fathers who faced the elements, slept in the now, on the ground, we stood 

on our merit, we were men, we were what the world honors now, the world respects, we were 

that original American character.”275  

 Eastman’s address offers a window into the general sentiment of SAI members: that 

Indigenous people and indigeneity (including for Eastman masculinity) were not incompatible 

with modernity. American ideals such as democracy and freedom were constructed out of the 

“Original Americans”!not developed solely by European settlers. They believed that 

citizenship was imperative for Indigenous people to be able to live squarely in modernity, which 
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would enhance the ideals of Americanism. They also wanted the Indian Office to be destroyed. 

Eastman ended his address by suggesting that three things happen. He argued that the Indian 

Bureau be abolished, that Indian treaties be honored, and that Indians be granted U.S. 

citizenship.276  

 Eastman would resign his post as president of the SAI a year later. Following his 

resignation, he would never have the opportunity to be a part of the SAI because they disbanded. 

Eastman, though not attending the Detroit meeting in 1921, would return to the Motor City in the 

twilight of his life, hoping once more to usher in Indigenous people into modernity.  

The SAI in the Motor City 

By the time the Society of American Indians came to Detroit in October 1921, they were 

near the end of their existence. Membership had been on the decline for years; political 

differences disrupted the larger goals of the organization. Yet they came to Detroit to continue 

their mission of challenging the idea that Indigenous people could not participate in modernity. 

The SAI continued a practice of Indigenous people visiting Detroit for political reasons. Though, 

in modern Detroit, this was perhaps the first visit of Indigenous people coming to Detroit as a 

unified political organization!not to perform under the settler gaze for performances.  

They came, like Hunkpapa Lakota Sitting Bull, nearly forty years earlier, to join in 

promoting Indigenous sovereignty. They also deployed indigeneity to challenge settler 

imaginings of them as a romantic, dying race. Their performing of indigeneity was an overtly 

political act.  

Detroit as the SAI’s meeting place, presented a unique opportunity. The SAI was always 

careful in choosing the places where they held their annual meetings. Seeking to avoid the 
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potential stigma attached to holding a meeting on reservations, they held all of their meetings in 

off reservations where Indigenous communities could travel. They sought to extend the 

conversation of Indigenous rights in Detroit to a larger audience!a transnational indigenous 

audience!tapping into Detroit’s unique geographic location near First Nations communities in 

Canada. Their meeting in the Motor City, even for a few days, was one of their last opportunities 

to challenge settler imaginings as a political organization. But it is important to understand the 

SAI in the context of World War I. 

The United States entered World War I in April 1917. People of Color also supported the 

war effort. For instance, W.E.B. Du Bois, who had long challenged both U.S. racism at home 

and colonialism abroad, supported the war effort. “This is our country,” wrote Du Bois, “and if 

this is our country, then this is our war.”277 Du Bois believed that if Black Americans showed 

their support for the U.S. war effort, they would come back into a country more accepting of 

Black folks and give them their rights as citizens who had fought bravely for democracy. 

“Negroes,” wrote Du Bois, must “fight it with every ounce of blood and treasure.”278 In a similar 

vein, members of the SAI also supported the war effort. Though they believed supporting the 

war effort would offer them the first steps of U.S. democracy: citizenship.  

Yavapi-Apache Carlos Montezuma, a medical doctor, supported the idea of Indigenous 

people fighting in the War. He believed that fighting in the war should grant Indigenous people 

U.S. citizenship. “We Indians are ready to defend the country of our forefathers as we have been 
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doing for five hundred years against all odds,” said Montezuma.279 Montezuma placed the 

origins of American democracy right in the history of Indigenous resistance to U.S. colonization. 

For them to fight for the U.S. was also to fight and protect their Indigenous 

homelands!something, as Montezuma pointed out, they had done for centuries. Yet, he 

believed citizenship would be a conditional. “Drafting the Indians into the army is another wrong 

perpetrated upon the Indian,” said Montezuma, though it was a conditional, “without first 

bestowing his just title!the first American citizen.”280 Zitkala Sa, like Montezuma, shared 

similar beliefs.  

Following World War I, the Allied powers (Great Britain, France, Italy, United States), 

convened in Paris at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. Zitakala Sa remarked, “Paris, for the 

moment, has become the center of the world’s thought” and the “world is to be made better as a 

result of these stirring times,” remarked, Zitkala Sa.281  However, she also understood this 

“Wilsonian moment” to advocate for Indigenous citizenship.282 “There never was a time more 

opportune than now for American to enfranchise the Red Man.”283 Though she understood that 

other colonized people might be represented, she asked “Who shall represented [the Indigenous] 
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cause at the World’s Peace Conference?”284 Indigenous people understood that the end of the 

war could benefit them. However, by the time they came to Detroit, they had only a glimmer of 

hope in U.S. democracy. Still, they maintained their ideal belief in the foundations of U.S. 

democracy to include Indigenous people in modernity.   

 The Detroit newspapers documented the SAI’s convention. On Monday October 24, 1921 

several members of the SAI arrived in Detroit. “The continent’s foremost survivors of the 

ancient tribes,” read the column, “including prominent attorneys, physicians and churchmen,” 

would attend or be speakers.285 The attendance was low. Attendees included “Thomas Sloan, 

Carlos Montezuma, Sherman Coolidge, Thomas Bishop, and Reverend S.A. Bingham, a pastor 

of the Episcopal Church on Walpole Island. These people were all expected to give speeches at 

the convention. Even Reverend Red Fox attended, who invited President Harding. Harding 

declined, but wrote, “I want your organization to know of my strong and continuing interest in 

the Indians and in their full rights and immunities.”286 Although not well documented, another 

group who attended, coming over from Canada, was the League of Indians of Canada. Frederick 

Ogilvie Loft, a Mohawk from Six Nations of the Grand River Reserve and World War I veteran, 

founded The League of Indian of Canada in 1919 as a response the unfair treatment of First 

Nations communities following World War I.287 They shared similar desires to be enfranchises 

and gain the vote as well.   
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 The convention was held at the YMCA and began with a pipe smoking ceremony with 

Mayor James “Jim” Couzens. Couzens initially became famous in Detroit because of the 

enormous wealth he had gained due to an investment in Henry Ford’s Motor Company, where he 

also served as second in command. Couzens served as Detroit Mayor from 1919 to 1922, and 

would later serve as Republican Senator of Michigan for a fourteen-year period, following his 

resignation as Mayor. He was apparently one of the more well-regarded Mayors in the city’s 

history, advocating for a honestly run political machines. One of his claims to fame as mayor 

was gaining municipal ownership of the electric railway. Couzens was escatic to have the SAI 

hold their convention in the city.  

 Couzens welcomed his Indigenous guests warmly. “The citizens of Detroit, always on the 

alert for advanced ideas in sociology and the betterment of the citizens of the entire nations,” 

said Couzens; “We welcome you.”288 He noted that this was the first time that modern Detroit 

had officially “received a convention distinguished forefathers of the land.” Though the Mayor’s 

welcome was a nice symbolic gesture, the SAI did not avoid confronting the major issues of the 

day, including how Indigenous people were represented.  

 The first item on the SAI’s agenda was to challenge the portrayal of Indigenous people in 

the settler imagination. Unfortunately, their presence alone was not enough to challenge colonial 

depictions. For example, while the Detroit media documented the SAI’s convention, they also 

published a poem about the SAI’s convention, filled with stereotypes:  

 

The Indian, the Indian, 
 Convening in Detroit,  
 Sees with dismay the movie play 
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 His noble race exploit. 
  

The tommyhawk, the tommyhawk 
 No longer does he wield, 
 But doth assert he turns the dirt 
 And plows the fertile land 
 
 The whoop of war, the whoop of war 
 No more it sounds in dread, 
 But sweet refrains and jazzy strains 
 He uttereth instead 
 
 The Indian, the Indian, 
 He once was nature’s child, 
 But now he gets a grouch and frets 
 When someone calls him wild.289 
 

The poem, while acknowledging Indigenous people, mocked their attempts at challenging 

colonial imaginings. While Indigenous people fought against these stereotypes, the poem was 

also a reminder that no matter how hard they tried, the SAI could not totally disrupt ideas about 

them. Still, people like Carlos Montezuma tried.  

It would be interesting to know if Montezuma read that poem because his critiques 

suggest he migt have. Carlos Montezuma was most powerful in his stance. “The general public is 

indifferent as to Indians,” he said.290 He had no reason not to make this statement, given his 

extensive involvement in the “white world.” He continued,  

They are more versed in the blood-curdling stories they have read. They can tell you what 

they saw in the movies. An Indian took revenge upon a white man who did him wrong 
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many years before, or attacked some innocent people in a regular Fennimore Cooper 

stockade.291 

Montezuma understood that one of the most important ways to challenge settler imaginings was 

to try and offer a different picture of Indigenous people in popular culture. Challenging centuries 

old stereotypes about the wild “savage” would hopefully alter settler views!and the depiction of 

Indigenous men as wild and warmongering individuals. Montezuma continued, “We do not eat 

people. We have no tomahawk concealed under our coat. We do not hold a scalping knife 

between our teeth.”292 Montezuma spoke plainly about the ridiculous stereotypes about 

Indigenous people because he wanted them to be embraced as human beings, opening up an 

avenue where they could successfully move into modernity without the burden of pre-modern 

settler imaginings. In order to dispel these colonial myths circulating in the U.S., the SAI 

planned to run a national campaign and send pamphlets to both “Indians and friends.” 

Unfortunately, the campaign did not take off.293 While not able to change perceptions about 

Indigenous people in popular culture, the SAI maintained their desire to advocate for something 

that appealed to both their members and the League of Indians of Canada: an end to the colonial 

bureaucracy of settler state offices. Thomas Sloan spoke specifically about the Office of Indian 

Affairs’’ grip hold on Indigenous communities.  

Sloan, a longtime member of the SAI, gave an impassioned speech that challenged the 

Bureau of Indian Affair’s handicapping of Indigenous communities. “The Indian is under a 

double government that has developed every autocratic symptom present in Russia under the rule 
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of the Czar, he said.”294 The comparison between the Russia and the U.S. was an important 

rhetorical move by Sloan, for it internationalized the Indigenous cause in the U.S. Sloan’s 

rhetorical moved shifted swiftly into why he used it: to advocate for Indigenous citizenship. 

“There should be no reason why an Indian, whose land was taken in the first place by the white 

men who now thrive on it,” he said, “should not be granted the privileges of citizenship which 

are granted within five years to any foreigner who came to our shores.”295 Sloan’s words echo 

that of Charles Eastman’s opening address at the Minnesota meeting. He also used similar 

xenophobic language, using the recent immigrants as a foil to advocate for Indigenous 

citizenship. Sloan’s appeals to U.S. citizenship might have been useful for a number of reasons, 

perhaps most important to allow Indigenous people to make further grievances, whatever they 

may be, to the United States. He also made connections with giving Black Americans 

citizenship. Sloan argued that President Harding was “given as great an opportunity in 

establishing the Indians on the rightful basis of citizenship that in theirs, as Lincoln was given 

when he freed the slaves.”296 The connection to Black enslavement is intriguing, for it would 

appear that this is a comparison that might be avoided because Indigenous political realities 

seemed very separate from Blacks. Yet it made sense, according to Sloan, because “the plight of 

Indian is the same, for he is the slave of the Indian bureau.” Finally, Sloan emphatically stated 

that the “Indian reservations must be abolished and an equal citizenship must be established.”297  
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While Sloan made powerful remarks, Montezuma was still the leading voice for 

advocating for Indigenous citizenship. Speaking on Thursday afternoon in a slot designed for an 

Indigenous journalist William Madison, who was unable to attend, Montezuma stated, “We want 

to change our ways and keep up with the growth of the country.” Engaging in a discourse of 

modernity that was common, he continued, “If leather shoes are more practical than moccasins, 

let us make leather shoes. We want such privileges and a right to citizenship in our own 

country.” Montezuma, like much of his life, was caught between seeking to bring Indigenous 

people into modernity and finding solutions for Indigenous people and doing it through U.S. 

institutions.  

The rest of the convention was not well documented. Perhaps it had an impact on the rest 

of the city. History does reveal to us that members of the SAI became disillusioned with the idea 

of promoting citizenship for Indigenous people. Historian Hoxie argued, 

Few activists now imagined that extending U.S. citizenship to Indians would empower  

Native people. The implementation of the Dawes allotment law over the previous three 

decades had extended citizenship to more than half the American Indian population, but 

the recipients of this new status were so hampered by poverty and overawed by the power 

of their federal supervisors that their lives had changed very little.298  

Regardless, Dakota Charles Eastman would begin staying in the Motor City only a few years 

later. And Eastman, sharing this disillusionment with citizenship as a way forward, begin 

reflecting on his life’s work, hoping to still reign in the negative views of Indigenous people.  
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Ohiyesa in Waawayeyaattanong 

 Very little is known about Eastman’s life after 1928.299 However, there are shadows of 

evidence windows through which we can explore Eastman’s life in Detroit. As briefly noted 

earlier, Eastman resigned as president of the SAI in 1919, and did not attend the 1921 conference 

in Detroit. Regardless, the 1920s were a busy time for the now well known Eastman.  

 On August 28, 1921, Eastman became an Indian inspector for the Office of Indian 

Affairs. He served in this capacity for two years. Some of his assignments included meeting 

Great Britain Prime Minister Lloyd George. Eastman, along with a delegation of Cheyenne River 

Sioux, met him in Minneapolis on October 15. Apparently, it was Lloyd’s most memorable 

meeting.300  

Eastman also visited several reservations to inspect the conditions of them and how the 

people were doing. He visited at least seventeen in the West, as well as one in Minnesota and the 

Sault St. Marie reservation in Michigan. At Mackinac, Eastman investigated charges against the 

superintendent who the community believed had mistreated them in dealings with allotments and 

had allowed a lumber company to illegally enter the reservation. Eastman investigated for three 

weeks and found that the claims had no basis. The charges were dropped.301 Also in 1921, he 

separated form his longtime partner Elaine Goodale Eastman. They would never see one another 

again.302  
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By 1928, Eastman made Detroit his part time home. He lived with his son, Charles 

Eastman Jr. (also called Ohiyesa), his only son with Elaine Goodman. The elder Ohiyesa built a 

cabin on the western shore of Lake Huron near Sault St. Marie so that he could spend his 

summers on the lake. From 1928 until his death in 1939, Eastman split time between both places. 

It is difficult to surmise why Eastman may have split his time living in a cabin on the lake and in 

a burgeoning city. Perhaps a reflection of Eastman’s life in general, he seemed torn in the latter 

part of his life between continuing to educate the general public, offering them an “accurate” 

glimpse into past Indigenous life while also finding solace in living in nature. Indeed, as David 

Martinez writes, “when one looks at the details of Eastman’s work, a different picture begins to 

emerge, a complicated hybrid of both Dakota and American values bit with priority placed on the 

Dakota tradition.”303 Eastman’s time in Detroit, it seems, must be understood not in the 

dichotomy between savagism and civilization (wanting to preserve indigeneity versus 

assimilating); rather, it was about finding a way to illustrate Indigenous modernity in the Motor 

City. 

 During his time in Detroit, Eastman participated in the community. He had a membership 

at the Detroit Public Library. He also continued what he did best: lecturing to the local 

community. One such incident was documented in 1932.  

 The headline of the Detroit News read “Sitting Bull’s Follower who Won Paleface 

Wisdom: Raised to Hate Whites, Now is a Doctor Here.” Russell Gore, a writer for the Detroit 

News, wrote that Eastman had graduated from Dartmouth, Boston, and Columbia Universities. 

Gore wrote of Eastman’s journey from savagery to civilization. “Until he was 15 years old,” 

wrote Gore, “Dr. Eastman lived as a savage and did not even speak the language of the race he 
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had been trained to hate and despise.”304 This inflammatory rhetoric was useful for an audience 

who, even in the 1930s, remained fascinated with the idea of Indigenous resistance in their 

imagination!even as it was not a realistic means of change. Yet, Gore could then shift into how 

Eastman abandoned his “savage” past of hating the white world to becoming a part of it. Yet, 

Gore was more fascinated with illustrating how Eastman engaged with a group of adolescent 

white girls.  

 Indian Scout Talks (1914) was a book dedicated to the Boy Scouts of America and the 

Campfire Girls of America. The first chapter of the book is titled, “At Home with Nature,” 

encouraged young people to be one with nature. He juxtaposed the virtues of living within 

modernity (i.e., cities) and in nature (the Indian way). “In civilization there are many deaf ears 

and blind eyes,” wrote Eastman. Because the average boy in the town has been deprived of close 

contact and intimacy with nature, what he has learned from books he soon forgets, or is unable to 

apply. All learning is a dead language to him who gets it second hand.”305 In contrast, learning 

from the “Indian way” would allow young people to become better acquainted with nature and 

their selves. “It is necessary that you should live with nature, my boy friend, if only that you may 

verify to your own satisfaction your schoolroom lessons,” wrote Eastman.306 This passage was 

targeted to young men!in line with Eastman’s attempts at recovering Indigenous masculinity 

(an idealized version) by using it as an alternative to the belief in the general emasculation that 

white men believed they had lost during the Progressive Era. But Eastman went beyond telling 
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his young friends what the “Indian way” could contribute to their western education. He believed 

that young people could contribute something to humanity. “Further than this, you may be able 

correct some error, or even learn something that will be a real contribution to the sum of human 

knowledge.”307 While the majority of Indian Scout Talks was reserved for young men, he did 

leave some points of advice for the young women of the Campfire Girls.  

 On July 17, 1932, Eastman spent time at Camp Ohae speaking with nearly a dozen young 

white women. The young women, dressed in Plains Indian costume, sat eagerly at each side of 

Eastman, holding onto his every words as he told them stories about Indigenous life of the past. 

The Campfire girls lived in wigwaams, answered to “Indian names,” and lived under “tribal 

organization.”308 Eastman spent a significant time explaining Indigenous peoples’ connection to 

nature. “Man is a part of nature,” he said. He springs from Mother Earth and belongs to her. The 

Indian realized therefore that he must attune himself to nature, study nature’s laws and obey 

them.” While appealing to their desire to understand Indigenous people as inherently part of 

nature, he dropped in another comment that suggests something different: when he grows up, 

though winds may bend him, when the winds cease he will spring back, straight and tall.” The 

words here suggest that Eastman was in fact not speaking about nature per se; he explained how 

Indigenous people learned strong character and virtue by simply looking at nature. In this sense, 

Eastman was explaining a metaphor for building character.  

 Eastman also challenged the inherent belief in the virtues of American life: the Christian 

Protestant ethic and spirit of capitalism, or the tie between religion and success in a capitalist 

economy. “This Jesus you tell me must have been an Indian,” proclaimed Eastman, for “he was 
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opposed to material acquirement and to great possessions.”309 He continued, arguing that white 

civilization was not based upon these principles, but, like his speech in Minneapolis, rooted in 

Indigenous epistemologies, 

[Jesus] was inclined to peace. He was impractical as any Indian and set no price upon his 

labor of love. These are not the principals upon which the white man founded his 

civilization. It is strange that we could not rise to these simple principles that were 

commonly observed among our people. We owned nothing. Food was free, land free as 

sunshine or rain. Who has changed all this? The white man. And yet he says he is a 

believer of God! He does not seem to inherit any of the traits of his father, nor does he 

follow the example set by his brother Christ.310 

Eastman found it “strange that [whites] could not rise to these simple principles that were 

commonly observed among our people.”311 Again, though speaking with a group of young 

women, Eastman spoke very candidly about the inadequacies of white civilization, which was 

also tied to masculinity. The virtues of Indigenous people!Eastman using Jesus as the 

medium!represented the ideals professed in a white masculine society, but something that that 

society could not live up to. Eastman ended his commentary by stating, “While I have learned 

much from civilization, I have never lost my Indian sense of right and justice.”312 Eastman’s 

sense of justice, it appears, was avoiding capitalist accumulation of wealth and the basic virtues 

of Indigenous people and Indigenous manhood: compassion and love for humanity while 
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avoiding self-aggrandizement. The newspaper did not document the girls’ reaction to Eastman’s 

criticism of Christianity and civilization.  

 Though Eastman was critical of western civilization, he was not immune to the ways in 

which settlers continued to portray Indigenous people. On April 15, 1937, Eastman was the 

subject of a Detroit News article with the headline “Indian Chief to Dance.” The newspaper 

article utilized familiar discourses of the day to authenticate Eastman’s indigeneity for the white 

audience. “Dr. Charles Eastman…a full-blooded chief of the Sioux Indians, whose name is 

Ohiyesa, will perform an authentic Indian war dance and other Sioux rituals at the annual camp 

Ohiyesa reunion at the North Branch YMCA Friday night.”313 Apparently, 200 young men were 

attending the camp.  

 Though there is little information about what Eastman may have actually did at that 

meeting, the usefulness of understanding the space of the YMCA!both the building and as a 

cite of performance!should not be ignored. At the turn of the century, as landscape scholar 

Paula Lupkin argues, the YMCA was not simply a place where masculinity was shaped; the 

buildings were also an important component of modernity. “The YMCA building, with its leisure 

spaces, dormitory rooms, and educational facilities” writes Lupkin, “was a key element of a 

complex, spatially segmented system of class, race, ethnicity, age, and gender identity that 

helped define and maintain a culture of corporate capitalism.”314 The YMCA in the case of 

Eastman, was temporarily not just used to maintain “corporate capitalism” but it was also used to 

collapse for young (white) men their perceived understanding of Indigenous masculinity in order 

to find a path to better white masculinity. Indeed, Lupkin further argues that even the 
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“conception, design, construction, and reception of a YMCA building were important processes 

in the development of a new physical and social order for modernity.”315 The YMCA was a 

space!temporally!to use indigeneity to construct a sense of self for young men. And Eastman 

was the medium!a willing medium!through which white masculine fantasies of indigeneity 

were performed and imagined. Only a few years later, the Detroit newspapers would tell the 

Motor City about Eastman’s time performance of indigeneity in the city!again, at a YMCA.316  

 On December 31, 1939, Jackson D. Haag, a writer for the Detroit News, wrote about 

Eastman’s visit to a local YMCA. The article was headlined, “Chief Ohiyesa Visits Detroit: 

Sioux Leader a Doctor, his Son a Detroiter; Indian Race Changing.”317  Haag wrote of the 

demise of Indigenous culture and people. “The distinctive full blood American Indian will,” 

wrote Haag, “in a comparatively few years be a rarity.”318 Apparently Haag had missed this 

familiar rhetoric which had been around and recycled for years. Continuing the eugenics rhetoric 

of the day the author wrote, “The one reason for [the disappearance of Indians] lies in the fact 

that intermarriage with those of other races is producing a type of marked distinction,” wrote 

Haag. Though the author did not clearly define what “races” he was referring to, it is more than 

likely the white race from western Europe. He continued, that distinction was “particularly 
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strong in individual characteristics in which great physical strength is combined with mental 

alertness.”319 The masculine language used here, combining physical statues and smarts, were 

something that white men were trying to achieve at the time!something Eastman apparently 

had and advocated for. However, Haag could only imagine Indigenous men with familiar 

narratives of savagism.  

 Eastman in his old age understood that times had changed, and perhaps is lifelong dream 

of maintaining Indigenous customs may not work out the way he had imaged in his youth. While 

“Indian lore, traditions, handicraft” were “passing,” Eastman could discuss how Indigenous 

people during that day were able to perform tasks such as farming which were key to 

understanding modern (white) masculinity. “Some of the best Western farmers and cattleman are 

Indians,” wrote Eastman. And Indigenous people were not an exceptional case in drinking: 

“some drink” and “some are lazy,” but “show me a race that doesn’t produce such [people].” He 

also made it known that he had always participated in modern masculinity projects including 

being an active member of the Detroit YMCA and the Boy Scouts of America. Unfortunately, 

this would be Eastman’s last time public comments. Only seven days later, the snare of death 

would grab Eastman’s heart; he suffered a heart attack.  

 On January 7, 1939, Eastman entered Grace Hospital after suffering cardiac arrest. He 

became comatose; he died a day later at the age of eighty-years-old. The Detroit News wrote a 

long obituary about him. “Dr. Charles A. Eastman, a noted Indian lecturer, and under his Sioux 

name of Chief Ohiyesa, internationally writer on Indian life and customs,” read the article,” 
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“died” Sunday afternoon in Grace Hospital after a brief illness. He was 80 years old.”320 The 

article aptly pointed out that Eastman was “One of the best educated men of his race” and “spent 

much of his life in the advancement of his people.”321  

In spite of Eastman’s life-long attempt to portray Indigenous people of both past and 

present in a complex fashion, bordering on playing to their imaginings of what indigeneity meant 

and challenging settler stereotypes, in his death, Eastman could not completely change the 

cultural hegemony of settler imaginings. Though Eastman “played Indian,” he also tried to shape 

how indigeneity would be deployed and understood by mainstream society. But the currents of 

settler colonialism were too strong, and even a person so gifted and dedicated to challenging 

settler colonialism could not fully halt the tide. Though Eastman was unable to shake the settler 

version of indigeneity, Indigenous people of a new generation would more carefully engage in 

political activism and challenge the power of settler colonialism in the Motor City!asserting 

their right to engage with and perhaps even pass modernity. Services were held for him at 

William R. Hamilton Co. Chapel. He was buried in an unmarked grave at Evergreen Cemetery. 

His body was later laid to rest in Sioux Falls, South Dakota during the 1960s.  

 The SAI’s meeting and Eastman’s residency in the Motor City were the beginnings of a 

renewed sense of political activism that would take place in postwar Detroit. And it was 

Indigenous women who often led the charge in not only trying to embrace Indigenous modernity 

and gain respect for Indigenous people, but demanded that their communities would be 

empowered, by any means necessary. These women created new meanings of indigeneity in a 

city still predicated on Indigenous erasure and colonialism. Unlike the political activities done by 
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Indigenous groups such as the SAI and individual people such as Charles Eastman, largely 

dominated by men, Indigenous women, through organization, created cultural and educational 

institutions to not only challenge settler imaginings and colonialism, but to finally usher 

Indigenous people into modernity on their own terms by redefining indigeneity.  

 

The Formation of Indigenous Political Culture in Detroit  

Just a few years before Eastman’s death, Detroit’s Indigenous population began to 

organize themselves through social clubs. For example, The Detroit News documented the 

emergence of an Indigenous organization in January of 1937. It was called the Indian Fireside 

Council of Detroit, which appeared to be a social club with only a few members, lasting from 

1935-1937.322 While there is little information on the purpose of the organization, it is likely that 

they formed as recreational clubs to build social relationships outside of the bar scene.323 Only 

three years later, Indigenous people formed the North American Indian Club (by 1966, they 

changed their name to the North American Indian Association). The purpose of the NAIC was, 

as written in the Constitution was:  

To establish a meeting place for the Indian people in and around Detroit and Canada; to 

extend our hospitality to visiting Indians of the United States and Canada; to promote 

better relations…and extent the International courtesy to Canadian Indians, which our 
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forefathers knew no boundaries. We shall make every effort to elevate the environment of 

our people, and lay a cornerstone of lasting fellowship.324 

The NAIC consisted of members from Canada and the U.S.!largely a function of Detroit’s 

geographic location. Yet this was not a community without conflict. Many historical tensions 

remained, including: between First Nations and U.S. Indigenous people, between Michigan 

lndigenous people and those from other parts of the U.S., full-bloods and mixed-bloods, those 

with “good” jobs and “bad” jobs, and those with varying educational levels. Ralph West, a Creek 

Indian who came to Detroit in 1939 to study law. He believed that there was no racial 

discrimination in Detroit, which would hinder the progress of Indigenous people. “On the whole, 

the Indian on coming to live in Detroit has improved his economic status,” wrote West, “but,” he 

continued, “he has not improved himself socially because of the persistence of his “Indian” 

attitudes an behavior, basic to which is a sense of inferiority generated by reservation living.”325 

There were elite Indigenous people who looked down upon the lower class with less education, 

essentially blaming them for the dilapidated conditions in which they might have found 

themselves or for them drinking alcohol!a common narrative of Indigenous people in Detroit.   

On September 19, 1940, about 25 Native Americans attended the first meeting of the 

North American Indian Club at the Central Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) of 

Metropolitan Detroit, at Witherell and Montcalm. The club’s main purpose was to create an 

intertribal club and meeting space for Native peoples in the city. By 1943, there were 175 paid 

members. They met every first and second Sunday. Each meeting began with a meal, followed 

by business, and then entertainment. It was to be a cultural hub, a space where Indigenous 
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peoples could meet outside of the bars. While conditions in the Motor City were challenging for 

Indians, conditions on Michigan’s reservations were no better. This is the longest lasting 

Indigenous organization in Detroit.326 While it is not known what they did during the period, it 

was documented that they were engaged in conversations regarding relocation!in Detroit.  

 If postwar America was a place of great change, so, too, was that for Indigenous people. 

And perhaps the most important issue was the termination and relocation policies.327 Those 

policies included: the House Concurrent Resolution 108 (June 1953), which sought to withdraw 

U.S. support guaranteed to various Native Americans; and Public Law 280 (1953), which 

allowed state governments control over Native tribes in Minnesota, California, Wisconsin, 

Nebraska, Oregon, and Alaska. Lastly, the Relocation Act of 1956 provided federal funding to 

reservation tribal members who “actively” sought employment away from their respective 

reservations.328 Conversations between the BIA and the NAIC occurred with respect to 

relocation.  

There is not a lot of documentation about what exactly the NAIC did during the 1940s 

and 1950s, but surely they had enough things to deal with, especially engaging in conversations 

regarding making Detroit a possible site for relocation. Initially, around 1956, the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs tried to persuade members of Detroit’s NAIC to support termination and 
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relocation. While a few of the Saginaw Chippewa supported termination (largely because they 

believed that they would be able to own the deed to their land), the majority opposed it, as they 

were very aware of what could happen to them.329 The BIA also tried to persuade Indians of 

Detroit to accept termination through conversations with the NAIC between 1956-1957. In 

addition, there was a proposed bill to be passed by Congress to terminate U.S. services to 

Michigan Indian communities.  

They began this conversation, though, not with Indian community input. Instead, they 

tried to persuade leadership with a drafted piece of legislation, which they thought Michigan 

Indian communities would appreciate. Titled, “A Bill,” this legislated act was designed to 

“provide for the termination of Federal supervision over the property of Indian tribes, bands, and 

groups, and individual Indians in Michigan, and for other purposes.”330 The proposed bill was 

designed to terminate federal supervision over trust and restricted Indian tribal properties, over 

groups and individual Indians, federally owned property held in trust for Indians, and for the 

termination of Federal services to Indians because they are, in fact, Indians. In twenty sections, 

the bill planned to terminate Michigan’s tribal communities by allowing for individual tribal 

members to sell land. A key component of this proposed legislation was to quickly restrict on 

who could become Indian. The bill would be able to finalize the rolls of Michigan tribal 

communities. In section three of the bill, each tribe would have sixth months to prepare and 

submit a proposed roll of members, which would be published in the federal register. If the tribal 

failed to submit such a roll, the Secretary would be able to create a roll and publish it in the 

Federal registry. If a supposed tribal member who was left off of a roll wanted to dispute it, they 
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would be able, accept they had only ninety-days to do such a thing. They Secretary would be 

able to determine if the said person had a case or not. The secretary’s decision would be final and 

conclusive.  

A report authored by Hatfield Chilan, Under Secretary of the Interior, further supported 

this legislation in Michigan. It was fundamentally based upon the belief in Indian integration into 

the U.S. political and economic system. He reasoned that people were misunderstanding Indian 

relationship to local, state, and national government. After arguing that all Indians born in the 

U.S. were citizens of the U.S. and the state in which they resided, he also argued that Native 

peoples did not have a unique perspective as citizens living within the nation-state. “They have 

the same right to local-self-government, however means self-government, within the framework 

of our Federal and State constitutional systems!not outside of them.” Indigenous peoples 

“consent in the same manner that other citizens consent to be governed by their elected Federal, 

State, county and municipal officials.” He acknowledged tribal governments, accept that they 

were around only because Congress “allowed” them to operate because of expediency, when 

“Indians were not recognized a citizens or ready for assimilation into our legal system.” In 

criticizing the idea of self-determination, Chilan wrote, “that principle has no application to any 

minority group of United States citizens. No minority ethnic group has the right to determine that 

it shall not be subject to our Federal-State constitution.”331 Of course he did not mention that the 

concepts of self-government and self-determination were quite different for tribal communities. 

Nevertheless, relocation did not come to Michigan.  

 Indeed the plans for tribal termination and relocation fizzled out quickly, for at least two 

reasons. The NAIC, who at first supported relocation, saw the devastation it caused Indian 
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communities and individuals in other states, including the Menominees, and took away their 

support. As a result, the BIA lost interest and no longer pursued relocation and termination. The 

second reason is that Michigan’s Indian reservations size and populations were small compared 

to areas in the Southwest. As a result, the BIA simply lost interest.332  

 

Conclusion 

Charles Eastman’s time in Detroit and the Society of American Indian’s meeting 

represented the shift from old aspects of indigeneity. Although attempting to create new 

definitions of indigeneity, they were hindered by their attempts to engage with a political climate 

in its actual existence!not necessarily those of an older time. They were not pre-modern; they 

just did not take full grasp of what it meant to be Indigenous in early twentieth century Detroit. 

 The North American Indian Club’s formation was the beginning of the Indigenous 

community’s renewed and sustained attempt at political organizing. More than this, it was the 

first time they really began to assert themselves as modern Indigenous subjects who could move 

beyond nineteenth century notions of indigeneity, and instead engage with a political climate 

that, although rendering them invisible, was ripe for being challenged. And it was Indigenous 

women who were on the forefront of creating new meanings of indigeneity in the postwar period.  
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Chapter 4: Indigenous Women in Defense of Community and Nation: Gender, Race, and 
Political Culture in Postwar Detroit 

 
Three years before the Detroit race rebellion, the most costly and destructive in United 

States history, Indigenous women such as Hannah Aikens were on the forefront in advocating for 

the rights of Indigenous people in Detroit. On august 19, 1964, Aikens, a Delaware Indians, 

wrote to Lewis Beeson, executive, secretary of the Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs. She 

wrote in response to a request that she speak to an upcoming meeting on “urban Indians.” In the 

letter, Aikens wrote that she regretted that she would be unable to make it to L’Anse, Michigan 

for a meeting later that month. She had just experienced a terrible car accident, in which a young 

family member broke their collarbone. In addition, she did not have the funds to make the long 

drive from Detroit to the Upper Peninsula.  

 Although unable to attend the meeting, she made recommendations for what the group 

could discuss. For example, she hoped that they would confer about the ‘preservation of Indian 

culture,” which, among other things, involved preserving Native languages. Aikens was fluent in 

her own Delaware language, believing her linguistic knowledge helped her maintain her identity. 

She believed that there “should be classes on Chippewa” language. She wanted to learn 

Anishinaabemowin in order to communicate with Anishinaabe Detroiters. More important, she 

wanted Detroit’s Indigenous children to learn the language. She advocated for Indigenous 

people’s right to their own language in the future because she understood how boarding schools 

sought to strip Indigenous children of their language. “In the past, the use of Indian language was 

forbidden an students were punished severely if they were caught using it,” wrote Aikens. She 
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continued, “I know this condition existed at Mt. Pleasant Indian Boarding School as well as other 

such schools throughout the nation.”333  

 Aikens’ understanding of history, and the connection between culture, language, and 

power was typical of her time. Echoing decolonization theorist Frantz Fanon, Aikens knew that 

to speak a language is to assume also a culture and to bear the weight of that community.”334 

With the rise of Indigenous rights movements in the postwar era, sparked by meetings such as 

the gathering in Chicago that led to the founding of the National Indian Youth Council, as well 

as the direct action fish-in movements in the Northwest, Indigenous people began to assert 

themselves more directly during a moment when other groups such as Black Americans were 

leading their own assault against white supremacy.335 However, a host of scholarship has focused 

on the role of Indigenous men as the major players on the stage of Indigenous social change.  

More than simply being a part of the larger Indigenous rights movement of the time, 

women such Aikens present for us a window of opportunity to analyze the role of Indigenous 

women in preserving Indigenous culture in postwar Detroit. Though her letter is from 1964, her 
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commitment to social justice on behalf of Indigenous children in Detroit and throughout 

Michigan foreshadows the major role of Indigenous women in shaping political culture in the 

postwar era. They managed to care for not only their own families but also Detroit’s entire 

Indigenous community.  

This chapter analyzes the intersecting concepts of Indigenous feminism, racialization, and 

indigeneity in the postwar period. This chapter makes two major arguments. First, it was 

Indigenous women who were the major architects of political change in Detroit. Second, through 

the creation of cultural and educational institutions, Indigenous women created new definitions 

of what it meant to be Indigenous in late 20th century Detroit, thus challenging longstanding 

beliefs of Indigenous disappearance.  

The women in postwar Detroit were urban Indigenous feminists. This brand of feminism 

is historically situated, geographically specific, and trans-generational. To understand and accept 

an urban Indigenous feminist is to also locate these women’s experiences in a particular time and 

place, and recognize how they actually lived!not how we might image them to have lived. In 

my understanding, we must understand both how the urban place shaped Indigenous women’s 

activism and political consciousness as well as how they came to shape urban political culture. 

I have organized this chapter in three ways. First I analyze the political climate in both 

Detroit and nationally that gave rise to the work of Indigenous women. Second, I explore how, 

through culture, education, and concern for the family, women like my great-grandmother, 

Esther Shawboose Mays, were the major architects of change in the post-rebellion era.  I also 

analyze, through an interviewee, Sandra, who grew up in Detroit as a teenager, experienced race 

in a city predicated on a blackness and whiteness.  
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Political Culture in Postwar Detroit 

Postwar cities (and their surrounding suburbs) were deeply entrenched in rapid change in 

political economy and the construction of housing.336 Postwar cities were the product of the New 

Deal liberalism. Following World War II, the government “was riddled with ambiguities and 

contradictions that left room for opposing interpretations of what constituted proper government 

action.”337 For example, the new welfare policies in the postwar era, such as the GI Bill, largely 

served as an affirmative action policy for white Americans.338 Similar events were occurring in 

the Motor City. Detroit’s population changed, so, too, did its political climate. 1950s Detroit was 

a place embedded in contradiction. Built for a population of nearly 2 million people, there were a 

variety of white ethnic communities living in the city. One could become solidly middle class 

with a union protected job in the factories of Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors. One could 

walk down the streets and hear the beautiful sounds of Barry Gordy’s Motown musical empire 

blaring throughout the city. This was not a perfect city. Black folks were still barred from living 

in certain areas, caused by redlining policies that zoned certain neighborhoods as distinctly Black 

or White.  

For example, Thomas Sugrue’s The Origins of the Urban Crisis (1996) explains the 

development of racial inequality in postwar Detroit. According to Sugrue, Detroit, deeply 

affected greatly by New Deal liberalism, presents a unique opportunity to understand the state of 
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the city. On the one hand, “African Americans forcefully asserted their rights to equal 

opportunity in employment and housing.” On the other hand, “they faced opposition from 

working-and middle-class whites… who expected the state to protect the privileges associated 

with property ownership and race.”339 Sugrue also points out that, since the 1950s, Black 

Detroiters had been very active in asserting their rights in a city still polarized by Black-White 

politics and in a climate where white civic and home associations explicitly barred Blacks from 

living in certain neighborhoods. Groups like the NCAAP and more militant organizations, since 

the 1940s, had fought against employment and housing discrimination.340 While Black Detroit 

changed drastically in the postwar period, especially gaining more political power, they could 

not necessarily fend off the devastating impacts of major changes in the national (also impacted 

by global trends) and local economy. The city’s local economy changed permanently since the 

1950s. According to Sugure, the city suffered four major recessions between 1949 and 1960. The 

auto industry suffered as well, but that was not new. What was new was “that the auto 

manufacturers and suppliers permanently reduced their Detroit-area work forces, closed plants, 

and relocated to other parts of the country.”341 Indeed, between 1947 and 1963, “Detroit lost 

134,000 jobs, while its population of working aged men and women actually increased.”342 

However, perhaps the most significant political event that occurred in Detroit was the Detroit 

Race Rebellion of 1967.  
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On July 22, 1967, at 3:45 AM, Detroit police officers raided five “blind pigs” (after hour 

drinking places). Black folks had gathered there to celebrate the homecoming of two servicemen 

from Vietnam. After many people were arrested, people began to surround the place. Tempers 

escalated. Thousands of people ended up in the streets. Looting and the destruction of buildings 

ensued after Black folks found out a young Black man was killed by the police. The aftermath 

was the most devastating. Forty-three persons were killed, and thirty-three were Black, ten white. 

The police and the National Guard caused the majority of the deaths. Following the rebellion, the 

city’s assessor’s office estimated that nearly 22 million dollars in property damage had occurred. 

The city was never the same. But the changes in post-rebellion Detroit can be blamed neither on 

the rebellion nor on the election of Coleman A. Young in 1973. As Sugure points out, “By the 

time Young was inaugurated, the forces of economic decay and racial animosity were far too 

powerful for a single elected official to stem.”343 Thus, as Detroit was changing, whites leaving 

the city and more Blacks moving in, Black Detroit was a place of great hope and struggle. And 

Native people, many always there, and the continuing presence of indigeneity, were an invisible 

community within the larger arena of Black-White political struggles.  

Following the racial rebellions that occurred across urban America, President Lyndon 

Johnson proposed a study that would understand the root cause of them. Chaired by the Illinois 

Governor Otto Kerner, in 1968, the committee produced what is now called the Kerner 

Commission Report (1968). After interviewing witnesses, assessing property damages, the 

committee concluded ambiguously what the root causes of racial rebellions were: “What white 

Americans have never fully understood!but what the Negro can never forget!is that white 

society is deeply implicated in the ghetto. White institutions created it, white institutions 
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maintain it, and white society condones it.”344 This statement is unclear, perhaps alluding to the 

invisibility of whiteness!both in exploitation and now knowing whom to blame for their 

condition!within Black spaces. If Black Americans were able to bring attention the poverty and 

structural violence in which they lived, which sociologist Kenneth Clark called a dark ghetto, 

then Indigenous people continued to be invisible.345 Though Judy Mays, a Saginaw Chippewa, 

recalled, It started getting scary after two to three days; they started getting the [military]. We 

started seeing army trucks going down the streets in fully army gear.”346  
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Figure 10. Beatrice A. Bigony, "Native Americans in Detroit," in Immigrants and Migrants: The Detroit Ethnic 
Experience, Ethnic Studies Reader (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1974), 345-366. 

Despite the difficulties, anthropologists and community members’ were able to document 

the conditions of Detroit’s Indigenous community. The Native population lived throughout 

Detroit, though they were concentrated in five areas: the Dodge, Mt. Elliot, Michigan, and 

Chadsey subcommunities (each with 101-200 Indigenous residents), the Cadillac subcommittee 

(201-300 residents), and the University subcommunities (also known as the Cass Corridor, with 

more than 300 residents). Beatrice Bigony, an anthropologist who spent three years living among 

Detroit’s Indigenous community, described Cass Corridor area in the following way:  

Contains a transient, largely non-working population in the area immediately adjacent to 

the downtown business district. As one moves northward, away from downtown, one 
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finds a mosaic of people (whites, blacks, Orientals, Native Americans, and East Indians). 

Some of these people are employed fulltime, some part-time, some irregularly, and some 

not at all. There is some light industry in the neighborhood but most of the neighborhood 

people who work are employed outside the subcommunity. The Wayne State University 

community is in the northern section of this community, with students filling most of the 

housing north of Canfield and east of the Lodge Freeway. The Third Avenue skid row 

lies within this subcommunity as does the low income Jeffries Housing Project. The area 

immediately west of the Lodge Freeway contained in the subcommunity is a 

predominantly black residential neighborhood.347 

Historian Edmund J. Danziger wrote that this was the one place where Indigenous people 

lived and spent numerous hours at the “Indian bars.” He remarked that the point of entry for most 

Indigenous people coming to Detroit for the first time was the corner of Michigan and Third 

Avenues. “Even if they had city relatives and friends,” wrote Danziger, “they congregated there 

in the bars, on street corners, in second-floor apartments above shops!just to socialize or to get 

useful leads on job and housing.”348 Though it is difficult to get precise numbers, the largest 

numbers of Indigenous nations living within the Detroit area were: the Anishinaabe, Cherokee, 
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Haudenosaunee, and Dakota and Lakota.349 According to the U.S. census, there were about 2,000 

people of Indigenous ancestry living in Detroit in 1950.350 

The emergence of Indigenous political culture in postwar Detroit is not divorced from the 

larger and rapidly changing political climate across postwar America and throughout Indian 

Country. Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated in April 4, 1968!sparking riots in Black 

communities throughout the country; Robert F. Kennedy, former attorney general, presidential 

candidate, and young brother of John F. Kennedy, was assassinated just two months later in 

June. Indigenous activism, though long ongoing, began to challenge decades long attempts to 

picture them as relics of the past. Even the U.S. government noticed, including President Richard 

Nixon.  

On July 8, 1970, Nixon gave his “Special Message to Congress on Indian Affairs” to the 

public. President Nixon’s message was simple: give Indigenous people control over their lives 

and reverse the decades long policy of the government trying to assimilate Indigenous people 

into mainstream America. “The first and most basic question that must be answered with respect 

to policy concerns the historic and legal relationship between the Federal Government and Indian 

communities,” said Nixon.351 Federal policy had operated on two extremes, according to Nixon: 

Federal paternalism and termination. First, to assimilate Indigenous people into white society by 

dictating their every move and not allowing them control over the lives. The second extreme was 
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to sever the relationship all together between the Federal government and Indigenous 

communities. None of these extremes had worked. Instead, Nixon asked Congress to usher in the 

era of Indigenous self-determination: “Self determination among the Indian people can and must 

be encouraged without the threat of eventual termination,” said Nixon.352 He continued, 

We must assure the Indian that he can assume control of his own life without 

being separated involuntarily from the tribal group. And we must make it clear 

that Indians can become independent of Federal control without being cut off 

from Federal concern and Federal support.353  

Indigenous Invisibility  

As mentioned in previous chapters, despite the Detroit Indigenous community’s activism, 

they remained invisible. Such a small population, though, had trouble making their concerns 

known. Louis Cook, a writer for the Detroit Free Press wrote an article for the North American 

Indian Association Newsletter titled, “Detroit’s Forgotten People!American Indians.” Written 

in a morbid tone, the article offers a few social demographics on Detroit’s Native Americans, but 

mostly of the city’s invisible Indigenous population. “Being a stranger in one’s own land is hard 

to bear, Detroiters have found black power, brown power, and even a little yellow power, but the 

city’s American Indians are still looking for red power.”354 To what extent “yellow power” and 

“brown power” was known throughout the city in the mid-1970s is debatable, but there is no 

doubt that Black Power was the dominant discourse and the most visible, coupled by the race 
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rebellion in 1967. A Black Panther Party chapter also formed in Detroit in 1968.355 Besides the 

racial rebellion, the most important event in postwar Detroit was easily the election of the city’s 

first Black mayor: Coleman A. Young in 1974. The election of Young created great change for 

Detroit. He placed more Black officers in the police department. He also dismantled the racist 

police unit STRESS (Stop the Robberies, Enjoy Safe Streets) that was known among the Black 

community as a murdering squad. Founded in 1971, STRESS quickly earned its reputation, 

killing citizens (mostly Black) at 7.17 per 1000 officers, the highest in the country.356 Young also 

worked with corporate elites to bring jobs to Detroit, with mixed results.357  

Still, we might suggest that the election of Young was the first time in which Black folks 

became the new “indigenous” community. While Black activism was a strong part of Detroit’s 

history, Young’s election made Detroit a Black city!in political power and, only a few years 

later, a majority Black space. Indeed, as early as 1970, Detroit’s total population was 1,511,482, 

and the Black population was 660,428!representing nearly 45% of the total population.358 The 

creation of a Black Detroit was rooted not only in the contested terrains of a Black-White 

political, social, and economic environment, but deeply embedded within the tensions of 

indigeneity, that which was caught between settlers (whites) and Indigenous people. Thus, to be 
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Black in Detroit, or rather to have a Black Detroit, suggests also that the shifting nature of 

indigeneity was no longer in the hands of white Detroit, but now, perhaps paradoxically, within 

the hands of Black Detroit, an oppressed group, but one who had long waged war within Detroit 

city politics.359  

For example, in James and Grace Lee Boggs’ important essay, “The City is the Black 

Man’s Land,” we see how Black activists and those concerned with how Blacks were treated in 

cities deploy Detroit for their particular interests. More than this, they represent what we might 

call Black Indigeneity.360 James Boggs, a Black American revolutionary and theoretician who 

worked in the factories of Detroit and Grace Lee Boggs, also a theoretician and revolutionary 

(still working in the Detroit community this day!) were instrumental in radical activism in 

Detroit. Although they were committed to radical social change, they used the history of 

Indigenous people to erase Indigenous concerns. In this important essay, Boggs explains the 

material conditions that exist for the Black community to take over politics in cities. Cities, 

argues Boggs, are the central location through which the revolution must occur. They outlined a 
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radical Black political thought for giving the Black community power in cities, especially 

Detroit:  

America has already become the dangerous society. The nation’s major cities are  

becoming police states. There are only two roads open to it. Either wholesale 

extermination of the black population through mass massacres or forced mass migrations 

onto reservations as with the Indians…. Or self-government of the major cities by the 

black majority, mobilized behind leaders and organizations of its own creation and 

prepared to reorganize the structure of city government and city life from top to 

bottom.361 

On the surface, this presentation is a radical, manifesto of Black political takeover in cities. Yet, 

his use of indigeneity renders Indigenous experiences and histories in cities, invisible. Thus, 

Black folks, too, used indigeneity, in this case, the history of Indigenous oppression, for their 

own political gain, which had the consequence of erasing an actual Indigenous presence in cities.  

Thus, within the political environment of Black electoral and radical politics, Indigenous people 

were made invisible. Though Mayor Young, a product of Black Power politics, championed 

Black causes, apparently Indigenous peoples were rendered invisible.  

“Detroit’s Indians have been attempting for months to gain an audience with Mayor 

Young,” wrote Cook.362  However, they had no luck, because “the city administration is more 

interested in people who vote, and the Indians do not, for the most part.”363 This comment 
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gestures toward the unique status of Indigenous Peoples in the U.S., both as sovereign peoples 

and U.S. citizens. Cook also pointed out the challenges that Detroit’s Indigenous community 

faced, not only of invisibility, but poor housing and little opportunities for education. Cook 

ended his article on a gloomy note: “When an urban Indian dies the cause is usually put down as 

a heart attack because it’s too much trouble to figure out what really happened.”364 In other 

words, the only thing a coroner knew was that an Indian had died and it was probably due to 

alcoholism, but no one cared enough to figure that out. Similarly, Danziger wrote, “by 1970 

[Indigenous people] were a minority of minorities in the Motor City.”365 If the general 

Indigenous population suffered invisibility, none suffered more than the youth.  

In spite of the Indigenous community’s supposed invisibility, they were very active, and 

were well aware of the larger, national activism happening throughout Indian Country. During 

the Red Power Movement, Indigenous people throughout the U.S. began to challenge how they 

were treated on and off the reservation. Perhaps most notably, the Dennis Banks and Clyde 

Bellecourt, joined by Russell Means a year later, joined together the American Indian Movement 

in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1968.366 One of the underappreciated components of AIM’s 

activism was the creation of The Heart of the Earth Survival School in 1971.  
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Education for the Future of the Indigenous Community 

Since the 1950s, Detroit’s Indigenous community was concerned with the future of 

Indigenous Detroiters because their youth were dropping out of high school.367 In the Michigan 

Commission of Indian Affairs’ 1971 survey conducted in 383 Native American households, it 

was found that of all the children who dropped out of high school, over half did not reach the 9th 

grade. The report attributed the high drop out rate and generally lack of achievement to a 

combination of factors, including low educational achievement among adults, poverty, and 

inadequate housing and health problems.368 Indigenous youth high school dropout rates persisted 

until the 1970s. In Detroit, they dropped out for at least four reasons.  

First, many were called names and teased because of their Indigenous heritage. Second, 

young women in particular were ostracized because they typically date men outside of their race. 

Third, they cited the school’s curriculum as being whitewashed!something that did not 

represent their experience as Native people. Fourth, they felt a general feeling of isolation from 

the rest of the school children. Finally, students were bored with the material in which they had 

to learn from. Some parents believed that their children were being pushed into vocational 

programs only with little to no opportunities to learn other information.369 Some teachers held 

problematic views of Indigenous people. Though education was a local issue, it gained national 

attention in the late 1960s.  
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On January 30, 1969, Senator Edward Kennedy wrote a memorandum to the 

subcommittee on Indian education, asking for an extension to continue studying the state of 

Native American education and children. “To a substantial extent, the quality and effectiveness 

of Indian education is a test of this government’s understanding and commitment,” wrote 

Kennedy. After nearly two years of investigation in reservation, rural and urban Native 

communities, Kennedy et al. published Indian Education: A National Tragedy!A National 

Challenge (1969). Among the findings of the report, one in particular stood out: “Public schools 

educating Indians rarely include coursework which recognized Indian history, culture or 

language, and often uses materials and approaches which are derogatory toward Indians.” The 

report continued, “the primary result of the manner Indians are treated in the history textbooks in 

use today is a propagation of inaccurate stereotypes.”370 This was also true in Detroit.  

On a March 5, 1970, the Detroit News published an article titled, “The Abandonment of 

the Indian in Detroit’s Red Ghetto.” Authored by journalist Tom Pawlick, the article is a tragic 

story of Indigenous children in Detroit Public Schools. Pawlick interviewed a teacher at Burton 

Elementary school, Mrs. Yvonne Walker, an Black kindergarten teacher. She told of the difficult 

circumstances in which Indigenous children found themselves. “We had an Indian family here 

awhile ago with five children. The older ones were always getting into fights. People would 

make remarks, or call them ‘squaws’,” she said.371 As a result of the name-calling, the students 

would fight!often. The story of these children was sad. The father died of tuberculosis; shortly 
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after, the mother died of cancer. A grandmother took them in, but never made mention of these 

deaths to the school. Apparently, as stereotypically believed of Indigenous people, she was “too 

proud.”372 Finally, the grandmother became stricken with tuberculosis, and the grandchildren 

were sent to foster homes.  

Mrs. Walker told a story of another child. “They’re beautiful kids, but they have a lot of 

problems,” she said. “One little girl, five years old, has been in the youth home twice. Her 

parents abandoned her.”373 According to Mrs. Walker, “All the Indian children do neat work. 

They’re very exact, at least at first, eager to learn. But they are shy and withdrawn.” She did not 

get into why the students may be eager at first and then become shy and withdrawn, or simply no 

longer participate. “One boy speaks if you speak first, and then it’s in a low voice, almost a 

whisper.”374 Finally, there was one little boy who “just sits and cries all morning. He has 

problems at home, but won’t talk about it.”375 

Mrs. Walker was probably a caring teacher who simply wanted the best for the 

Indigenous children!indeed all children!in her school and classroom. But her comments 

reveal, among other things, the lack of knowledge about Indigenous histories, and, how 

stereotypes about Indigenous Peoples also impact the thinking of Black Americans. The teacher 

obviously knew very little of the Indigenous experience in Detroit, and it is doubtful that she had 

the educational materials to teach culturally relevant education for Indigenous and non-

Indigenous students. This brief encounter, though, illustrates, in part, the limits of ethnic 
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relations in Detroit, and how Black Americans also participated in settler imaginings of 

Indigenous Peoples. During the height of nationalist movements and calls for self-determination, 

Detroit’s Indigenous community took action!led primarily by Indigenous women. A major part 

of their feminism was making sure that the community, from children and adults, were educated.  

Detroit’s Indian Educational and Cultural Center 

A school for Detroit’s Indigenous students had been an idea since at least the early 1972. 

The North American Indian Association put out a poll for their readership in order to determine 

if the community supported such an effort.376 However, though a community idea, Esther Mays’ 

vision for creating an institution that would help sustain indigeneity in the Motor City as well as 

transmit Indigenous cultures to students from their educational institution was a major part of 

Mays’s vision of being Indigenous in postwar Detroit.  

Esther Shawboose was born on May 3, 1924 to Westbrook Shawboose, a day laborer, and 

Elizabeth (Liza) Silas, a stay at home mother. She was born a month before President Calvin 

Coolidge signed into law the Indian Citizenship Act on June 2, 1924, which gave Indigenous 

people U.S. citizenship. She was born neither a U.S. citizen nor a member of the Saginaw 

Chippewa Tribe, which had not yet formed into a political unit.377 As an adolescent, she attended 

the Mt. Pleasant Industrial boarding school at an early age before the school closed in 1934. 

According to her children, she never discussed her tenure. Whatever her experience, it gave her 

motivation to make sure that Detroit’s Indigenous youth did not have the experience that she had 

as a child.  
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In a city predicated on Blackness and Whiteness, an institution that nurtured Indigenous 

identities was paramount. Thus, the creation of the Detroit Indian Educational and Cultural 

Center was created to serve those needs.  

 There are two important points that should be made about the DIECC. First, it was 

designed to meet the great diversity of Indigenous Peoples living in Detroit. Second, it was an 

embrace of modernity!through education!for Indigenous peoples. By modernity I mean 

embracing something new, and respecting the diversity of Indigenous America, and not being 

held down what some may call “traditional.” In other words, challenging how Indigenous 

Peoples would be represented among their own community and society. Importantly, though, 

Indigenous parents understood that their children needed education to succeed in a rapidly 

changing postwar America.  

From the beginning, parental involvement in the school was a desire of the co-

chairpersons and the educational committee. The DIECC staff encouraged community 

involvement by institutionalizing it. The Detroit Indian Parent Advisory Council and the Detroit 

American Indian Parent Council, both of which kept Indigenous student concerns first, guided all 

decisions. Esther Mays and Walter Albert served as the chair-persons for each council. In 

addition, they held employment opportunities for at least ten high school students to serve as 

mentors to younger students. They also encouraged the involvement of the elderly, who would 

serve as counselors to the young people about, teaching them about Indigenous histories and 

cultures. The staff understood that they were dealing with a diverse Indigenous population 

throughout Detroit, even though the majority of their constituents were Anishinaabe.  

Though Esther Mays was a co-founder of the DIECC, and herself also served on 

Michigan’s Indian Educational Advisory Council, the major architect of the educational 
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curriculum was her daughter, Judith (Judy) Mays. Judy was well qualified. She graduated with a 

bachelor’s degree in Education Administration from Michigan State University, and she would 

later graduate with a master’s degree in Education Administration, and a Bachelor’s in Business 

Administration from Wayne State University. They meet weekly on Saturdays, from 9:00 AM to 

3:00 PM.  

The DIECC was a place for Indigenous people to come and interact, and serves as a 

broad cultural, social, and educational center for the community. The DIECC’s educational 

component had two purposes. First, they wanted to reduce the high drop out rate that existed 

among Indigenous youth. Second, they desired to create an environment where both Indigenous 

and non-Indigenous students would be able to learn about the unique contributions of Native 

Americans in US history, and in Detroit. They would do bead work, go on trips to learn about 

plants, and even participate in some language classes (Anishinaabemowin).  

The community was ecstatic. “Detroit’s Native American children have a place to go now 

to be together and to learn singing, beadwork, legends, history and all the things it takes to keep 

Indian heritage alive in the young.” Students also learned Indigenous drumming and singing.378 

In addition to the “formal” schooling that would take place, members of the staff also provided 

emergency services, including optical and dental, as well as counseling for youth. Within three 

years, the DIECC served nearly 100 Detroit Public School students every Saturday throughout 

the school year.379  

A year after the DIECC’s existence, Judy wrote a letter to the Native Sun, a local 

community newsletter published monthly, encouraging parents to get involved. “WE NOW 
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HAVE OUR SCHOOL,” wrote Judy. She followed that up with a rhetorical option rooted in the 

discourse of self-determination: “Can we sit back and let someone else do our work?” Realizing 

that only through community involvement could the DIECC reach its potential, Mays appealed 

to the parents, stating, “Indian parent interest and participation is the only way our school 

program can proceed as originally planned, for it is you who carry the Indian culture and 

traditions of your tribe in your hearts.”380 Judy’s point is important, for it reveals that Mays had a 

broad view what it meant to be Indigenous in the postwar era, amidst the Red Power Movement. 

She also understood the notion that indigeneity was not to be relegated to cultures of the past; but 

lived in the daily realities of Indigenous people. Children growing up in Detroit had to know that 

being Indigenous was not what they saw in popular culture. They would learn from their parents 

and elders who were shaped by a city, and yet maintained their Indigenous identity. Indeed, the 

point of the DIECC’s curriculum was to foster in students to “be more effective in [their] ability 

to understand [their self] and [be] better equipped to cope in a public school system that has not 

geared itself to meet his individual needs.”381 The DIECC had a major impact on a former 

student I interviewed.  

The DIECC was necessary on a practical level for Indigenous students. Sandra, a 

Cherokee now living in Canada, recalled the important impact the DIECC had on her. As a 

teenager, she mentioned that months before she began attending the DIECC, she had a negative 

encounter with a guidance counselor who encouraged her to take business classes. The counselor 

told her that she should not go on the college preparation track because she was an Indigenous 

student. He told her to take courses in the business track, because Indians dropped out of school 
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at an alarming rate and therefore it would benefit her in the long run.382 However, the DIECC 

helped her imagine that she could be both Indigenous and successful!something that the Detroit 

Public School district had long ignored. “The Indian school had a big impact on me. As a high 

school student, as someone who had been struggling with identities issues because of the whole 

Black-White thing in my neighborhood, in my high school, all that stuff.”383 Reflecting back on 

the impact on the DIECC, the same student remarked, “It was the first time in our loves that we 

were able to get together with other Indian kids and learn stuff.” The student further stated, “[the 

DIECC] was just great because we learned how to be proud of being Indian!as kids.”384 The 

counselor told her that she should not go on the college preparation track because she was an 

Indigenous student. He told her to take courses in the business track, because Indians dropped 

out of school at an alarming rate and therefore it would benefit her in the long run. However, the 

DIECC helped her imagine that she could be both Indigenous and successful!something that 

the Detroit Public School district had long ignored. “The Indian school had a big impact on me. 

As a high school student, as someone who had been struggling with identities issues because of 

the whole Black-White thing in my neighborhood, in my high school, all that stuff.” Reflecting 

back on the impact on the DIECC, the same student remarked, “It was the first time in our loves 

that we were able to get together with other Indian kids and learn stuff.”385 The student further 
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stated, “[the DIECC] was just great because we learned how to be proud of being Indian!as 

kids.”386  

Play and recreation were also an important part of the curriculum. During the summer of 

1976, the DIECC staff held a weeklong summer camp for fifty-students at Camp Wathana in 

Holly, Michigan. Taking these urban Indigenous students to camp was a success. Though their 

presence presented a certain irony in a couple of senses. These were urban Indigenous people; 

most of them had never seen anything other than skyscrapers and streets. They were familiar 

with the sounds of the factory work occurring at the River Rouge Plant, the smell of urban 

industrialization. While their parents had either migrated to Detroit a generation ago (and some 

had been there before that), they knew nothing of the great outdoors. 

 Students had fun. They canoed, rode horses, swam, did archery, built campfires, learned 

drumming and singing, and had dances at night. The young people enjoyed catching frogs and 

toads, picking up sticks and leaves for building fires. They children had a good time outside of 

the city. If this were not one way to bust stereotypes, they also shared space with the Campfire 

Girls, a group of young white girls who performed “Indianness” better than the Native (urban) 

Detroiters. The Native Detroiters had to challenge the stereotypes implanted in the young girls’ 

minds. The Native Sun Newsletter reported that, “we had to change the image of Indian people in 

many of the girls’ minds and straighten out several misconceptions.” We do not know what 

misconceptions they had. However, they were likely rooted in the broader U.S. historical settler 

imagination of the brave warrior and the Indian princess!one wearing long braids holding a 

tomahawk and the other wearing pigtails and some leather dress. Regardless, the student’s 

embodied Motor City indigeneity because they had grew up in the city, and were still 
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Indigenous, of the modern kind, who challenged long held stereotypes of their being romantic 

Indians. Importantly, they were not ashamed of not knowing how to do outdoor 

activities!things that Indians are “supposed”!to do. Instead, they embraced it. This was not the 

first time that a Native person had went before the Camp Fire girls, hoping to dispel white 

misconceptions of Indians. Charles Eastman had attempted to do so back in 1932.387 

Mays believed that the DIECC staff could handle the teaching and tutoring of remedial 

subjects such as math, science, and social studies, but only Native peoples who understood 

certain types of knowledges could teach that to children. Indeed parents were situated to pass on 

certain types of knowledges not only to their own children but also to others. “We are of many 

tribes and these characteristics of the various tribes differ. Learning all these variations is more 

than our staff can absorb in a short time.”388 The acceptance of Indigenous diversity among 

Detroit’s Indigenous community was profound. It was not just that Mays was sensitive to the 

diversity within Indigenous Detroit, she also understood the politics of division that impacted the 

community; they did not want these rifts impacting students. They were also open to community 

criticisms and suggestions. The DIECC was important for cultivating an Indigenous identity in 

students, but Mays and the staff also understood that the broader public required a re-education, 

too.  

In addition to her commitment to the Detroit Indigenous community, she was also active 

on the statewide Michigan Indian Education Advisory Council (MIEAC). The MIEAC was 

formed to combat the discrimination experienced by Indigenous students in the school district, 
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and to make sure that they were given representation in school districts across Michigan 

wherever they existed. At a January 20, 1977 meeting, Mays challenged Lester Gemmill, a Pit 

River Indian from Northern California and longtime activist, in what appeared to be a heated 

conversation about the role the MIEACC should serve for the Indigenous community throughout 

Michigan. Mays asked Gemmill, the state coordinator of Indian Education in the Michigan 

Department of Education, why there appeared to be very little Indigenous community input from 

the ground. She believed Indigenous people from the community should determine educational 

policies!not the other way around.389 If Mays was concerned about the education of children in 

Detroit and Michigan, she was very well aware of the importance of also keeping Indigenous 

children within the Indigenous community.  

 

Saving the Children: The Fight to Maintain Indigenous Community and Identity 

 From 1972-1974, Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs (MCIA) traveled around 

Michigan to do what other commissioners had failed to do since their founding in 1956: get 

Michigan Indian input.390 Although the MCIA was comprised mostly of American Indians, they 

were governor appointees. As such, it was not until 1972 that they really sought Indian 

community input. Their 1974 culminating report showed that Michigan’s Indians were suffering 

similar issues, whether rural, reservation or urban. This was especially true regarding education 

and social services; a major concern was Indian children and the foster care system. During the 
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MCIA’s travels to various Indian communities throughout Michigan, they found that an Indian 

child being placed in non-Indian homes was a major concern of Native people. Their concern 

was that children were being kidnapped like a generation before them, and therefore would miss 

out on the chance to learn important indigenous life ways and customs.391 One Indian stated, “an 

Indian social worker is needed to work with families in all areas of their needs and problems.” 

Another suggested that “more Indian foster care homes are needed for Indian children,” and 

“there is a lack of information about what programs are available and who is eligible.” Esther 

Mays shared similar beliefs.  

Esther Mays understood the importance of the home in maintaining both community, and 

as an important opportunity to raise children within and Indigenous culture. Having nine children 

of her own, she did everything that she could to help them foster a strong Indigenous (Saginaw 

Chippewa) identity, even as they were mixed with Black ancestry and lived in a predominantly 

Black social world. She was, as Susan Lobo describes an “urban clan mother.” These urban clan 

mothers’ households, “play a vital function for the extended family, for highly mobile 

individuals within the urban Indian community, and for those who circulate through or visit the 

city.”392 Her home was known for being a place where children could stay. Indeed her daughter 
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recalled that she was a “fierce fighter, warrior, for Indian rights in the city,” mainly for 

children.”393 She also stated that they always had people’s children in their household.  

 To formalize her advocacy on behalf of children, she formed, with her daughters Linda 

Lindsey and Judy Mays, the Great Lakes Northern Stars (GLNS). The GLNS was a non-profit 

organization whose efforts and major objectives are to establish funds for ethnic groups in the 

Detroit area, particularly Native Americans.”394  The GLNS did everything, and she would even 

take children into her home whose parents had been incarcerated. And she would keep them until 

they got out.395  In that same year, she traveled to Washington D.C. to tell of her particular 

experience.  

By the mid 1970s, both the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate decided to take 

steps towards understanding the nature of the government’s complicit role in the kidnapping of 

Indigenous children from their community. Though Indigenous children were being quickly 

taken away from their homes, Indigenous community organizations, on and off the reservation, 

fought to keep their children with either their parents or at the very least within the Indigenous 

community. Esther Mays, traveled to Washington D.C. to participate in the Senate hearings on 

Indian child welfare were held on April 8 and 9, 1974.  

At 9:00 AM, Senator James Abourezk of South Dakota began the 93rd Congress, 2nd 

session titled, “Problems that American Indian Families Face in Raising their Children and How 

These Problems are Affected by Federal Action or Inaction” with an introductory statement. He 

served as the chair of the session. Committee members also included “Henry M. Jackson of 
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Washington, Lee Metcalf of Montana, Floyd Haskell of Colorado, Dewey F. Bartlett, Oklahoma, 

James A. McClure of Idaho, and Paul J. Fannin of Arizona. In addition members of the 

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs were also in attendance, including J. Bennett Johnston, 

Jr. of Louisiana, Alan Bible of Nevada, Frank Church of Idaho, Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin, 

Howard M. Metzenbaum of Ohio, Clifford P. Hansen of Wyoming, Mark O. Hatfield of Oregon, 

and James L. Buckley of New York. In addition to the government officials, there were at least 

thirty-two, Indigenous and non-Indigenous attendees who gave statements. They represented a 

range of organizations, including the Bureau of Indian Affairs, tribes and Indigenous community 

organizations, and practitioners, including psychologist and psychiatrists who worked with 

Indigenous communities.  

Senator Abourezk began the meeting stating, “We have called these hearings today to 

begin to define the specific problems that American Indian families face in raising their children 

and how these problems are affected by Federal action or inaction.”396 He continued, 

“Unwarranted removal of children from their homes is common in Indian communities.” He also 

cited the condition of Indigenous children in the welfare system: “a minimum of 25 percent of all 

Indian children are either in foster homes, adoptive homes, and/or boarding schools;” Indigenous 

children were also “removed [from their homes’ at rates varying from 5 to 25 times higher than” 

compared to the national average of 1 per 51 children. However, “up to now,” he said, “public 

and private welfare agencies seem to have operated on the premise that most Indian children 

would really be better off growing up-non-Indian.” Senator Absourezk argued that a result of 

these policies were “unchecked, abusive child-removal practices, the lack of viable practical 
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rehabilitation and prevention programs for Indian families facing severe problems, and a practice 

of ignoring the all-important demand of Indian tribes to have a say in how their children and 

families are dealt with.” 

 Over the next two days the committee would hear from Indigenous and non-Indigenous 

persons from around various Indigenous communities. “From what we learn from [the 

testimonies],” said the Senator, “this committee hopes to be able to propose Federal action and 

the legal means to protect and develop their families.”397  

 The testimonies varied. Some wrote prepared statements, which they read aloud; others 

spoke more spontaneously. Perhaps the most profound statements came from the women whose 

children were taken away. For instance, a Mrs. Townsend from Fallon, Nevada. She brought her 

three children with her, ages 14, 9, and 7. The state took away her children unjustly. Mrs. 

Townsend testified that the police department harassed her in her hometown of Fallon. The 

police officers there arrested her after a longtime of harassment. She was arrested for drunken 

driving and resisting arrest. During her containment, the officers brutalized her. That was not the 

worse of it. The police came the next day and kidnapped her children, and placed them in 

temporary foster homes. She then had to deal with the Nevada State Welfare Department, which 

was not a pleasant thing.  

Though Mrs. Townsend suffered, nothing was worse than the experience of her children. 

Her Nine-year-old daughter Anna spoke. Senator Abourezk asked Anna, “do you want to say 

anything”? “Yes, I would,” replied Anna. She continued, “My brother, he was mistreated by Mr. 

Kelly. He slapped him and he smoked right in his face and puffed right in his face.” The Senator 

then interrupted her, “Just a minute, Anna. If that’s too hard for you to talk about, you don’t have 
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to. Perhaps it is better if she didn’t, Mrs. Townsend.” The reasoning for his interrupting young 

Anna is unknown. Though such painful reminders might surely have been uncomfortable, if not 

saddened her. She stopped, and her mother continued her testimony. She spoke about the 

difficulties Indigenous mothers faced because they did not know about the resources available to 

them: “I think that most of the Indian women are usually overwhelmed by people who think their 

children should be taken away from them and they really don’t stand up to anybody and they 

don’t have anybody to tell.”398 Ultimately, she got her children back. However, she still could 

not understand why white people wanted to take her children away.  

Unfortunately, the testimony of other mothers, agency heads, “experts,” and those 

connected with Indigenous children and welfare shared similar stories: Indigenous families, 

especially mothers, had no recourse for the kidnapping of their children and many of those 

children who spent a significant amount of time within white homes did not allow them to 

maintain their Indigenous identity. In Michigan, similar stories existed. During the travels of the 

Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs (previously the Commission on Indian Affairs; they 

changed their name so as not to be confused with the Central Intelligence Agency) to better 

understand the conditions of Michigan’s Indigenous population, they held a series of meetings in 

tribal communities, both on and off the reservation. Appointed members concerned founded the 

MCIA in 1956 with the condition of Michigan’s Indigenous population, especially the state of 

children.399  

On April 9, 1974, at 9:00 AM, Senator Abourezk began the session stating, “The first 

witness this morning is from Detroit, Mich., Esther Mays.” He invited her up to the witness 
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table, and apologized for making her stay overnight. “I want to apologize to you for cutting you 

off last night. I want to express the committees gratitude for your staying overnight.” Mays, 

known among her contemporaries for playful banter and sharp tongue remarked, “since you’re 

handing out compliments, I’d like to compliment you on your timing. It’s almost as good as 

ours.” She then moved swiftly into her statement.  

“My name is Esther Mays and I am from Detroit, Mich. The organization that I’m 

representing is called the Native American Child Protection Council. I am on the board of 

directors.”400 Mays embodied Detroit, both as a place where she lived and as a particular way of 

being Indigenous. As Seneca scholar Mishuana Goeman writes, “embodied geographies thus 

become pivotal in decolonization projects, and it is here that Native feminisms can play a major 

role in our thinking about the connection between land, individuals, and constructions of 

nations.”401 She very briefly introduced what exactly she did with the Native American Child 

Protection Council. She said that the organization was founded to keep families together!by 

any means necessary. Serving more than fifty families throughout the state of Michigan, the 

NACPC was in direct response to the policies of “various social service agencies as it affects the 

lives of the Native American community.” Mays specified four major issues that hindered 

Indigenous families staying together, including:  

1. Indian children are being placed in non-Indian foster and adoptive homes without 

regard or respect to Indian children’s racial and cultural heritage.  
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2. non-Indian homes generally are unable to relate to the Indian child because of a lack of 

adequate knowledge of the child’s background. We oftentimes find the child’s process of 

adjusting to his or her new surrounding extremely difficult.  

3. confusion, conflict exist in the Indian child’s mind as he attempts to relate to the 

custom, tradition, values and the ways of a non-Indian world. We have found many 

instances where the Indian child, once he reaches the age where he can assume 

responsibility for himself, returning to the Indian community in search of his past.  

4. We find many adoptive and foster family parents totally unfamiliar with the Indian 

way of life, its family structure, values, traditions, and customs. We find that there is a 

definite need for these foster families to be able to understand, in their mind, and be 

better able to relate to the needs of the Indian child.402 

The Indigenous home was more equipped to meet the basic needs of children and their cultural 

needs. The NACPC understood that being removed from one’s home, for a variety of reasons, 

could be traumatic in general for young people. But placing Indigenous children in Indigenous 

homes, believed Mays, “nurture[d] the traditions and the way of life for the Indian world. This 

type of environment would allow the child to remain aware of his cultural heritage and identity.” 

She also outlined the NACPC’s services, which included providing clothing, furniture, 

transportation, legal assistance, even attending court with parents, simply to make sure they were 

given every opportunity to keep their children in an Indigenous home. And they did this all 

voluntarily. Though they were supported by other Indigenous organizations such as her own 

Great Lakes Northern Stars.  

                                                 
402 Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, 160-161.  
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Mays ended her testimony by outlining five recommendations for the committee that she 

believed would benefit Indigenous children, community, and law:  

1. The restriction of the non-Indian values be lifted and to insert Indian values for my 

people and our children, such as, restrictions of the Indian homes to be changed so that 

the Indian homes are available for Indian children; the restriction of age, because age has 

long been the teachers of our cultural values.403  

This first point was very important. Elders were often seen as unfit for adopting and taking care 

of children. However, within Indigenous communities, the elders were the teachers of the young 

and the community. In other words, it was not just a person’s ability to take care of a child 

materially, but also culturally and emotionally. She also simply wanted Indigenous values to be 

altered for those from the settler world!a world where indigeneity was not valuable. She also 

made another recommendation.  

2. Change the laws that require us to be a party to the enslavement of our children and the 

erasers of our culture, thereby making our people become a copartner of destroying our 

rights as Indian parents. Keep in mind the standards that were set were made for non-

Indians. 

Since the early republic, Indigenous communities were divided, if not destroyed, due to the so-

called civilizing mission of settlers. Mays was concerned with maintaining indigeneity, and that 

could not be maintained with children being placed in non-Indigenous homes without Indigenous 

input. She also made sure to mention that the foster care system was designed for settlers, not 

Indigenous people. Her third recommendation centered on providing training for social workers, 

teaching them about Indigenous culture.  

                                                 
403 Ibid.  
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3. In-service training for social workers to promote a better understanding of the 

uniqueness of my people and the involvement of my people who you can call 

paraprofessionals, whose input will be the bridge of understanding of our culture and the 

society of today.404  

This point was simply designed to include Indigenous community members who had more 

intimate knowledge about the Indigenous community. In order for non-Indigenous professionals 

to more adequately understand issues that impacted the Indigenous community, it would be 

helpful to include Indigenous voices to facilitate their cultural understanding. Mays’s fourth 

recommendation was based on her belief that social agencies needed to be investigated for, if not 

illegal activities, at the very least questionable ethical practices:  

 4. If possible an investigation of agencies who deal with the Indian adoptions and make  

them accountable for the methods they use for transporting Indian children across the 

State lines and the Canadian borders. Your terms are called kidnapping when you use 

them.405 

Mays’s final point was to be put on any mailing list that involved the Indian Child Welfare 

hearings more generally.  

 Esther Mays’s attendance at these hearings was not in vain. On November 8, 1978, at the 

ninety-fifth Congress, second session, President Jimmy Carter signed into law Public Law 95-

608, or the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978.  

Mays continued her working within Detroit’s Indigenous community. She became quite a 

respected elder in the community. Even the State of Michigan recognized her efforts. On June 

                                                 
404 Ibid.  
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26, 1980, Republican Governor William Milliken appointed Mays the Detroit representative for 

the Michigan Commission of Indian Affairs. The committee met about five times a year, Her 

duties varied. For example, she participated on the corrections committee, which helped families 

visit relatives in Michigan prisons. Unfortunately, throughout this time, she became ill, and had 

difficulties fulfilling her duties on the committee.  

 

Figure 11. Esther Mays’ tenure as a member of the Michigan Commission of Indian Affairs. Image courtesy of the 
Library of Michigan, Lansing, MI 

Though Mays became ill, she never stopped working on behalf of the Indigenous 

community!using her home to let children play and stay, and to allow meetings to occur. 

Shortly before her death, Sandra recalled how much Esther liked to joke:  

She and I did become good friends and really respectful. She teased me and I would tease 

her back. I remember at one point she learned that I was starting to sew [regalia]. She told 

me she wanted me to make something for her. I said, “oh, I’m not really good, but what 
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do you want me to make?” She said, “I want you to make my death dress.” I replied, 

“What do you mean?” Esther stated, “what I’m gonna be buried in.” This conversation 

just kinda freaked me out because I thought it was a huge honor to be asked something 

like that, but I knew I wasn’t a good enough seamstress to do anything like that, plus I 

didn’t know Ojibwa style clothing well enough. Needless to say, I never did make that 

for her…. I just kinda put it off with jokingly with “oh, you’re too mean to die.406 

 Sandra expressed regret about not making that dress. Couched in Esther’s form of friendly 

banter, she ignored it. On June 29, 1984, Esther Shawboose Mays walked on, dying of congested 

heart failure. Her legacy continued through the work of her children, especially in the realm of 

education. Reflecting on the legacy of Detroit’s Indian Educational and Cultural Center, Judy 

Mays remarked, “The children are the legacy. They will always remember Indian education. It 

helped them gain a positive attitude toward school, because, previously, many viewed school as 

bad for Indians.”407  

Urban Indigenous feminism can take many forms, and the aim here is not to create 

narrow categories about the essence of it. As Shari Huhndorf and Cheryl Suzack contend, 

“Although Indigenous women do not share a single culture, they do have a common colonial 

history, and our conception of Indigenous feminism centres on the fact that the imposition of 

patriarchy has transformed Indigenous societies by diminishing Indigenous women’s power, 

status, and material circumstances.”408 The urban place is markedly different from other 

                                                 
406 Sandra Muse Interview with the author August 2, 2014.  
 
407 Judy Mays Interview with the author, June 25, 2014.  
 
408 Shari Huhndorf and Cheryl Suzack, “Indigenous Feminism: Theorizing the Issues,” in 
Indigenous Women and Feminism: Politics, Activism, Culture, ed. Cheryl Suzack et al. 
(Vancouver, British Columbia: University of British Columbia Press, 2010), 3. 
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geopolitical places!how it shapes and is shaped by Indigenous women should be carefully 

analyzed.409 We should be careful not to myopically define Indigenous feminism. Native peoples 

live different realities, and come from different communities with often different expectations. I 

also want to make it clear that Urban Indigenous feminism should not yield to the constraints of 

the modern/traditional binary that limits the possibilities and potential of Indigenous feminism. 

Indigenous women in Detroit did not have much time to focus on questions of authenticity.  

Urban indigenous feminism was transferred from the elders to the younger women. This 

transgenerational, passing of the torch so-to-speak, was a key component of urban Indigenous 

feminism. Sandra recalled,  

There was this one time, I think, when I was still in high school and I was writing for that 

Indian Talk and covering Detroit area stuff. Esther invited me to come over to her house 

and she said that her and Bernice [Appleton] were gonna be having some people over and 

I think that’s when they were getting [the Native American Child Protection Council]. So 

I went over there and Esther was over there, and Esther was pretty poor, we all were 

pretty poor, her and Bernice had the good seats!dining room chairs. They had a chair 

for me to sit on, but most of the bottom of the chair was gone. So it was like I was sitting 

on a circle, outside but a big hole in the middle. And I thought this is terrible! I’d rather 

sit on the floor. But I thought, either these older ladies are testing me to see what kinda 

                                                 
 
409 Mishuana Goeman, “Notes Toward a Native Feminism’s Spatial Practice,” Wicazo Sa Review 
24, no. 2 (Fall 2009): 169–187. See also Shari M. Huhndorf, Mapping the Americas: The 
Transnational Politics of Contemporary Native Culture (Ithaca and London: Cornell University 
Press, 2009). There is plenty of room to explore how the urban environment shapes Indigenous 
women’s activism. The urban here could mean a host of things, including: where Indigenous 
women lived, the structural forces that allowed them to work in certain jobs and not others, how 
their bodies are rendered in/visible in certain spaces based upon phenotype and perception.  
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person I am or they’re just having some fun. And I sat through a two-hour meeting!just 

a casual thing in Esther’s living room, the kids and grandkids were in and out of the 

house. Esther didn’t really know me at that point…. All that time I sat, moving from 

cheek-to-cheek, sitting on that chair.410 

 Racialization and Indigeneity in during this time was also a difficult thing to navigate. 

Yet, Detroit’s Indigenous community persisted in making a place for themselves in this Black 

city, marked by white flight, controlled by a Black political machine.  

 

Beyond Black and White: Race and Gender in Detroit 

 The experiences of Indigenous women varied in Detroit. And they wrote about their 

feeling invisible as a cultural/racial group. In the Native Sun Newsletter (first issued in 1972), the 

news organ for the North American Indian Association, Debra D.M. Jacquez, an Apache teen 

living in Detroit, wrote a poem expressing the feeling of invisibility in a racialized space, 

dominated by Black-White binary. Titled, “Indian and Proud, Jacquez wrote,  

I am accepted into no-one’s society.  

 Or either everyone’s society.  

 To some whites and some blacks, 

 I’m either white or a wild savage Indian 

 I want to escape the poverty and disease on a reservation, 

 But I don’t want to live by the white man’s rules.  

 I am from a proud people. 

 I wish to have knowledge and values accepted as good as the next man’s.  

                                                 
410 Judy Mays interview with author, June 25, 2014.  
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 I am not white nor am I black, I am an Indian and proud.411  

The poem illustrates the challenges of being an Indigenous person in postwar Detroit. But it also 

hints at the clearly defined racial lines that existed in Detroit. While Detroit scholars have 

produced a significant amount of critical work on Detroit, hardly any move beyond the Black-

White binary. Blacks viewed them as either white (or non-Black); they illustrated no critical 

understanding of how Indigenous peoples were racialized. The white community viewed them as 

relics of the past, or as “wild savage Indian[s].” But the yearning of Jacquez was likely the same 

as most Indigenous people living under the settler gaze and under the (Black) gaze of invisibility: 

to simply be accepted. Although Jacquez was a teenager, and she made important points, her last 

line also illustrates a paradox in how racialization worked in Detroit: “I am not white nor am I 

black, I am an Indian and proud.” Yet, what that last line illustrates and is indicative of race in 

Detroit is that there were plenty of mixed ancestry Indigenous people, including Afro-Natives, 

White-Natives, and those with dual Indigenous ancestry (and if one went carefully down the line, 

all three of these combinations might exist in one person’s lineage). Thus, Detroit presents for us 

an interesting entry point into the contours of racialization and belonging in a postwar city, 

working under the Black-White and Indigenous-Settler operational gaze. 

Although there was anti-Black sentiment among the Indigenous community, there was 

little documentation about where it came from. Anthropologist Beatrice Bigony, observed that 

there was strong anti-Black racism among the Indigenous community. Bigony wrote that some of 

the Indigenous community learned their “prejudices from whites” and others stated “they had 

heard ‘all about the blacks’ from others even before coming to Detroit.” With the inception of 

the anti-poverty programs, anti-Black racism increased. Many Indigenous people refused to 

                                                 
411 North American Indian Association News Letter, Vol. 3, No. 3, March 1973.  
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participate in the poverty programs because Blacks held the administrative positions, and “have 

dominated all minority group decision making, often to the complete exclusion of all other 

minority groups.”412 Scholars of Afro-Indigenous history have documented Black-Indigenous 

relations quite well in the Southeast and in Indian Territory (present day Oklahoma). Black 

enslavement and Indian removal have dominated these conversations. Of course the period of 

enslavement and Indian removal largely occurred in the formative of the U.S. nation-state (18th 

and 19th centuries). Scholars have theorized the nature of colonialism in the U.S., and how that 

created a hierarchy of race in the U.S. But none have adequately discussed race relations among 

Blacks and Indigenous people in a postwar city.  

For example, in a May 1977 issue of The Native Sun newsletter, Sandra Gregory, a Black 

woman, wrote to the newsletter, expressing her admiration for the Indigenous community. She 

also expressed her concern for what she interpreted as a slight that occurred against her when she 

attended the Indian Princess dance on April 23. Titled, “An Open Letter to the Community,” 

Gregory began with a positive tone. “”First of all I truly love your newsletter,” she wrote, and, 

“if it wasn’t for the newsletter I would probably be lost on information regarding the Native 

American community of Detroit.”413 Second, she desired to know if there was a place of 

entertainment for the Indigenous community. The final question was the most interesting. “I 

would like to know why Native Americans aren’t as close to the black community as they should 

be? Are we economically lower than Native Americans? Are we dirt to them (Native Americans) 

remember the Europeans destroyed the equalizing basis toward Native Americans as well as 

                                                 
412 Beatrice A. Bigony, “Native Americans in Detroit,” in Immigrants and Migrants; The Detroit 
Ethnic Experience, Ethnic Studies Reader (Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 1974), 
364.  
 
413 Native Sun News Letter, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 1977.  
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Afro-Americans.”414 After asking these questions, Gregory mentioned a particular event at the 

little princess dance where she felt Indigenous people discriminated against her. “I was appalled 

to find out how the Native Americans who came thought I was part of the ‘brown furniture.’ 

They actually treated me as though I was dirt.” Perplexed and angered, she asked, “What have I 

done to your people?” Seemingly seeking to appeal to shame, she wrote, “The whites treated me 

with more respect than the Native Americans.” Interestingly, enough, Gregory recited a common 

story in the Black American community regarding Black and Indigenous historical relations, and 

their familial blood relations:    

“In my family because they are originally from the South, were close to the Indians as a 

matter of fact, there is more Indian in our family than all of the whites claiming their so 

called ¼ blood that was that at the April 23rd Princess Dance.”  

She ended her commentary and critical stance by stating that she would once more attend a 

Indigenous community event on June 4th and 5th, and hoped that “people will see me and not 

think I’m an alien from outer space.”415  

There is much to unpack in this letter. Gregory’s first comments are important. It does 

illustrate that the Indigenous community newspaper reached a broader audience than themselves 

and non-Indigenous. It is significant that Black folks were reading the newsletter because it helps 

scholars get a better picture of race relations in Detroit beyond the Black-White Binary. The final 

question of why Indigenous people were not more politically connected to the Black community 

is fascinating. To begin with, on what basis would they be connected? Gregory apparently 

brought with her the history of Black-Native relations in the South, and tried to implant them in 

                                                 
414 Ibid.  
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Detroit. The southern U.S. relationships were largely!though not exclusively!forged under 

enslavement and removal. The relationship was complicated, as scholars have shown.416 There 

was little information about Black-Indigenous relations in Detroit with which Gregory could 

have drawn from. And she did not apparently consider why the Black community was not 

connected with the Indigenous community, or at least try and make political alliances between 

the groups. However, her point gestures towards the parallel lives of the Black and Indigenous 

community in Detroit, both how they got there (or had been there) and how they were treated in 

the country’s racial hierarchy.  

Gregory then appealed to the common “enemy” for both Blacks and Indigenous people 

by suggesting that Europeans had done the Indigenous community wrong; not Blacks. However, 

an appeal on this basis would surely fall on deaf Indigenous ears given the fact that the postwar 

Black political power largely ignored Indigenous people.417 Although historically Blacks and 

Indigenous people had been treated as oppressed groups, this did not mean that they were treated 

the same. At the Little Princess Dance, Gregory stated that the Indigenous community treated her 

like dirt. She said that the whites treated her with more respect.  

                                                 
416 See, Tiya Miles, Ties That Bind: The Story of an Afro-Cherokee Family in Slavery and 
Freedom (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2005) and The House on 
Diamond Hill (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina press, 2010). See most recently, Sharon 
P. Holland and Tiya Miles, “Afro-Native Realities,” in The World of Indigenous North America, 
ed. Robert Warrior (New York: Routledge, 2015), 524–548. Holland and Miles note, “Pain and 
los. Slavery and land. These terms map onto and move through one another as perhaps the 
primary concepts in Afro-Native studies” (529).  
 
417 Bigony notes that there was one case in which Indians were fired from a federally-funded 
construction job because blacks complained that “minority peoples were presented on the 
construction crew.” As a result, Blacks were hired to replace the Indians. When the case was 
taken to court, the judge ruled that Native Americans were a minority and they were reinstated in 
their jobs, 354.   
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Clearly angered, Gregory made claim to indigeneity by questioning the Indigenous 

identity of those who had ¼ Indian blood, and, by a matter of skin color, appeared white. History 

does not reveal to us how those who were ¼ Indian blood and looked “white” treated Gregory. 

But it does bring up an issue of claims to indigeneity and skin color privilege. While Gregory 

could have been more nuanced in her approach to making her anger known, her point might 

hold. In a country founded on white supremacy and colonialism, a place where there is a 

hierarchy of race, and white is at the top and all others are at the bottom, whiteness is the gold 

standard, the thing to be closely aligned with, not Blackness. Unfortunately, there was little room 

for a discussion of race within a country that is foundationally built on a Black-White binary. 

White Indians, while being Indian and accepted as such by the Detroit Indigenous community 

surely did not desire to be Black, for that is the lowest of lows. Perhaps one good take away is 

that Gregory said she would come back to an event in June, and hoped not to be treated like an 

“alien,” though, to be fair, she might have been an if not an alien at least strange if she was a 

person who looked Black but did not identify as Native. The editor at the time, Leona Nelson 

opened it up to the community, “Do YOU have an answer for Ms. Gregory?” And all letters had 

to be signed or they would not be published.  

Two Indigenous people responded. Their responses differed, reflecting the very different 

perspectives existing within the Indigenous community. The first was Lincoln Sherwood, who 

identified himself as a Neebache Indian. He illustrated sympathy for Ms. Gregory and anger at 

his own community. After writing that Ms. Gregory was probably correct, he wrote further, “AS 

a Native American myself, I have noticed how my people are very prejudiced against blacks, 

even though they should be considered closer to the Indian community than whites.” Building on 

the common theme of whites as the enemy, similar to Ms. Gregory, Sherwood continued, “we all 
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know they (Whites) were instrumental in separating our people into different states and even into 

Canada.” Clearly recognizing how colonialism had created borders that separated tribal 

communities and families, Sherwood understood that Blacks did not do this. He continued, “So 

may in the 29th Century maybe even in the 1970s we!Native Americans’ should realize what 

the white man has done to us, more so than the blacks. We (Native Americans) have 

‘stereotyped’ them (blacks) too much. Let’s be considerate to them too, and stop looking at the 

blacks as though they are brown furniture.” Sherwood recognized how the Indigenous 

community at large viewed Black Americans.  

Of course there is no way to know how pervasive anti-Black views were, but it is 

interesting that he pointed it out. Others disagreed with Sherwood. Arlene Shampine, an editor 

for the Native Sun, responded to Mr. Sherwood directly. She began her letter with sympathy. “I 

can sympathize with Ms. Gregory and you to a point,” wrote Shampine. “However, I have had 

the experience of being ‘furniture’ also. Shampine wrote of how Blacks fell into the colonial 

discourses of disappearance that whites created. In fact, she quoted a local Black Detroit minister 

who was speaking in front of a group of students: “the black people have come a long way in the 

past few years, not like the American Indian, who was put on reservations and was content to 

allow the white government to take care of him.” She ended her brief response by stating, “I 

dislike stereotyping in any form or from any group, be it white, black, or whatever.”418 Shampine 

was correct in stressing the point that Blacks participated in settler colonial discourses, too. They 

                                                 
418 The Native Sun, Vol. 7, No. 7, July 1977. 
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simply adopted the narrative that Native Americans were defeated and lived on impoverished 

reservations, a statement made by Malcolm X over a decade earlier.419 

 The post-rebellion Black political machine led by Coleman Young ignored the 

Indigenous community. Shampine did not address the existence of anti-Black sentiment among 

Detroit’s Indigenous community in any significant way. Instead, she simply stated (and 

correctly) that Blacks also participated in stereotyping!adopting, perhaps, the settler view of 

indigeneity. These competing notions of race and belonging illustrate that Indigenous people 

were not one community and had varying degrees of problems among them. But it also illustrates 

the Indigenous community’s lack of access to power in Detroit, which Blacks had in general (to 

a certain degree). These racial encounters not only impacted adults. Indeed, they perhaps most 

forcefully shaped the experiences of young Indigenous people growing up in Detroit. For 

example, Sandra, as I mentioned earlier, was one person who dealt with the negative impacts of a 

city predicated on blackness and whiteness.  

As a teenager, growing up in Detroit presented other challenges for Indigenous youth. 

For example, Sandra, a self-described “mixed-blooded” Eastern Cherokee grew up in an all 

Black neighborhood on the West Side of Detroit. She was one of 13 children. Her mother and 

father traveled from Georgia to Detroit in 1949 to work in the factories. She was told that her 

parents’ parents told them to keep quiet about their Cherokee ancestry. However, once they 

                                                 
419 Alex Haley, The Autobiography of Malcolm X, 423-424. Malcolm, quoting a contemporary, 
wrote, “our children are still taught to respect the violence which reduced a red-skinned people 
of an earlier culture into a few fragmented groups herded into impoverished reservations.” On 
the surface, these words are harmless. However, they suggest that Indigenous people did not 
fight to protect their way of life and that they were either killed off or very few existed. 
Malcolm’s stance, unfortunately, is typical of many Black Americans.  
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reached the Motor City, they asserted their Cherokee identity. After three unsuccessful attempts 

to land a job, he finally received one. He became a claims adjustor.420  

As a youth, Sandra noticed that the demographics of her neighborhood rapidly changing. 

She grew up on the West side of the city, on Plymouth and Wyoming. “When I was a small kid 

everybody around me was white, for the most part,” she said. By the time she got to junior high 

school, she said her neighborhood transformed to an all white neighborhood. Though MacKenzie 

High School was the neighborhood high school, her and the other students in the neighborhood 

were forced to attend Cody High School on the other side of town, by which they had to take a 

city bus. Coupled with the change in neighborhood demographics, from white to Black, were the 

phenomenon of forced busing, to integrate schools across to Detroit and white flight to the 

suburbs. By high school, all of her friends were Black youth from the neighborhood. She 

endured a complicated relationship with the Black folks in her neighborhood.  

Reflecting back on her growing up in a place structured on the Black-White racial binary, 

she stated, “it was weird for me because, here I am, obviously not Black, but definitely not 

white.”421 Yet, she also recalled that the white youth wanted nothing to do with her. White 

students even called her “nigger lover” at school because she had Black friends. She was not a 

passive victim of white racism. She recalled an incident where a white girl, a cheerleader, 

continued harassing her younger sister. The cheerleader said cruel things. She called her sister a 

“squaw.” Fed up with the racist/sexist comment, after class, Sandra punched the white girl in the 

nose. The everyday forms of colonial violence in schools had an impact on Sandra and likely 

others, including having to carry a knife all throughout junior and high school because “you 

                                                 
420 Sandra Muse interview with the author, August 2, 2014.  
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never knew who wanted to jump you.”422 Though it might be quick to point out that carrying a 

knife was an extreme measure, it points mostly to the severe violence of a colonial situation!on 

both the settler and the colonized. As radical theorist Frantz Fanon wrote, “their first 

confrontation was colored by violence” and “in its bare reality, decolonization reeks of red-hot 

cannonballs and bloody knives.”423 Though Sandra might not have been well acquainted with the 

work of Fanon as a high schooler, she did know that carrying a knife might be necessary to resist 

a colonial situation in the everyday. The fighting incident, though, solidified her “tough girl, 

tough Indian persona,” which she said, she did not know “how else I would’ve made it through 

high school.”424  She also had a complicated relationship with Black people, too.  

Sandra recalled that she was very light skinned, and, as a result, Black kids in her 

neighborhood who did not know her would treat her automatically like a white girl.  She recalled 

that the “Black kids in my neighborhood [who] knew me, everything was cool. But if it was a kid 

from a few blocks away [who] didn’t know me!they look at me and think I’m a white 

girl!then I could have trouble.”425 However, her Black friends protected her from a potentially 

violent confrontation with Blacks who, not knowing the history of race and colonialism in the 

U.S. and knowing only how skin color became the marker for a racialized identity, might have 

attempted to hurt her. However, there were positives for a young person growing into an urban 

Indigenous identity in post-rebellion Detroit. For example, her tough girl, “Indian persona” was 

also codified in her interactions with Black men. “I remember this Black guy who rode a 
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motorcycle, he was in a gang, but he was nice to my sister and I. He was one of those guys in 

high school that everyone was terrified of. He would see us in the hallway, come up to us at our 

locker, stroll over, and give us a kiss on the cheek. He called my sister and I his “Pocahontas 

Sweethearts. His being nice to us terrified the white kids.”426 The interaction with this young 

Black male was borderline sexist and racist, but it served a practical point for Sandra: protection 

from the white students whom she had to watch out for, often.  

Living within a settler regime city where only Black and white are understood to be the 

major categories of racialization, young people like Muse developed an Urban Indigenous 

identity that was unique from both Blacks and whites; she called this her “super Indian persona.” 

A part of this persona was walking around with a uniquely Indigenous aesthetic, typical of the 

1970s. She wore braids, beads. She wore moccasins. She even wore a bone-choker necklace. 

Though there were challenges to growing up in a settler regime, Indigenous people, especially 

youth, were resilient, and found ways to develop a uniquely urban Indigenous identity. There 

identity, though uniquely Indigenous, was wedged within both Black culture (aesthetic, 

language, and music) and colonial and white supremacist structures of race.  

Other Indigenous people, especially mixed Black-Indigenous persons, also held 

complicated beliefs about Black-Indigenous persons. It is not surprising. After all, they 

embodied and experienced racism on two sides. On the one hand, other Detroit Indians called 

them Lahunjee (a derogatory term for Black people, on par with the word nigger); on the other 

hand, Black folks either called them Pocahontas (in both a derogatory and playful manner). 

However, Black-Indigenous mixed persons did not recall their experiences with Blacks as 

negative. “I think it was more ignorance,” said Tracy Mays a Black-Saginaw Chippewa Indian. 
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A part of her excusing Black ignorance was the fact that Detroit Public Schools did not teach 

history, “Even when I brought Ma [Esther Mays] to peak when we had Indian day in middle 

school they was asking do you have a horse? Do you live in a teepee? I don’t think it was hatred 

from the Black community. It was just ignorance.” Tracy also understood the political context in 

which Black Americans found themselves within the post-rebellion era: “they were struggling 

with their own rights. They had high drop out rates too. Comparatively speaking, we weren’t 

even on the graph.”427  

What we can extrapolate from this brief example is that Indigenous people and Blacks 

had different views of one another, and neither group adequately understood the simultaneous 

processes of racialization that led to how each group was racialized!separately. One the one 

hand, it illustrates how U.S. hegemony and racialization works. Fundamentally, the country was 

founded on Black enslavement and Indigenous dispossession.428 As such, whiteness became the 

gold standard for everyone else, both as a thing to strive for and, later, during the social protests 

of the 1960s and 1970s, something to challenge, even despise. But in post-rebellion Detroit, 

political power!though not necessarily economic empowerment!laid in the hands of the Black 

community. They owned the discourse and the political machine. Though not intentional, they 

did not make room for all minorities, and continued supporting the idea of Indian invisibility in 

how Native people actually lived. Indians were, on the other hand, were likely led to believe that 

Blacks looked out for themselves and therefore Indians did not want to align closely with them 

because the issues were not the same.  

Conclusion: Urban Indigenous Feminism 

                                                 
427 Tracy interview with author, June 26, 2014.  
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 Indigenous women like Mays cannot easily be identified by the broader White feminist 

movements of the time; nor can they be myopically placed within the emerging work of 

Indigenous feminism which, at present, suffers from two shortcomings. First, earlier iterations of 

Indigenous feminism, in their attempt to critically understand the role of Indigenous women in 

precolonial societies juxtaposed to the western feminism, utilized a nationalistic approach to 

explain Indigenous women’s experiences. Using nationalism as a framework allowed some to 

ignore the patriarchy that actually exists in Indigenous communities, even as it may be a result of 

colonialism. Patriarchy exists, and we should acknowledge it. Second, the scholarship has 

ignores cities, and Indigenous women’s role in those places. A city is different from a reservation 

or rural place because that should be acknowledged, especially in postwar U.S. cities. 

Urban Indigenous feminism exists within how Indigenous women actually lived!not 

how we might imagine them to be. For these Detroit women, there was no contradiction between 

working within the home and the community. While it is difficult to illustrate the direct impact 

that Black political activism had on Detroit’s Indigenous community, especially women, they did 

not live in a vacuum, and surely became aware of the Black political organizing power of the 

Black community. Indeed, Judy Mays mentioned that she participated briefly with groups like 

DRUM (Dodge Revolutionary Movement), one of the city’s most infamous radical groups that 

emerged out of the factories of Dodge.429 In other words, Urban Indigenous feminism, was not 

simply Native women doing work; they were influenced by the actual happenings unique to the 

Black (and workers more generally) material conditions in the city. These experiences, thus, also 

shaped the political perspectives of Indigenous women, and the Indigenous community at large. 

While Indigenous male sexism and larger economic forces impacted their ability to do certain 
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types of jobs, they believed working for the larger community was paramount for their existence. 

Mays!and others!were not only shaped by Detroit, but also came to redefine it on their own 

terms, with the intention of making Detroit a place conducive to the needs of Indigenous Peoples 

existing in a modern, swiftly changing city around them.  

 

Figure 12. I use this graph to illustrate the evolving nature of urban Indigenous feminism, and the various components 
that define it. Key, here, though, is the urban political context, in this case, Detroit. 

Indigenous feminism, as a framework, provided a new framework for understanding 

settler definitions of feminism and for contesting definitions imposed on Native people by 

outsiders. In the previous three chapters, a variety of actors deployed indigeneity, from elite 
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white men to Indigenous men. Finally, in the postwar period, Indigenous women were able to 

place their understanding of indigeneity into the public sphere, and it was through their 

experiences and activism that we can better understand a new meaning of indigeneity in the 

postwar period. By the end of the 1980s, Indigenous women’s work in cultural and educational 

institutions, were the things that changed how we have come to view indigeneity in postwar 

Detroit.  

Judy Mays continued working with the Detroit Indian Educational and Cultural Center 

throughout the 1980s. She did not stop trying to fulfill the dream of her mother: opening a full 

time school for Native youth. Finally, in September 1994, after years of toil, Judy helped reclaim 

indigeneity by inserting the most important manifestation of it in modern Detroit: Medicine Bear 

American Indian Academy, the nation’s third ever public school with a curriculum. Finally, after 

nearly a century of Native people fighting both the cultural imaginings of elite white men, and 

then the Black political machine becoming, perhaps incidentally, the new standard of indigeneity 

in the city, they were able to take control of indigeneity in the Motor City.  
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Conclusion: Settler Colonial Cities and the End of Indigeneity in Detroit? 
 

I will conclude the dissertation in two ways. First, I want to highlight, very briefly, the 

idea of a settler colonial city. Second, I will end by discussing the formation of Medicine Bear 

American Indian Academy, and hint at a few students’ brief experience at the school.   

Generally, settler colonialism describes the process of indigenous land dispossession 

through biological and military warfare; it often requires later attempts of settlers to assimilate 

the indigenous population. More important, settler colonialism is about placing a foreign 

population on indigenous land!and them staying there. Two conceptual arguments will help 

unpack an understanding of urban spaces as settler colonial spaces. I will begin with theorist 

Patrick Wolfe.  

Patrick Wolfe argues that settler societies create a regime of difference in which the 

settler population creates a racial hierarchy in order to exploit the indigenous people and the 

enslaved people. This is what happened in the U.S. By dispossessing indigenous people and 

enslaving Africans, white settlers created whiteness through property. This is what legal scholar 

Cheryl Harris has aptly called whiteness as property. Harris writes that, “the origins of whiteness 

as property lie in the parallel systems of domination of Black and Native American peoples out 

of which were created racially contingent forms of property and property rights.”430 Harris 

creates a scenario in which we must understand three things, which include Indigenous 

dispossession, Black subordination, and whiteness becoming tied to both dispossession and 

enslavement and as the epitome of property. However, we must remember that “Different racial 

regimes encode and reproduce,” argues Wolfe, “the unequal relationships into which Europeans 

coerced the populations concerned.” He further contends that Blacks and Natives in the U.S. 
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“have been racialized in opposing ways that reflect their antithetical roles in the formation of US 

society.”431 Regimes of racial difference are also historically and contextually produced. U.S. 

Settler colonialism was not simply about the expropriation of land from indigenous people and 

controlling them, it was also concerned with creating what Wolfe has called a ‘regime of 

difference’ in order to create and maintain complete domination over both bodies and land. Thus, 

the particularities of Black and Native histories should not obscure the fact that they both 

suffered under a settler colonial society, predicated upon structuring a ‘regime of difference.’”432  

In addition to Wolfe, Chickasaw theorist Jodi Byrd has suggested that the settler, the 

native, and the arrivant (read: settlers occupying cities in this case) should each acknowledge 

their own positions in relation to the U.S. settler nation. In doing this, we can “reconceptualize 

space and history to make visible what imperialism and its resultant settler colonialism and 

diasporas have sought to obscure.”433 In short, by critically understanding ourselves within a 

‘regime of difference,’ in relation to U.S. Empire, and keeping in mind that urban areas, too, are 

settler colonial spaces, this can help us critically engage how different groups are racialized in 

cities, and also to push us further!at least in urban history!to reconceptualize Native peoples’ 

relationship to cities. 

What is a settler colonial city? In Urbanizing Frontiers, historian Penelope Edmonds 

writes that, historically,  

The settler-colonial city was a site in which the appropriation of Indigenous land was  

                                                 
431 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native” Journal of Genocide 
Research Vol. 8. No. 4, (December 2006), 387.  
 
432 Kyle T. Mays, “Transnational Progressivism: African Americans, Native Americans, and the 
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coupled with aggressive allotment and property speculation, a ssite in which property 

relations were constructed quickly through rhetorical celebrations of making a white, 

civilized space.434 

This dissertation uses the term settler colonial city to indicate indigenous dispossession, 

indigenous erasure, and indigenous resistance within a local place that became a city. Edmonds 

further contends that settler colonial cities “ were vital to settler colonialism’s ongoing project of 

reterritorialization and the formation of modern settler colonial-states.”435 Edmonds’ thoughts 

about cities as integral to the formation of modern settler-nation-states is important, and Detroit 

is no exception, for it would later become the “arsenal of democracy,” a beacon upon a hill, so to 

speak, of settler modernity.  

 Detroit is the epitome of a settler colonial city. In Postcolonialism and the City (1996) 

Jane Jacobs argues that cities are a prime place for understanding imperialism. “It was in…cities 

that the spatial order of imperial imaginings was rapidly and deftly realised. And it was through 

these cities that the resources of colonised lands were harnessed and reconnected to cities in 

imperial heartlands.”436 If Detroit is understood as a colonized place today (with the state 

takeover that ignores citizen rights and voices), as a place where imperialism’s colonial gaze 

remains in museums and other places, the process began long ago. Settler colonial cities can be 

identified in at least four ways. First, they are places whose origins are claimed and occupied by 

(white) settlers. Detroit began as sites of trade, cultural exchange, and political diplomacy; by the 
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1836, with Michigan’s move towards statehood, it was quickly becoming overrun with white 

settlers. It was not enough to occupy the land. For, at the turn of the 20th century, these same 

white settlers had to justify their own modernity!and they did this through the creation of local 

histories.  

The creation of a local history rooted in white male “origin myths” is the second 

identifiable characteristic. Related to this origins myth are the celebration of indigenous imagery 

and the memorializing of indigenous peoples (and their histories) through pageantry. Indeed as 

Jane Jacobs argues, “Colonial constructs not only belong to a past that is being worked against in 

the present, but also to a past that is being nostalgically reworked and inventively adapted in the 

present.”437 

The third characteristic is that these colonial spaces are marked by invisibility. It is not 

that people do not live on these lands; but the indigenous people are not acknowledged in the 

present. They!mostly Indigenous men!are memorialized for their valor. Men like Pontiac 

were used to showcase the construction of gender and racial hierarchies in late 19th early 20th 

century Detroit. The fourth characteristic, or perhaps process, is the current condition of these 

cities. Although other cities with large minority populations across the U.S. exist, they are 

colonized spaces. They are colonized in the sense that the land is not owned by the people, the 

citizens generally have no “real” democratic rights in these places, and suffer from poverty and 

segregation. Critical urban geographer David Harvey writes, “from their very inception, cities 

have arisen through the geographical and social concentration of a surplus product.” He further 

contends, “urbanization has always been…a class phenomenon” in which “control over the use 
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of surplus typically lies in the hands of a few.”438 Thus, Detroit citizens of today, who are 

majority Black, do not control the resources of their community, which is placed in the hand of 

the State and individual venture capitalists like Dan Gilbert. 

In March 1991, the Detroit Public Schools board elected Dr. Deborah McGriff, the first 

Black female superintendent of the school district.439 One of Dr. McGriff’s major 

accomplishments was to empower local schools, thus decentralizing the district from the school 

board. She created the “Design for Excellence” initiative, which allowed for more authority over 

curriculum and other components of schooling. Backed by Federal funds under President Bill 

Clinton’s Administration, emerged the African Centered Male Academies. According to 

longtime Detroit educator Jeffrey Robinson and now principal of the Paul Robeson-Malcolm X 

Academy (formerly just the Malcolm X Academy), “the main purpose of exploring the concepts 

of African Centered curriculum and single sex education was to address the staggering statistics 

of young Black males. Under the terms of Empowerment the academies would be able to adopt 

special curricula and initiate programs specifically designed for inner city Black males.”440 The 

Male Academy Task Force met in March of 1990, which resulted in a report on the state of 

Black males in Detroit. This report, along with community activism and persistence (especially 

from Black mothers), led to the creation of the Malcolm X Academy.441  
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African-centered education, also called Afrocentric education, is rooted in a long history 

of work done by Black scholars such as Carter G. Woodson, Anna Julia Cooper, and W.E.B. Du 

Bois, who attempted to disrupt the white supremacist idea that people of African descent were a 

people without history, brought into “civilization” with their enslavement. The aforementioned 

scholars challenged these ideas, by showing those moments in U.S. history where Black folks 

were central actors in all of the major shifts, for example, during the Civil War and 

Reconstruction. More importantly, they began the process of making Black people the subjects 

of historical inquiry, and not the objects. Often times they began before the era of enslavement, 

pointing to the people that they had a long history prior to European capitalist greed.  

 According to Geneva Smitherman and Clifford Watson, Afrocentric education 

“approaches knowledge from the perspective of Africa as the origin of human civilization and 

the descendants of Africans as subjects, rather than objects of history and scientific 

observation.”442 I highlight the importance of Afrocentric education and its development in 

Detroit, to further explain, in part, the political and social conditions which gave Judy Mays, the 

founding principal of Medicine Bear American Indian Academy, the almost seamless ability to 

advocate for a school and make it happen. Though, it must be remembered that Indigenous 

education in Detroit had long been on the scene, before the Afrocentric movement occurred.  

Medicine Bear American Indian Academy 

Each morning, before the school day began, students at Medicine Bear American Indian 

Academy would do a pledge of allegiance. This pledge of allegiance, however, was not a blind 

allegiance to the symbolic representation of U.S. colonialism!the American flag. It was a 

pledge to themselves, to the community. The pledge was called the Indian Pledge of Allegiance:  
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I: I will always respect myself and others 
N: Never fight or call others names 
D: Don’t do drugs 
I: Improve in School 
A: Always respect parents and teachers 
N: Never be a drop-out 
 

The Indian pledge of allegiance fit the particular circumstances that students found themselves 

in!post 1980s Detroit, which was a particularly challenging time to be a young person growing 

up in the Motor City. But it was not just the Indigenous pledge of allegiance that was important; 

it was the space of hope and healing, designed for the postmodern Indigenous (and non-

Indigenous) student, who would go on to hopefully be the future leaders in the Motor City. 

Medicine Bear American Indian Academy, the vision of an Indigenous mother, Esther Mays, 

was realized under her daughter in 1994.  
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Figure 13. Pictured here is my aunt, Judy Mays at the podium and her sister, Linda Lindsay, holding the bear, circa 
September 1994. Image courtesy of Tracy Mays. 

On June 30, 1994, the Detroit Public Schools opened up applications for enrollment. 

And, in September 1994, the Medicine Bear American Indian Academy opened its doors at the 

Historic Fort Wayne, the former military post named after General “Mad” Anthony Wayne, who 

played a conspicuous role in the takeover of Fort Detroit from the British in 1796. Kwame 

Kenyatta, a staunch Black Nationalist and Detroit Public Schools school board member and city 

councilman, was a major supporter. MBAIA was formed within the context of the 1980s 

Afrocentric, culturally relevant educational school movement in Detroit.443 During the initial 
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conversations about Medicine Bear, Judy Mays recalled how supportive Kenyatta was of the 

school. “He liked the idea of having a Native American school in Detroit. And he fought hard for 

us to be able to get it. So I credit him as being the one that got Medicine Bear opened as a Detroit 

Public School.”444  

 The name Medicine Bear came to Judy and others while planning to present to the school 

board. According to Judy, it was quite a spiritual moment:  

We were sitting around talking about what we were gonna name it. Me and Linda, and 

Edith Young were there. We were sitting around thinking about what the name would be. 

We came up with bear something. And then, sitting, there, I said, “Medicine Bear.” From 

the educational experiences that Natives had from the past, I wanted to change that 

perspective around. And in order to do that we needed healing. And that’s why the name 

Medicine Bear, and for the bear, bear clan. But it was a weird spiritual thing from where 

that name came from. You know how they say everything goes in a circle, and we were 

all in a circle and then that name came; it was just like magic.445 

Medicine Bear was open to all students in Detroit. Judy and the design team opened their 

doors with students from grades kindergarten through third, with the long-term goal of 

expanding into grades K-12. Judy wanted to go to K-12 so that the whole schooling experience 

of students, especially Indigenous students, was rooted in an Indigenous perspective, and so that 

their cultures could be celebrated and sustained. However, priority to the tune of 55% was 

reserved for students of Indigenous ancestry, and those who lived within a one-mile radius of the 
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school.446 Similar to the Afrocentric educational model!what we might call an Indigenous-

centric educational model!Medicine Bear centered the curriculum on the experiences of 

Indigenous people: “Medicine Bear American Indian Academy represents the third public school 

across America that has a focus on the traditions, customs, and holistic world view of the North 

American Indian. We must all remember the valuable lessons taught to us by this country’s first 

chemists, doctors, agriculturalists, negotiators, traders, fisherman, orators, veterinarians, spiritual 

leaders, ecologists, judges, leaders and warriors…the Native American Indian.”447 By making 

Indigenous persons subjects of history, Medicine Bear was able to fundamentally shift the 

Eurocentric and often narrowminded-ness of Black education teaching that did not value the 

perspectives and lived realities of Indigenous students.  

 The vision of Medicine Bear was to educate Indigenous and non-Indigenous students. 

They took this seriously. “Through a holistic world view, the students will learn American Indian 

cultural values, beliefs, oral traditions, languages and life patterns.”448 And students learned just 

that. One student reflected back, “We learned a lot of Native arts and crafts. We made dream 

catchers!matter of fact, just the other day, I taught my cousin how to make them. I can’t believe 

I still remember.” Moreover, students would be equipped “with the necessary survival skills, and 

the ability to pass on these skills to future urban Indian society, (and also non-Indian society).” 

Importantly, the worldview as described by the handbook was rooted in Judy’s identity as a 

                                                 
446 Detroit’s Indigenous community defined Indigenous ancestry broadly, and quite differently 
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Saginaw Chippewa woman, mixed with African American heritage, born and raised in Detroit, 

and as a member of the Makwa Dodem (bear clan). Medicine Bear’s understanding of 

“traditional” and Indigenous were made for the postwar Detroit Indigenous reality!it was an 

embrace of what Scott Richard Lyons has called “Indian modernity,”449 the idea of dealing with 

the situation in which Indigenous peoples actually find themselves instead of being beholden to 

and only symbols of the past. A part of Medicine Bear’s embrace of modernity was to challenge 

the Black-White binary and the Indigenous-Settler binary by embracing the idea of Blackness 

and Indigeneity, together. Medicine Bear’s vision was to create students who were “moral, non-

racist…global citizens.”450   

 Judy believed that parental involvement in Medicine Bear, like the Detroit Indian 

Educational and Cultural Center, was paramount for the school to be successful. Though the 

parents had the general rights of parents of any DPS child, Medicine Bear sought parental input 

for the Academy as a whole: “Participation in the development of educational goals and 

objectives for the academy.”  

 Reflecting on Medicine Bear, Judy recalled a story about a red chair being stuck outside 

of a teacher’s classroom. The red chair served as a timeout chair for misbehaving students. Judy 

did not like that. Judy did not want anything red to be associated with negative!red in this 

context representing Indigenous peoples and representations about them:  

Even at Medicine Bear, I didn’t let prejudice circulate. I remember one story at Medicine 

Bear. The kindergarten teacher had a red chair outside of her class that she would sit the 

kids who needed discipline in that red chair. I made them take it away. Nothing negative 
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was red here. So we had to gat a new chair, a blue chair. Those are some of the things I 

would try to instill in them because, even though there were different races of kids who 

attended Medicine Bear, we had a lot of whites going there, Blacks, Natives, but we all 

had that Native spirit of family. We considered ourselves a family.451  

The family atmosphere at Medicine Bear was an integral part of the curriculum. A former 

student, now 25 years, a self-identified Black female, reiterated the fact that it was welcoming 

atmosphere for students. “It was family atmosphere,” said Wes.452 “The atmosphere was 

homelike. I felt I belonged even though I was Black.”453 Indigenous ways of communicating and 

spirituality were a part of the curriculum as well. “It was a safe place. We used to have circles 

where we would get all the teachers and students together in one big circle. We’d talk about 

whatever happened to someone if there was a conflict. We’d talk about it until we resolved the 

issue. The students loved that.”454  

At its height, MBAIA educated over 100 students for the academic year, with grades K-

8th. During the earlier years, it was a success. A former student, Melissa, a Black woman with 

Cherokee/Creek ancestry, now in her mid-twenties, who attended the academy from the 

beginning enjoyed her time. Melissa’s parents sent her to Medicine Bear because of the small 

class sizes and because it emphasized her Indigenous heritage. Melissa’s example, as a part of 

the larger story of Medicine Bear, provides an important insight into the intersections of 

blackness and indigeneity in postwar Detroit. Melissa remarked, “My experience at Medicine 
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Bear was wonderful….the thing I appreciated most was that it served as a melting pot of students 

from different cultures.”455  

Her reflections are interesting, and suggest that she was aware of the different tribal 

communities that existed and the blend of Black and Indigenous cultures. Most of the students 

were of multiple Indigenous ancestries and/or African American and Indigenous ancestry. 

Though her most interesting comments were in regard to her experience as a young person of 

mixed heritage. Melissa enjoyed the hybrid culture, between Black culture and Indigenous 

culture(s) that occurred in the school. “It was a school that taught respect from mother earth to 

relationships with people in general,” said Melissa.456 She continued, “I was proud to attend this 

school because it also showed appreciation for my culture as well by celebrating black history 

month and showing how imperative it was to preserve traditions…Native American and African 

American.”457 For Melissa, these cultures intersected in the everyday interactions between 

students and staff, but also through the use of stories to teach lessons about life and, perhaps 

most importantly, to teach students to have pride in themselves, whether or Black or Indigenous 

(or both).  

Other students such as Ashley, a Black and Ojibwe woman now in her early 30s, also had 

fond memories about learning a more important component of Indigenous history, perhaps even 

culturally sustaining and revitalizing pedagogy, one that respected and enhanced the experiences 
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of Indigenous and non-Indigenous students.458 “I enjoyed learning about the culture and history 

of Native Americans, of us. It was different because I could learn about how the Indians lived 

back then, instead of about how they were killed off by white people. That was refreshing and 

important for me growing up as a Black and Indian child.”  

 One of the ironies of Medicine Bear was that its home was at the historic Fort Wayne. 

The Detroit Historical Society owned that building. The Historic Fort Wayne Coalition’s website 

suggests that there are at least nine ways that the space in which Fort Wayne stands was 

important for Native people, historically. The site was home to an Indigenous group’s burial 

mounds. Between 1710-1771, it was the site of a Potawatomi village, where Cadillac had invited 

them down to stay. Between 1842-1845, the U.S. army destroyed the burial mounds in the 

process of building Fort Wayne. In 1876, Archeologist Henry Gillman, an affiliate of Harvard 

University, excavated the remaining Fort Wayne burial mound and sent recovered items to the 

Peabody Museum. Between 1944 and 1945, archeologist Carl Holmquist of the Michigan 

Aboriginal Research Club excavated some Indian mounds at Fort Wayne. He recovered twenty-

three burial and grave goods that were later donated to the University of Michigan Museum of 

Anthropology. He left a few mounds untouched. Finally, in 1979, the Detroit Historical Museum 

opened a Woodland Indian Museum near the burial ground; by 1991, due to lack of funds, the 

museum was closed.459  
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 Fort Wayne held significance for its original inhabitants, and surely their ghostly 

presence remained. Returning to the work of Colleen Boyd and Coll Thrush, the Indigenous 

presence at Fort Wayne remained. Indeed, as they argue, “Indigenous ghosts are remarkably 

complex facets of the experience of colonialism and highlight the ways in which knowledge of 

place and past are constructed, produced, revealed, and contested.”460 Here, the presence of these 

Indigenous ghosts, disturbed by settlers for over two centuries, were finally able to exact some 

revenge on its settlers. Fort Wayne would become, so ironically, the place where Indigenous 

children would roam!and learn education, from an Indigenous point of view.  

According to Judy, the Society would not let them use the library for the children.461 

They had to seek permission to do anything on the grounds. The irony here is that the Detroit 

Historical Society, which documented Indigenous history since the early 20th century (from a gift 

given by Clarence Burton, one of the original city historiographers). Now they wanted to control 

actual Indigenous peoples from operating within their space. They excavated the burial mounds 

of Indigenous people in years past, now they wanted to both allow Indigenous people in the 

building, but only in certain ways. In other words, the Detroit Historical Society held their own 

views of modernity, one that, once more, Indigenous peoples were only to be a part of!slightly.  

Scholars of Detroit, especially the modern city, would do well to include indigeneity as a 

category of analysis. And I think there are at several areas where I can imagine significant work 

being done. For example, one example would be to document the experiences of Native people 

in the factors of Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors. To be sure, this would be quite an 

undertaking, and might need to rely almost primarily on oral histories, but it is something that is 
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lacking in the scholarship. A study of this nature would be a welcome contribution to labor 

history and race relations in the Motor City.  

Another area in need of further investigation is the landscape of Detroit. Throughout this 

dissertation, I have hinted at the landscape and the erasure of Indigenous presences from those 

spaces. Yet, a little known piece of information is that early planners of the city based their 

conception of the space on the indigenous trails already in existence. This makes one wonder 

about how indigeneity, in this case, their construction of space, was used by settlers in order to 

modernize the city. Of course, this would require also an examination of the city’s highway 

construction, which, as historian has shown has, destroyed Black neighborhoods like Paradise 

Valley, on Detroit’s eastside.  

In continuing the idea of space and place-making, I would think that another prospect to 

improve both urban history and urban Indigenous history would be to cast Detroit as a 

borderland. Detroit is literally a borderland!in the nation-state sense!because of its close 

proximity to Canada and the U.S. However, how did Indigenous people understand this border? 

Also, how did they embody these spaces in ways that perhaps differed from the settlers’ version 

of this border? Though writing this dissertation, many questions remain, and I hope the reader 

comes away with just as both questions answered and generated, for, Indigenous Detroit, in the 

modern period, still remains a story that has many strands yet worth investigating.  
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Epilogue 

On March 20, 2000, Judy Mays received a letter from the Detroit Public School’s 

Department of Human Resources. In the letter Mays was told that her contract as principal of 

Medicine bear would not be renewed because of nepotism. Mays was shocked. DPS sent her this 

notice because she hired her sister, Tracy Mays, to run the Detroit Indian Educational and 

Cultural Center in another building. The irony here is that a Mays family member had always 

been a part of DIECC. Nepotism is a difficult charge in this case. As Cree scholar Shawn Wilson 

argues, “in the dominant system, nepotism generally involves the use of friends and relations in a 

concerted effort to keep others out.” Detroit’s Indigenous community was small, and Judy was 

perhaps the most qualified Indigenous persons to make such a decision. Wilson, continues, “In 

healthy Indigenous communities,” he writes, “the strength of established bonds between people 

can be used to help uplift others.” Ironically, the DPS bi-laws only outlawed nepotism among 

school board members.  

 A difficult question to grapple with is what is the deep reason for closing Medicine Bear? 

Nepotism is a good excuse; perhaps not the best answer. Prior to the school closing, Judy and the 

staff held meetings with architects and DPS to discuss moving to a new building. “The promised 

us a new school. We looked at property, we had meetings about what it would look like. [DPS] 

hired an architect. The board never went through with it. I don’t know if it was money or what.” 

Ironically, it was money.  

 During 1999, the Detroit Public Schools was taken over by an Emergency Financial 

Manager. The District did not suffer from a deficit. Speculation suggests that, DPS was one of 

the city’s largest landowners, and venture capitalists wanted to own the land.   
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After contacting Detroit’s Native community, on June 14, 2000, Mays and nearly 100 

supporters of Medicine Bear gathered to attend a rally in front of the Detroit Public Schools 

Center Building on Woodward Avenue, Detroit. Mays’ sister, Tracy, took the microphone. In 

dramatic fashion, she wrapped her hands around her two long braids, looked at the crowd, pulled 

the braids together, raised an orange pair of scissors, and, one by one, cut each braid. The crowd 

gasped in uniform. The crowd erupted with moans and wailings; people cried. After moments of 

despair, Tracy handed each one of her clipped braids over to her children. She then went back to 

the podium and said, “I want (Detroit Public Schools [Superintendent] David Adamany to know 

why I cut my hair.” “I am in mourning,” she said, “for the loss of the city’s only Native 

American principal, because it is like a death, and it is a part of our culture to cut our hair when 

we are in mourning.”462  

 Following the day after her contract was officially not renewed, on August 1, Judy Mays 

filed paper work in the Wayne County Circuit Court suing DPS, charging them with “contract, 

and age, sex and race discrimination.”463  I will end here. Judy did not win her case. Tracy left 

the position as director of DIECC. The Medicine Bear American Indian Academy, the vision of a 

mother, the lifework of a daughter, the outcome of their Urban Indigenous feminism, crumbled. 

Medicine Bear was closed officially by the school district after the 2001-2002 school year. 

Reflecting back on her time at Medicine Bear, a former student stated, “I’m not Native, but what 

it meant for me was a really very diverse and non-discriminatory school with a very tight-knit 

family feel. I really needed that type of environment as a kid.” 

                                                 
462 Shawn Lewis, Detroit News (Detroit, MI, June 15, 2000), sec. C. 
 
463 Shawn Lewis, “Fired Academy Principal Sues,” Detroit News (Detroit, MI, August 15, 2000), 
sec. D. 
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Being fired from Medicine Bear was heartbreaking for Judy. Indigenous education 

largely vanished after she was gone. However, I do not want to end on such a negative note. In 

fact, after talking with family, many of them have thanked me for helping recall the important 

work that Judy did for Indigenous children and Detroit. When I asked her what the legacy of 

Medicine Bear was she replied,  

We were the third [public] American Indian school in the country. I think they were in 

Minneapolis and Milwaukee. We were the third one. It was innovative to have a school 

like that. And the legacy is that we made it. It was a dream of my mother’s!always to 

have a school for Native American children in Detroit. That was a legacy fulfilled 

through me by opening and being a part of her dream. To have it opened for kids, that 

would be the legacy!see someone’s dreams come to fruition. [My mom] didn’t get to 

see Medicine Bear. That’s what drove me!I was driven by that. And since I had been in 

Indian education so long, it was just like an extension.464 

Although still stinging from the pain of being fired from her role as principal and fulfilling her 

mother’s dream, she remained positive about the legacy: “It was a very rewarding experience 

and am humbled to have had the opportunity to do some of the things I was able to do. Living on 

for my mom. Taking over for her, that was very gratifying. And I would do it again if I had the 

chance, in spite of the ending. I would still be at Medicine Bear. But since I left there, my life 

just went down!depression and all.”465 Though she may still be reeling from her unjust firing, 

                                                 
464 Judy interview with the author, June 25, 2014.  
 
465 Ibid.  
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Wes remarked, “She was so devoted and genuine, and she reached out to a lot of the kids at the 

school. All of the students loved her, including me.”466  

 

Conclusion 

Detroit holds a particular meaning for Indigenous peoples, both past and present. I will 

conclude the dissertation in three ways. First I want to reiterate the major claims herein. Second, 

I want to give some brief highlights about the meaning of Detroit in the historical memory of its 

Indigenous residents. Lastly, I want to explain way, using my own research on Detroit, that you 

cannot adequately understand urban history, of racialization and gender construction within the 

urban place without Indigenous persons, and they places they occupied before, during, and after 

settler encroachment.  

Detroit means many things to its past and current Indigenous inhabitants. It was a place 

of great political activism, a context in which Indigenous identities and cultures were formed, in 

particular urban ways. In this section I leave the reader with the words of Indigenous persons as 

they reflected back on their time in Detroit. In so doing, I hope to reclaim Detroit as an 

Indigenous space!a place whose meaning is constructed through the experiences and lived 

realities of Indigenous persons. In other words, I am using their words as an aesthetic, a political, 

cultural, and social symbol, to challenge how we have come to know Detroit as a Black-White, 

racialized and gendered space.  

Sandra Muse 

I love Detroit. It breaks my heart that Detroit is going through the hard times that it’s going 

through. To me, there was always an Indigenous space within the boundaries of Detroit. There 

                                                 
466 Ibid.  
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was always a Detroit Indian community. Sometimes when I used to go over to Belle Isle or just 

down on the banks of the Detroit River and go fishing, I would just sit there and imagine how 

beautiful it must’ve been along there for our ancestors, during our ancestors time before the 

skyscrapers, and the concrete, and the highways, and the factories and all of that stuff. I will 

always be a Detroit girl. I’ve been in Ontario 27 years, I think; long time. I still follow all of the 

sports teams for Detroit, Red Wings, Pistons, Lions. But Detroit is home. It’ll always be home. I 

learned how to survive it. How to deal with my own identity complex as a Native teenager, 

someone who didn’t quite fit in anywhere. It was the only place I felt like I fit in was those good 

ol days at the Detroit Indian School. And those were so vitally important.467 

The opening of Medicine Bear American Indian Academy was the culmination of nearly 

40 years of Indigenous awakening and realization in the Motor City. Yet, its closing also pointed 

to the limits of indigeneity in a city still predicated on Blackness and Whiteness. While particular 

historical circumstances allowed for Indigenous people to assert their visibility, even gaining 

some relative political power in Detroit, they could never fully insert indigeneity on an equal 

political culture plane as other ethnic/racial groups had for decades. Though the Indigenous 

community tried their very best to become visible, the forces of race and gender that render 

Indigenous people as relics of the past were often too much to overcome. And they found that 

asserting indigeneity in a city also dealing with rapid financial decline and a host of other issues 

was not good for business. Yet, this does not mean that indigeneity is completely wiped out, 

perhaps going back to times past when settlers attempt to memorialize indigeneity. Indigenous 

people are still remembered, though in a faint sort of way.  

                                                 
467 Sandra interview with the author, August 2, 2014.  
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From August 5-8, 2014, I attended the National Summit on Race in Chicago, Illinois. I 

was invited to participate as a scribe, someone who would take notes on the assigned session, 

with which the organizers assigned me. A national summit on race, I thought, wow, maybe we’ll 

have a broad constituency from which to critically analyze race in the United States. After all, 

my understanding of the processes of racialization are rooted in critical studies of whiteness, the 

persistent, ongoing combination of settler colonialism and white supremacy, and the current 

immigration debate (or more accurately the immigration of Brown bodies from Central and 

South America), which has captured the Nation’s imagination. I was wrong. The summit on race 

was a summit on the condition of Black folks. Upon realizing that, I was not upset. In fact, I am 

okay with a conference that emphasizes Blackness!just be sure to let everyone know that before 

attending. I just made it a point to let everyone know!publicly!that race does not operate on a 

Black-white binary. I might have even mentioned that Black folks can participate in colonial 

projects of erasure, which perpetuate the idea that Indigenous peoples are relics of the past. 

Matter of fact, I and one other person were the only known Indigenous persons in the area. It was 

still an important learning experience.  

One of my favorite moments was meeting Dr., Reverend, activist-extraordinaire, Joann 

Watson. Mama Watson (as she is called in the Black community) is a former councilwoman on 

the Detroit city council. She resigned upon the implementation of an Emergency Financial 

Manager. She has been a staunch advocate for Black rights in the Motor City!and still is!for 

decades. Walking down to the convention center, I saw my mentor, gave her a hug and kiss on 

the cheek, and she introduced me to Mama Watson. Her and I talked for about 45 minutes. 

Curious, I asked her, “do you remember a Native American public school? It was called 

Medicine Bear American Indian Academy?” Seemingly struck by the bolt of lighting that 
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historical questions can illuminate, she lit up and smiled, “yeah, I do.” I then asked, “do you 

know my aunt Judy Mays?” She replied, “Yes. Oh my god. I can’t believe I am sitting here 

talking to Judy’s nephew.” She then continued, “I remember your aunt. She was a strong, fierce 

woman. And she always had a group of people to back up what she said. And she made her 

claims for that school clearly and effectively.” She further stated that “she demanded that they 

give her a school. She used data, but one of the most impressive things I remember about your 

aunt was that she demanded that the school board give her that school. And they did.” 

If indigeneity and Indigenous people are not an active force on the Detroit political 

cultural scene, they remain within the minds of an older generation, those who can remember 

times past. If we learn anything from the history of Detroit’s Indigenous past, combined with the 

competing notions of claiming indigeneity, this concept still occurs, with the Dan Gilbert’s of the 

world, who make claim to Detroit. There are also the hipsters who bring in their coffee shops and 

craft beer breweries who want to make something out of nothing, as if they are the new pilgrims, 

making a beacon upon a hill. Indigeneity has now come full circle!back to the time of the 

Thomas Palmers of the world, who created a city with a distorted view of the history. If we learn 

anything from Detroit’s history, we know that at some point, the Indigenous population, all 7,000 

who now live in the Detroit area, will become visible again, even as a shooting star, they will 

cross the mind of their fellow Detroiters; perhaps this time they will be given the proper stay that 

they deserve.  

Indigeneity, though, was resurrected again January 2014!albeit in the crudest of ways. 

On January 27, 2014, Paige Williams, a writer for The New Yorker published a scathing article of 

long time Oakland County Chief Executive, L. Brooks Patterson. Titled, “Drop Dead Detroit!” 

the article was a critique of Patterson, a major critic of all things Detroit, even as he sits as an 
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outsider in one of the wealthiest counties in the United States!vanilla suburbs surrounding a 

chocolate city. Williams accused Patterson of racism. It is easy to see why, Patterson, speaking 

about Detroit stated, “Anytime I talk about Detroit, it will not be positive. Therefore, I’m called a 

Detroit basher. The truth hurts, you know? Tough shit.”468 He even told his daughters not to get 

gas there. If kicking a struggling city down, whose residents happen to be majority Black was not 

enough, he brought Native Americans into the conversation. When asked how he would fix the 

financial problems of Detroit, he said, “what we’re gonna do is turn Detroit into an Indian 

reservation, where we herd all the Indians into the city, build a fence around it, and then throw in 

the blankets and corn.” Apparently these comments happened long ago, though the place of 

Indian people in the white imagination suggests that Patterson could have made this statement 

just as easily in 2014 as in 1974.  

Black Detroiters protested Patterson’s racist characterization of Detroit. And so did the 

Native community. As a result, on February 11, 2014, L. Brooks Patterson submitted a letter to 

Matthew Wesaw (Pokagon Band of Potawatomi), former Chairman of the Pokagon Band of 

Potawatomi and currently Executive Director, Department of Civil Rights in Michigan, 

apologizing for his remarks. In the letter, Patterson offered an apology!though the sincerity and 

taste of it is questionable. Following a meeting with Wesaw, Patterson wrote in the letter, “I was 

unaware of the entire sordid episode of Native Americans facing extinction through the 

imposition of disease filled blankets.”469 He further wrote, “I apologize for my ignorance of 

history and I want you to know that it was never my intent to disrespect Native Americans.”470  

                                                 
468 Paige Williams, “Drop Dead, Detroit!: The Suburban Kingpin Who Is Thriving Off of the 
City’s Decline,” The New Yorker, January 27, 2014. 
 
469 L. Brooks Patterson letter to Mattew Wesaw and the United Tribes of Michigan, February 11, 
2014.  
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Regardless of his lack of Indigenous historical knowledge, the making of Detroit into an 

Indian reservation is interesting!and distasteful. But Patterson is not the only one who knows 

very little about Indigenous Detroit. My interest in bringing up Patterson’s disparaging 

comments is to point toward how Native Americans have been erased from the official histories 

of Detroit, so much so that government officials can make reference to them, and know nothing 

about their historical or contemporary presence in the Motor City. Even Detroit’s Black 

population has tended to ignore Native Americans. Though not as ignorant as Patterson’s, they 

largely do not acknowledge a Native presence whatsoever. Miigwetch for reading this story.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
 
470 Ibid.  
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Appendix A 
 

 These maps are brief illustrations of where various Indigenous people and also 

performances occurred in Detroit and surrounding areas.  

 

 
 
 This map illustrates the major points in chapters one and two. Point 1 is the Walpole 

Island First Nation reserve, which is about 30 miles north east of Detroit. Point 2 is Lake St. 

Clair, which lies between Michigan and the Canadian Province of Ontario. A part of the Great 

Lakes sytem waterways (including the Detroit River and the St. Clair River), it connects Lake 

Huron (to the north) and Lake Erie (to the south). Point 3 is Peche Island located in the Detroit 

River, at the opening of Lake St. Clair. It is 1.2 miles (1.9 kilometers) east of Belle Isle. It was at 

this point during the bicentennial that Cadillac and his men began their journey. Point 4 is Belle 
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Isle, where Thomas Sands in chapter one made claim to the island located in the Detroit River, 

and is said to have been a summer home of the Odawa chief Pontiac.  

 

 
 
 This map illustrates the approximate location of the events at the Detroit Bicentennial 

celebration in 1901. Important locations are Palmer Park, where the delegation of Indigenous 

people stayed. Also important is Cadillac’s Square, where Cadillac’s chair was dedicated, and 

where many of the after parties took place.  
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 This map is taken from Edmund Danziger’s Survival and Regeneration: Detroit’s 

American Indian Community. It is not exactly clear which Census he got his population data 

from, he likely got it from the 1980 US census. Though Detroit (and Metro Detroit) Native 

people were not always as inclusive as far as who was an “Indian,” community counts, for 

example, those done by the Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs, always counted more than 

the U.S. census. The discrepancy in numbers reflects, I think, the differences between who the 

community considered “Native” and the colonial politics of blood quantum and recognition.  
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This map of downtown Detroit is taken from Edmund Danziger’s book Survival and 

Regeneration: Detroit’s American Indian Community. He used the map to illustrate key points of 

meeting for Detroit’s Indigenous community and where many have lived, in the Cass Corridor 

area, near Wayne State University. For my purposes, I am re-using (and have slightly modified) 

this map to point out the key buildings of the city in which Native people used. For example, 1 

on this map represents Fort Wayne, where Medicine Bear American Indian Academy was 

located. American Indian Services was at 3rd Avenue and West Baltimore was the first spot of 

the Detroit Indian Educational and Cultural Center.  

 It is important to note that though many Native people lived in the Cass Corridor area, 

they were quite spread out in the city and in the Metro Detroit area. Thus, while they surely 

suffered the effects of segregation, including extreme poverty, low income, it is debatable 
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whether or not they were segregated like Black Americans, or were restricted in living in certain 

areas. I think this is more a function of two factors. First, the idea of Indigenous invisibility 

largely determined, I would assume, how Native people were treated. In other words, I would 

argue that Native erasure as an ideological process was so strong that there was no need to 

segregate anyone. Second, the ubiquitous nature of the Black-White binary in Detroit was so 

strong it seems to be the case that unless someone knew that a Native person was in fact, Native, 

meaning they had a conversation or simply knew them personally, they could be mistaken as 

Black, white, or even Mexican. Being a Native American was not on the ethnic/racial mindset of 

city residents.  

Here, phenotype, or how outside groups understood race as it related to Native people is 

important to acknowledge. In other words, if you looked Black you could easily be designated as 

such, and this discriminated, though none of my oral histories nor has my research revealed 

housing discrimination against Native people (in the same literal way as happened to Black 

Americans). If you looked white, but were not, or did not have the financial means, you might be 

able to pass off as white, but you might have lived near Black folks.  
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